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above bell towers,
beyond skyscrapers

THE CITY WHO HAD TWO NAVELS

Cities shape the way we live. Our built
heritage influences the way we think, feel,
and dream. Knowing who we are as a nation
would entail making sense of our cities—
why they were created and how they were
shaped by time and history.
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The Philippine Pavilion’s exhibit, titled The
City Who Had Two Navels at the 16th
International Architecture Exhibition of La
Biennale di Venezia, is set to do just that—
look at our cities to make an argument
about our perceived identity as a nation.
It focuses on the Philippines’ megacities—
Manila, Cebu, and Davao—that are
anchored in the colonial past but are now
ushered into the future by neoliberalism.
Colonialism made the political world map
what it is today, with borders built with
disregard for local sensibilities and realities.
Colonizers imposed their version of identity
on the people they ruled. Meanwhile,
neoliberalism is defined as a form of free
market fundamentalism that effectively
came to power at the turn of the 1980s,
with the election of followers of Friedrich
Hayek and Milton Friedman, such as
Margaret Thatcher in the UK and Ronald
Reagan in the US. It is an important concept
that is foremostly economic but nonetheless
permeates all aspects of life.
The discussion that the architect, professor,
and Philippine Pavilion curator, Edson
Cabalfin, wants to initiate is that while the
‘two navels’ are two different forces, they
are actually entwined and are reflected in
our architecture, structures, and edifices
that are cultural instruments of colonial and
neoliberal facilities.

Looking at the world and determining how
it is molded by the neoliberal agenda is
perceiving the world differently. As with
colonialism, neoliberalism is a force that
imposes on its people a version of reality.
This intersection parallels the great Nick
Joaquin’s germinal story, The Woman Who
Had Two Navels, whose main protagonists
are burdened by their past, much like our
cities. The main character has a second
navel, whether imagined or real is beside
the point, that allows her to create a
unique sense of self. In these ‘’navels,”
which for Cabalfin manifest the intersection
of colonialism and neoliberalism, lie the
interest of the exhibition.
It is within the junction of these two forces
that Spanish church bell towers and
neoclassical buildings from the American
occupation stand side by side so easily
with massive shopping malls and glass
skyscrapers. The skyline of our cities could
very well be the tangible frame from which
derives our national identity.
So why is it important to bring this
conversation to the Venice Biennale?

To present this version of the Philippines
to the Biennale, thus to the world, enriches
the narrative of our country—that we are
more than the bahay kubo and the dancing
natives. It also invites participating countries
in the Venice Biennale to discuss how
the two ‘navels’ have affected their own
country, whether from the perspective of
colonizers or colonized. Whether from the
Global South or North, how do all humans
negotiate a future in a world expanding
through global forces that have strongly
influenced our daily lives?
The discussion led by Cabalfin is enriched
by the responses of the young architects,
designers, urban planners, community
builders, and artists who are exhibitors in
the Philippine Pavilion. The curator’s scheme
is supported by cultural workers that
compose the Philippine Arts in the Venice
Biennale Coordinating Committee.

It is also worth noting that while the
National Commission for Culture and the
Arts leads this endevor to participate at the
Venice Biennale, it is the collaboration with
the Department of Foreign Affairs and the
vision of Senator Loren Legarda that have
made this mounting of the exhibit since
2014 a reality.
Freedom is sought only when chains are
recognized. Through this exhibit we are
able to determine how “freespace“or
“pookginhawa” is negotiated by the
very people that occupy the space. The
awareness and acceptance that there are
forces that constrict should empower us to
determine how to work around this reality,
how to see above the church bell towers
and beyond the skyscrapers to find our
pookginhawa.

VIRGILIO S. ALMARIO
Chairman
National Commission for Culture
and the Arts
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The representation of the Philippines in
international expositions has always been
problematic. Cabalfin points out that as
early as the 1887 and as late as the 1998
expositions, the Philippines had been
packaged as exotic and primitive. In these
global expositions we have were presented
as living in huts, wearing loin cloths, and
dancing in circles. However, anyone who
has stepped into Manila, Cebu, and Davao
would know that we have been expanding
and renegotiating our space and are
catching up with the world in terms of
development. We have been ‘growing’
our cities rapidly, perhaps to the benefit of
some but to the displacement of others.
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architecture, two navels,
and the philippines

THE CITY WHO HAD TWO NAVELS

Have you ever looked into the mirror and
seen two versions of yourself? One of the
past and one of the future?
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This question focuses on the cultural
concept of the Philippine Pavilion for the
16th Venice Architecture Biennale 2018. It
is a homage to Philippine National Artist
for Literature Nick Joaquin’s novel, The
Woman Who Had Two Navels. Inspired by
the idea of the woman who believes that
she had two navels, which can be seen as
a metaphor of her past and how this has
shaped her being, this image connects to
how the Philippine Pavilion confronts us
with the reality of a Philippines that is both
connected to its roots (the mother or preColonial Philippines) and the unborn baby
that is the modern Philippines today.
We can view the navel in its literal form:
a raised or hollowed area left after the
umbilical cord is detached, through which
an infant receives oxygen and food. It is
the source of nourishment, the source of
life and eventually, it is discarded when
we are born into this world. Similar to how
Joaquin’s Connie Escobar is connected to
her past and how it continues to shape her
views and development, the Philippines is
connected by that same umbilical cord that
nourishes the infant nation that we are and
continues to shape the nation that we are
becoming.

As a nation, the Philippines has an
extraordinary history of resistance,
resilience, and adaptation to the various
events that have shaped the world.
Inadvertently, our history differs as one
goes through the various islands that
compose this nation. We can be seen as
a nation moving from being once filled
with mysticism and wonder to a nation that
is both western, eastern, and something
quite in between. Looking at such a diverse
history, one can view how the Philippines
conducts its relationship with itself, with the
nations that surround it and with the nations
that have influenced its history.
Looking further into this, the dilemma that
we face is how we use that umbilical cord
that represents our history and culture as
nourishment to build a truly independent
nation that continues to respect and foster
our history that has shaped and continues to
shape us. We should allow our experiences
to make us grow and develop instead of
limiting us, to use all that is good in our
history and let it define us, and to use this to
create an identity without abandoning our
sense of community with the international
community.
With the continued progress of our nation,
we now see how our history has allowed
us a unique perspective in dealing with
issues. We have been in the forefront of the
international arena despite being a relatively
small nation. We have stood among giants
and we are charting paths that can only be
seen as revolutionary. Look at the progress
ASEAN has done; how the Philippines, as
a founding member country, has helped
shape the regional organization of nations
into a force to be recognized all over the
world. We respect who we were, our history
and culture prior to colonialism, but we also
accept all that has happened. We take into
account the positive influences that these
experiences have written into our culture
and history.

Our cities are a symbol of this mixture, from
how we preserve the structures that have
defined the Philippines to how we continue
to develop the necessary architecture
and infrastructure to evolve into what the
Philippines should be. These cities are our
built environments and they represent what
it is to be not only a Filipino but also a
human being in an interconnected world.

The built environment provides a tangible
symbiosis that bridges human activities and
relationships. Relationships among nations
are reflected in our ways of connecting
with each other not only amidst political
concerns but also through economic means
that foster global progress and enhance
a people-to-people interface. Thus, the
response of our future architects, urban
planners and designers to architectural and
urban issues becomes the crux in bridging
economies to create better relationships
within a nation and among nations.

Building activities create direct jobs.
Building infrastructure steps up growth.
A nation enabled by a built environment
responsive to its development needs can
look forward to better relationships with
other nations. Something similar to an
umbilical cord that provides nourishment.
Now, let me ask you again, what do you see
when you look in the mirror? Is it the past?
The future? Or both? Because that is what
I see when I look at the Philippines, the
beauty of the past with the promise of the
future.

ALAN PETER S. CAYETANO
Secretary of Foreign Affairs
Department of Foreign Affairs
Kagawaran ng Ugnayang Panlabas
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Today, our globalized world blurs the
linearity of our activities; it blurs the
simple relationships we once knew and
creates infinite patterns of complexities
that come together within nations and
its peoples. Today, the built environment
must be cognizant of human activities
that are profiled in national and global
accomplishments measured by indicators
such as the Sustainable Development Goals.

This is why, I believe in the importance of
the Duterte Administration’s infrastructure
plan, aptly called: Build, Build, Build.
From a certain perspective, the mantra of
“Build, Build, Build” may be perceived as
building bridges to build relationships that
enhance the building of interconnectivity.
The built environment is a commitment to
the urgency of creating better relationships
among nations. The built environment
is an imperative that recognizes the
interdependence within nations and
among nations; it enables productive
interconnectedness. It connects places,
people, markets, goods and economies.
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the power of architecture:
influencing lives, shaping communities
How does architecture affect one’s life, a
society, and a nation?

THE CITY WHO HAD TWO NAVELS

You walk into an empty room—either the
emptiness of the room engulfs you or you
surround the room with your imagination.
You walk inside a museum exhibit—you
either give yourself time to understand each
piece or take it in its entirety or give new
meaning to what you see.
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The 16th edition of the Venice Architecture
Biennale brings us to a “freespace”,
which directors Yvonne Farrell and Shelley
McNamara describe in various ways. One
way is, “freespace” encompasses freedom
to imagine, the free space of time and
memory.”1
Architecture has the power to influence
one’s feelings, emotions, and imagination.
But the human mind is just as powerful. It
can let itself loose and be immersed in the
architecture surrounding it or it can impose
its own meaning and create its own space
despite the built environment around it.
The two central spaces of the Venice
Biennale—the Arsenale and Giardini—are
contrasting sites. The Arsenale was the
largest pre-industrial production centre
of the world, a symbol of the military,
economic, and political power Venice
enjoyed then. Its high brick walls could
bring a feeling of safety, seclusion or
confinement as they lead to unknown
corners and pathways. On the other hand,
the lush gardens of the Giardini evoke
calmness and bring a sense of freedom to
explore the space.
Curators of the central exhibition and the
national pavilions in Arsenale and Giardini,
and even in other exhibition spaces in
Venice, either make the space part of the
exhibit or “hide” the original space to
create a new one.

For the Philippine Pavilion in the 2017
Venice Art Biennale, the curator used
the magnitude of the Artiglierie space
to reconcile the art of two artists with
contrasting styles.
The concept of “freespace” in this year’s
Venice Architecture Biennale invites
participants and national pavilions to bring
their “freespace” to Venice. At the same
time, it gives the audience the freedom
to give meaning to a space, a structure, a
concept.
But does architecture really give one the
freedom to be subjective? Does it not
spontaneously affect the mind no matter
how much the mind thinks it is in control?
The Philippine Pavilion for the 16th Venice
Architecture Biennale, The City Who
Had Two Navels, is about two realities—
the colonial past and the neoliberal
present. The first navel, “(Post)Colonial
Imaginations,” looks at how artifacts such as
maps, postcards, photo books, stereocards,
and others displayed in expositions
showcasing the Philippines, have created
the Filipino image as a colonized nation.
The second navel, “Neoliberal Urbanism,”
delves into the present environment of
constantly developing urban cities trying to
meet the demands of modernization.
A part of the pavilion features diagrams,
documentation, models, and ideas of
architecture and design students who
responded to the identified issues and
presented proposals on the future based on
the two “navels.”
Philippine Pavilion curator Architect
Edson Cabalfin hopes that “through the
speculations about the two navels and the
concomitant architectural and urban issues,
Philippine ‘freespace’ or ‘pookginhawa’
anticipates possibilities for renewed life and
hope.”2

As in the first national pavilion of the
Philippines in the Architecture Venice
Biennale, the 2018 Philippine Pavilion looks
at the past, present, and future because
even Farrell and McNamara state that
“Architecture brings past, present and
future together.”3 Placed in that context,
architecture seems to be an overwhelming
concept. We do not realize, however, that
architecture is an integral part of our life. It
is in our daily journey.

Architecture, likewise, helps define our
perception of our community. High-rise
buildings, new malls and commercial
spaces, urban landscapes, the flow of
vehicles and people as dictated by the
way roads and pavements are built—all
contribute to the presumption that a town
or a city is developing.
The crumbling of structures, on the other
hand, somehow takes away a part of
our being. When centuries-old heritage
churches in the province of Bohol were
damaged by a magnitude 7.2 earthquake
in 2013, it was as if a part of Filipino history
and culture was lost and we took efforts to
rebuild these churches, if only to regain that
part of our identity.
As an advocate of the preservation of
Philippine heritage, whether tangible
or intangible, natural or built, I see

The Philippines’ presence in the Venice
Architecture Biennale is an advocacy in
itself. Through our participation, we relate
our truths as we also learn from the realities
of other nations. It serves as a reminder of
how architecture is not only about building
structures but also about inspiring life,
shaping society, and building a nation.

SENATOR LOREN LEGARDA

VENICE ARCHITECTURE BIENNALE

The way we appreciate the sun’s rays
entering our room; the way the main door
is placed to make navigation around the
house easier; how a staircase is positioned
to make going up and down either
convenient or inconvenient whichever way
you are coming from and how much time
you have to make that quick trip upstairs;
how near or far the kitchen is from the
dining area—all of these seem mundane
but they all affect our mood and they show
how architecture is part of our run-of-themill day.

architecture as a crucial element of building
equitable, sustainable, and inclusive
societies. It has the power to create an
urban space of robotic people ready to
accept a monotonous life with the belief
that development is all about economic
progress. But it also has the strength to
inspire people to create livable communities
that respect history and are in communion
with nature.
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EDSON G. CABALFIN

STAIRWAY LEADING TO NOWHERE
“When my father was over there last
year,” he said, “he went to see what was
left of it. There wasn’t much—a piece of
a wall, a piece of the azotea—but the
main stairway, which was all of stone,
quite intact; had even kept most of its
balustrade. My father said it looked very
sad: a stairway in a field of ruin, going up
to nowhere. . . .”

THE CITY WHO HAD TWO NAVELS

-Pepe Monson, in Nick Joaquin’s
The Woman Who Had Two Navels (1961)

14

Pepe Monson, one of the protagonists
in Filipino National Artist for Literature
Nick Joaquin’s novel, “The Woman Who
Had Two Navels” (1961), describes in the
brief passage above the old house of his
father Doctor Monson in Manila that was
destroyed after the liberation of the city
during World War II in 1946. The stairway,
laying in ruin, although having kept some
parts of it intact despite the bombings of
the city, reminded Señora de Vidal, Pepe’s
visitor that night, of the days when she
used to visit the house in the golden era
of tertulias, or social gatherings held in
the stately home of the Monsons. Despite
being completely decimated during
the war, the house remained as Doctor
Monson’s connection to the motherland as
he waited to go back home from his selfimposed exile in Hong Kong.
The old Manila house in Joaquin’s novel
reminds us of how our past sometimes
continues to haunt us even up to the
present, or how our memories of the past
can also keep us alive into the future: the
stairways that lead to nowhere. There is
no certainty in those remaining steps in
the old house. Parts of this memory, laid
bare in fragments, fractals, or remnants,
on occasion, are all that we can work with
to reconstruct what we had. Sometimes,
it is only nostalgia, our umbilical cord to
past events, that binds us to our hopes and
dreams. At times, the burdens of our past
prevent us from moving forward.
Inspired by Nick Joaquin’s novel, “The
Woman Who Had Two Navels,” the
Philippine Pavilion for the 16th Venice

Architecture Biennale in 2018 confronts
the tension between the vicissitudes of the
past and the challenges of constructing
contemporary subjectivity. The Pavilion
explores this relationship between the
past, present, and the future by focusing
on the built environment as expression of
self-determination and as setting for global
and transnational revolution. Following the
call for examining an idea of “freespace”
by the Biennale curators, Yvonne Farrell
and Shelley McNamara, the Philippine
Pavilion seeks to interrogate architecture
and urbanism’s ability to empower and
transform people’s lives. “Freespace” or
“pookginhawa” in the Philippine context
underscores the strategies by which
Filipinos use the built environment as
modes of resistance to and appropriation of
an ever-changing world.
Pivotal to this year’s Philippine exhibition
is the concept of the “navel,” or “pusod”
in Filipino, one that reminds us of how
once we were connected to our mother
when we were in the womb, the umbilical
cord providing us nourishment and life.
In Joaquin’s novel, Connie Escovar, while
discussing with Pepe Monson in Hong
Kong, contemplates on the impact of
having two navels in her life, a condition
that supposedly gives her a certain special
quality. Whether it is something that is real
or imagined, her having two navels endows
her with a uniqueness that empowers
her to do whatever she wants. But that
circumstance also somehow prevents
her from being completely in the world,
a condition that haunts her all her life.
The notion of the two navels in Joaquin’s
narrative, presents the tension between
the past and the present, and how our
past continually transforms our present
and inevitably, our future. The navel, an
inescapable presence, thus reminds us of
what was there before, the absent umbilical
cord, that was necessary to our survival in
this world.
The navel is also a significant symbol
and concept in architecture. Vitruvius,
the Roman architect who lived during
the first century B.C., laid down one of
the earliest principles of architecture in
his collected volumes of De Architectura

(Vitruvius/Morgan, 1960). In his treatises,
Vitruvius specifically attributed the
centrality of the navel in the human body
and its subsequent manifestation of divine
perfection. In the image of the “Vitruvian
Man,” the center of the human body is the
navel from which the circumscribed circle
emanates from this point. He demanded
that the proportions of architecture be
based on the human body. Architecture
thus cannot be divorced from the body and
from the universe.

The Philippine Pavilion contends that the
city and the built environment are like the
human body, an embodiment. The city
does not exist in a vacuum because it is
always embedded and tied to a complex
network of actors, agents, structures, and
systems. It also has an identity, one that
is also shaped by layers of history and
a multitude of factors. As much as we
think of the city as an object, it cannot
be reified into a static entity. The built
environment is a dynamic phenomenon.
Titled “The City Who had Two Navels,”
as critical response to Joaquin’s important
literary work and in celebration of his birth
centennial, the Philippine contribution
to the Biennale highlights two “navels”
that are in constant dialogue: first, how
colonialism impacts the formation of the
built environment; and second, how the
process of neoliberalization alters the urban
landscape.

The first of these two “navels” recalls the
role of colonialism in the construction of the
Philippine built environment. Subjugated
under Spanish-colonial control from the
latter part of the 16th century to the end of
the 19th century, and later under Americancolonial rule, in the first half of the 20th
century, the colonization of the Philippines
brought unprecedented change to the
architecture and planning of cities in the
islands. Historian Gerard Lico (2018), in
his contribution to this catalogue, shows
through a historical assessment the impact
brought about by Spanish and American
colonialism over four centuries. Lico
defines colonialism as a “set of encounters
between the colonizer and the colonized
in a complex relationship based on the
imposition of political control of powerful
states over weaker ones” (Lico, 2018).
He further argues that this imposition
of control, often by a foreign power
(the colonizer) over a local people (the
colonized), would have a direct and explicit
effect on the way spaces are produced.
He shows in his essay that the spectrum
of the colonial impact on Philippine built
environment is vast and varied: from houses
to commercial buildings, from communities
to entire cities; from the northern to the
southern ends of the country. Colonialism
thus, would inevitably be inscribed within
architecture and the built environment
(King, 1979; Cabalfin, 2016).
Estela Duque (2018) extends this argument
by interrogating the entrenched relationship
between prostitution, militarization, and
colonization of Manila. In her essay for
this anthology, she investigates the role of
architecture and planning in the deployment
of colonial control over the Philippines
through various governmental institutions
such as the Unites States Army, Department
of Commerce, the Board of Health, and
the Bureau of Public Works, or part of what
she calls “infrastructural colonialism” in the
early part of the 20th century. In her study,
using archival records and historical analysis,
Manila’s urban form was embedded
within colonial policies that instituted
systems of segregation, domination, and
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For the Tausug of the Sulu archipelago in
Mindanao, southern Philippines, their stiltraised house, bay sinug (literally meaning
“house of the sea”), is composed of nine
posts, each corresponding to various parts
of the human body. The center post is
considered the navel of the house. This
central post is connected to the shore by
a rope, to signify the umbilical cord that
connects the house to mother earth (Perez
III, Dacanay and Encarnacion-Tan, 1989).
This bond that conjoins architecture and
nature is important in emphasizing the
rootedness and dependence of the house
to its natural context. The posts and the
umbilical cord also express the intimate
relationship between house and body.
Again, architecture can never be truly
isolated and divorced from its surroundings.

FIRST NAVEL: (POST)COLONIAL
IMAGINATIONS
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THE CITY WHO HAD TWO NAVELS

militarization. Following Foucauldian
notions of governmentality, colonial power
is established through coercion with the
spatial reorganization of human bodies
(Foucault, 1979; Foucault, 2010).
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For the 2018 Philippine Pavilion, another
aspect of this relationship between
architecture and colonialism is explored
by focusing on a specific sliver of
architectural production: national pavilions
in international expositions. The Philippines
has been showcased in various modes
over more than a century of world’s fairs
and international expositions (Vergara,
1995; Cabalfin, 2012). As with the Venice
Biennale emerging from the late 19th
century, whose impetus was to showcase
the artistic works of countries in a common
and singular space, universal expositions
similarly endeavored to display the industry,
technology, and trade as a celebration
of human achievements. As discussed
by other scholars, such as Robert Rydell
(1984), Patricia Morton (2000), and Merieke
Bloembergen (2006), these world’s fairs
were specifically used by the colonizers as
instruments to justify their presence in the
colonized lands. Following the dominant
race discourse at that time, the colonized
were often portrayed, through their dress,
rituals, and objects, as exotic and primitive,
when compared to the European colonizers.
In this colonial logic, the colonized, like
the Philippines and the Filipinos, were
always seen as perennially inferior or, how
historian Dipesh Chakrabarty describes
the colonized, as being perpetually in the
“waiting room of history,” never to actually
measure up to the colonizers (2000, p.8).
Photography was crucial for colonialism
to perpetuate this imagery of the exotic
and the primitive (Ryan, 1998; Hight
and Sampson, 2002). As an instrument
of colonization, photography was used
as documentation that attempted to
faithfully reproduce the supposed levels
of degeneracy of races by comparing
various peoples with European civilizations.
Postcards, books, stereograph cards,
and other forms of media, were widely
disseminated during the early twentieth
century; these created edited imaginations
of other cultures (Alloula, 1986; Pinney and

Peterson, 2003). As a process of “othering,”
the photographs placed non-European
cultures in diametrical opposition to Europe,
an idea that Edward Said (1978) argued in
his seminal work Orientalism. Photography
therefore, cannot be considered as neutral
and innocent, but rather it was used to
create asymmetrical relations between races
and peoples (Tagg, 1993; Edwards, 1994).
In the context of the universal expositions,
photographs and media also played a
significant role in the propagation of the
image of the nations displayed. Once
the expositions close its doors and the
pavilions and exhibits of the world’s fairs
are dismantled, the photographs of these
architectures are often what only remains.
The photographs survived in the form
of souvenir photobooks, catalogues,
official reports, postcards, stereograph
cards, and other ephemera (Greenhalgh,
1988). The architectural photographs of
the colonial-era expositions also followed
the racial discourses of the late 19th and
early 20th century that placed the nations
in a hierarchical structure: the European
countries, with its metal, glass, and plaster
neoclassical architecture, were rendered
as more superior to the wood, grass, and
bamboo huts of the colonized Asian and
African nations (Morton, 2000).
The photo essay in this catalogue chronicles
through photography the history of
Philippine architecture in international
expositions from the late 19th to the end
of the 20th century. Evident in the archival
photos of the Philippine displays is the
racial discourse of “othering” consistent
with other colonial expositions. As early
as the 1887 Exposicion General de las
Islas Filipinas (General Exposition of the
Philippine Islands) held in Madrid, Spain,
the glass and steel Palacio Cristal (Crystal
Palace), which references back to the Crystal
Palace in the 1851 Great Exhibition in Hyde
Park in London, was set in contrast to the
replica village of the Igorrotes (Ifugao)
and lowland Tagalog areas with houses
made of dried grass, wood, and bamboo
(El Globo, 1887; Guardiola, 2007). This
trope of comparing the architecture of the
colonizer and the colonized was consistent
with subsequent world’s fairs in the United

VENICE ARCHITECTURE BIENNALE
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“Igorot Village,” Philippine Reservation at the
1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition, St. Louis,
Missouri (USA)

“Visayan Village,” Philippine Reservation at the
1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition, St. Louis,

THE CITY WHO HAD TWO NAVELS

Missouri (USA)
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States, such as those in 1901 in Buffalo,
1904 in St. Louis, 1909 in Seattle, and
others (Rydell, 1984).

After gaining independence from the
United States in 1946, the Philippines was
again featured in various world’s fairs,
including those in: Brussels in 1958, Seattle
in1962, New York in 1964, Osaka in 1970,
Seville in1992, and Clark, Pampanga in
1998, among others. The architectural
representations featured a variety of forms:
from reinterpretation of traditional lowland
houses (Brussels in 1958) to being inspired
from the salakot or farmer’s hat (New York
in 1964); from a modernist interpretation
of a boat’s prow (Osaka in 1970) to an
homage to the bahay kubo or lowland
house of bamboo and dried palm fronds
(Seville in 1992) (Cabalfin, 2017).

During the post-war period, there was
a conscious effort to declare a national
identity by reclaiming indigenous Filipino
culture not only in architecture but also
in other fields and disciplines of art and
culture (Manahan, 1994). Nationalism
was embodied within post-independence
discourse on Philippine subjectivity
and identity-formation (Abueva, 1999).
Philosopher and political scientist
Anthony Smith noted that the ideology
of nationalism conflates three core ideals:
“collective self-determination, expression of
a national character and individuality, and
finally the vertical division of the world into
unique nations each contributing its special
genius to the common fund of humanity”
(1971, p. 23). Philippine indigenous cultures
were deemed to be those that continually
existed prior to the arrival of the first
Europeans, and therefore, were considered
as unique and authentic sources of Filipinoness. As autochthonous cultures, scholars
and artists saw that this could be the source
of the Philippines’ “special genius” (Gines,
2018).
The Philippine pavilions in the postindependence period deliberately
referenced vernacular architecture,
reminiscent of the ways that the replica huts
in the colonial expositions were deployed
as expressions of a Philippine identity,
but differed in intent and portrayal. While
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The Louisiana Purchase Exposition of
1904 held in St. Louis, Missouri in the
U.S. was particularly significant because
of its size and scope. It was touted as
“an exposition within an exposition: the
greatest exhibition of the most marvelous
Exposition in the history of the world”
(Bennit, 1905, pp. 118-120). Called the
“Philippine Reservation,” the display
featured 1,200 Filipinos living within
a 19-hectare woodland promontory
in the exposition site, with 13 villages
replicating “tribes” or various ethnolinguistic groups, holding 130 individual
buildings (Official Guide to the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition, 1904). A lake
surrounded the “reservation” area to
portray the archipelagic nature of the
American colony. The villages featured
various ethno-linguistic groups, including
the Igorot (from Northern Luzon), the
Negrito (of Central Luzon), the Visayan,
and the “Moro” of Bagobos and Samals
(Muslims from Mindanao). It also featured
Spanish-colonial architecture, replicating
landmarks in Manila, such as the walled city
of Intramuros, the “Bridge of Spain,” the
Manila Cathedral, Ayuntamiento, and Plaza
Santa Cruz. Various exhibits showcased the
material culture, industries, arts and crafts,
rituals, and warfare of the local groups and
the military (Official Catalogue Philippine
Exhibits, Universal Exposition, St. Louis,
U.S.A., 1904).

The 1998 Expo Pilipino held in the former
U.S. airbase in Clark, Pampanga, however,
resurrected similar tropes found in the
expositions of Madrid in 1887, Buffalo in
1901, and St. Louis in 1904. Celebrating
100 years of independence from Spain,
Expo Pilipino architecturally created
replica villages of ethno-linguistic groups
in the pre-colonial section, moving on to
the colonial zone highlighting Spanishcolonial architecture, and later telescoping
to the future with the “Freedom Ring,”
an amphitheater covered with a steel and
stretched-membrane structure (Cabalfin,
2015). Historians Greg Bankoff and
Kathleen Weekley, called these efforts a
“recolonization of the past” as the process
of colonization by the former imperial
powers were now being performed by
postcolonial agents (2002, p. 158).
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the facsimile villages in the colonial fairs
were meant to indicate the Philippines as
primitive, the indigenous architecture in the
postcolonial expositions was expected to
underscore the uniqueness of the sovereign
country. The supposed unique vernacular
architecture was portrayed as the country’s
contribution to the “common fund of
humanity.” The intent might be different,
but the tropes of expression are similar.
The value judgment of the expression shifts
and transforms depending on the context
within which the architecture is used and
positioned.
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However, the use of vernacular architecture
as points of departure for design and
exhibitions is not necessarily devoid of
controversy. By itself, featuring vernacular
architecture in these expositions or
any other displays, is not the problem.
Vernacular architecture did not disappear
once the colonizers arrived in the islands,
but rather continues to be produced
even today. Filipinos still build vernacular
architecture that is consistent with
indigenous knowledge and appropriate to
the geographical, climatological, social,
and cultural context. What remains to
be problematic, nonetheless, are the
ways that postcolonial Filipinos decide
to continue to portray themselves as
exotic and primitive. As was the effect
then, the colonial narratives of the exotic
and the primitive position the Philippines
perpetually as inferior to others. By doing
so, Filipinos are now responsible for
perpetuating and reproducing the colonial
narratives even after the colonial condition.
Historian Partha Chatterjee exclaimed:
“Even our imaginations must remain forever
colonized” (1993, p. 216). Thus, to what
extent can we say that we have exited
this colonial condition? Is the postcolonial
ever capable of being able to escape the
colonial narratives? Can we then truly
escape the colonial?
As I have argued elsewhere (Cabalfin,
2017), displaying countries is complicated.
It inescapably involves a process of editing,
simplification, and exclusion. If this is the
case, is there still room today to have
these kinds of displays? If indeed the
exhibitionary process is ostensibly biased

according to the agenda of the authority
in charge of exhibiting, is it still necessary
to participate in these kinds of events?
One needs to acknowledge, as this year’s
Biennale exhibition recognizes, that the
Philippine Pavilion will not be able to fully
showcase and feature every aspect of the
country. The Philippine contribution to the
Biennale, by necessity and practice, is a
specific perspective that is intended to be
part of a larger discourse on architecture
and the built environment. The intent is to
potentially proffer a critical view that pushes
the discussion forward.

SECOND NAVEL: NEOLIBERAL
URBANISM
The second “navel” in the exhibition
interrogates the force of neoliberalism
in contemporary built environment.
Geographer David Harvey in his germinal
book, A Brief History of Neoliberalism,
defines neoliberalism as “a theory
of political economic practices that
proposes that human well-being can be
best advanced by liberating individual
entrepreneurial freedoms and skills within
an institutional framework characterized by
strong private property rights, free markets
and free trade” (2005, p. 2). As political
economic policies that emerged in the
late 1970s and early 1980s, exemplified
by the aggressive restructuring policies
of Margaret Thatcher of Great Britain
and Ronald Reagan of the United States,
the ideology advocates for liberal trade
policies across borders, free market and
competition, privatization, deregulation,
and minimal state intervention. This was
further manifested in the establishment
of international regulating and governing
bodies, such as the World Bank (WB), the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), and
the World Trade Organization (WTO), and
of agreements between countries, such
as the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT). Rooted in classical liberalism
philosophy of the 18th and the 19th century,
neoliberalism as an ideology is hinged
on libertarian ideals of individualism
and personal freedoms (Harvey, 2005).
While related to capitalism in terms of
being profit-driven, neoliberalism is more

particular in acquiring capital, that is,
through the forces of free-market, free
trade, and privatization. The effect has
become pervasive across the globe, often
linked with the process of globalization,
where public and private lives are placed
under strict governmentality and control,
despite the ideals of personal liberty
(Stiglitz, 2003).
While the economic and social impact of
neoliberalism has been highlighted, the
experience is not necessarily consistent
(Harvey, 2008). Urban theorists Neil
Brenner, Jamie Peck, and Nik Theodore
(2010), for example, argue what they
term as “variegated neoliberalization”
or how neoliberalism is not necessarily
homogenous across countries. There are
definitely differences and unevenness in the

development of countries (Harvey, 2006;
Smith and Harvey, 2008). The international
regulating bodies, such as the World
Bank, was proven to be biased against
developing countries and to primarily
benefit the developed world (Bello, 1982;
Stiglitz, 2003). It is in this context then that
the way the Philippines experiences these
political-economic policies is also quite
different from the way the rest of the world
does.
This “variegation” in neoliberal processes
is palpably felt in the context of the built
environment. Architecture, urbanism
and the rest of the built environment is
inextricably intertwined with neoliberalism
(Brenner and Theodore, 2002; Kunkel and
Mayer, 2011). The modes of production
of cities are subject to the processes of
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Skyscrapers, Bonifacio Global City, Taguig City (2018)
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privatization, free market, and deregulation,
which are embedded within a complex
globalized network (Sassen, 2011). Douglas
Spencer in his book, The Architecture of
Neoliberalism (2016), specifically talks
about the complicitness of contemporary
architects, such as Rem Koolhaas and
Zaha Hadid, in the creation of oppressive
environments under the auspices of
neoliberal policies. It follows Michel
Foucault’s ideas of “biopolitics,” where
people’s lives are subjugated under the
authoritarian control of various institutional
mechanisms, such as prisons and hospitals
(2010). In the contemporary setting, this
can be extended to other forms of control
embedded in the built environment,
including: ways of segregating people
by race, gender, and class; controlling
through spectacle and surveillance; creating

distinctions by hierarchy; and, other modes
of power subjugations and coercions
(Foucault, 1990; Markus, 1993; Dovey,
1999; Nightingale, 2016).
In the same vein, neoliberalism in the
Philippine built environment is expressed
and experienced in multiple ways.
Philippine cities, much like other cities
of the Global South, have emerged with
their own contexts and challenges, and
therefore cannot simply be dismissed
as copies or derivatives of EuropeanAmerican urbanization (Roy and Ong,
2011). We see some of these challenges,
such as the development of new enclave
central business districts in metropolises,
with the likes of Bonifacio Global City
in Taguig, Eastwood City in Libis, Cebu
Business Park in Cebu, and Lanang

Business Park in Davao, among others.
No longer limited to what were traditional
downtown centers in the city, these
business districts emerge scattered around
and within the larger urban fabric, but are
considered as microcosms of the larger
metropolis with its own systems, services,
and staffing. The business districts,
supposedly self-contained communities,
embody a consolidated lifestyle combining
residential, commercial, institutional,
and recreational functions. The imagery
of these lifestyle centers creates a vision
of a secure, progressive, and luxurious
environment, in contrast to the chaos
and crime of the old city beyond its walls.
Although they purport to be autonomous,
these enclaves are not truly isolated. As
Neferti Tadiar argues in her essay in this
catalogue, the enclaves, what she calls

as “city emulants,” are “condensedscale, ‘self-sustained’ physical and virtual
realizations of an urban ideal built out
of global forms and tailored to local
needs and tastes,” part of a process of
“uber-urbanization” (Tadiar, 2018). These
developments are dependent on labor
that comes from communities elsewhere,
on services and products that are created
outside the cities, and on financing coming
from outside the country (Tadiar, 2018).
Often, the high-end luxury residential and
commercial enclaves are reliant on cheap
labor provided by populations residing
in informal settlements adjacent to these
developments (United Nations, 2003).
One cannot also deny then the indivisible
relationship of informal settlements to the
growth and operation of cities (Davies,
2007; Neuwirth, 2004).
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Skyline of Bonifacio Global City, Taguig City (2017)
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Informal settlements, Manila (2008)

Specific to these mixed-use developments
in the Philippines is the particular
growth of residential, commercial, and
recreational facilities tied to offices of
multinational Information TechnologyBusiness Processing Outsourcing (IT-BPO)
companies. The Philippines has become
the largest provider of BPO services in
the world, with about a million employees
providing customer service, call and
contact centers, medical and legal data
encoding and management, and other
back office services to corporations in the
United States and Europe (Mitra, 2011;
Vidaurri, 2015). The IT-BPO industry is
significant to the Philippines, contributing
to around 10 percent to the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) of the country,
and revenues are projected to reach US$50
Billion by 2020 (Errighi, Khatiwada, and

Bodwell, 2016; World Bank, 2017). Acutely
unique to this situation are the ways that
services in the city, such as restaurants,
transportation, housing, and entertainment,
are changing and shifting the city to a truly
24/7 city. Because of the work hours of
these BPOs mostly being calibrated to U.S.
time, or 12 hours behind Philippine time,
workers populate and operate in the city
at nighttime. Sleep, for example, becomes
a commodity to purchase and a luxury
that is controlled, and stress-related issues
become more pronounced (Crary, 2104;
Errighi, Khatiwada,and Bodwell, 2016 ).
The city experience varies, depending on
whether you work during the day or at
night. How does a 24/7 city feel, move,
and experience?

City, Taguig City (2018)

Connected to these enclave business
districts and mixed-use developments are
the rise of shopping centers and malls
becoming the new public spaces in the
cities. As air-conditioned and contained
spaces, city dwellers inhabit these shopping
malls as spaces of congregation, leisure,
entertainment, and socialization (Tolentino,
2001; Gonzaga IV, 2014). It now replaces
traditional public spaces created during
the colonial period, such as open green
spaces, parks, and plazas. As outdoor public
spaces continue to shrink in the city, spaces
for socialization and leisure continue to
become interiorized within private malls.
While the development of shopping malls
is not new, having emerged after World
War II (Schwanke, 2003; Hardwick, 2010),
these commercial spaces are linked to
neoliberalism because of the shift of public

spaces into privatized and often militarized
zones. Security is under strict control and
entry is extremely regulated. As temples
of conspicuous consumerism, the use of
shopping malls are not truly egalitarian
spaces as it is targeted to people who can
afford to spend in these establishments.
These are spaces that include some,
that is, people mostly with money, while
it excludes others, often those without
money. Furthermore, being embedded
within private enterprise, urban citizens are
under the surveillance and control of private
developers who own these mixed-use
developments (Graham, 2011).
Another development linked to neoliberal
processes in the built environment is
the aggressive expansion of residential
subdivisions beyond the city borders.
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Call center agents during break, Bonifacio Global
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Glorietta Mall, Makati City (2008)

Creating what Terry McGee (1991) calls
desakota, or the transitional and blurred
boundaries between rural/farmlands and
urban zones found in most Southeast Asian
megalopolis, neoliberalism heightens the
expansion of subdivisions in the periurban fringe in Philippine cities (Ortega,
2013). As the population continues to
grow, spaces within the city continue to
densify, and subsequently agricultural land
in the peripheries are continually being
transformed into residential and commercial
zones. Fueled by remittances from Overseas
Filipino Workers (OFW), which account for
about ten percent of the country’s GDP,
the heightened production and eventual
consumption of the residential subdivisions
are intertwined with the transnational
network of labor, marketing, and real estate
development (Pido, 2017). The residential

enclaves, linked to a vast network of roads
and infrastructure that lead in and out of
the urban centers, are possible because
of investment coming from abroad and
consumed domestically by the OFWs
and their relatives. What might appear as
modes of empowerment for millions of
Filipino families, this transnational labor
and real estate transaction is not necessarily
positive at all times, as the concomitant
developments continually dispossess the
weak and disadvantaged in what David
Harvey calls a process of “accumulation
by dispossession” (Ortega, 2016; Harvey,
2005).
With the growth of Philippine cities
following the patterns of neoliberalism,
are our cities becoming homogenized?
With every turn in the city, you see and

Cavite City (2018)

experience the same type of restaurants,
shops, and entertainment. As you travel
across the country, be it in Cebu, Davao,
or Manila, the metropolis becomes too
much alike. You couldn’t even distinguish
one city from the other as you encounter
the same fast food chain, the same fast
fashion shop, the same convenience store,
and the same type of traffic congestion.
Jun Gines (2018), in his essay for the
catalogue, writes an auto-ethnographic
account of his encounters with the city, an
experience of “volatility” that continually
shifts and vacillates. For him, the city is
what shaped his identity and therefore the
city becomes him. Subjectivities become
volatile. The sense of place of Manila or
Los Angeles within which he inhabited is
critical to the formation of the ever-shifting
identities. But what happens to the sense

of place that each city embodies once it
is globalized? Are our cities reduced to
what Marc Auge (2009) calls “non-places”
that are simultaneously everywhere and
nowhere? So, if all cities become the same,
do our own subjectivities also become one?
At the rate at which our cities develop,
are we all destined to inhabit cities in the
future that are identical, standardized, and
homogenized?
The photo-essay by Marvin Maning and
Jinggo Montenejo in this catalogue and
in the exhibit offers a view of the everyday
urbanisms that show the similarities and
distinctiveness of three metropolitan cities
in the Philippines. In these photographs,
Maning and Montenejo documented the
simultaneous effect of neoliberalism as
a homogenizing and diversifying force.
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Residential subdivisions under construction,
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Corollary to this homogenizing effect of
neoliberalism, has architecture too been
reduced to a formula? Are there go-to
prescriptions for what constitutes a city?
Have architects become complicit to the
demands of neoliberal forces (Spencer,
2016)? Are architects simply following the
requirements of developers to produce
profit for them? Is creativity now dead?
Much like colonialism, with its set of
instruments in implementing control, has
contemporary architecture come under the
hegemony of the neoliberal agenda? Is
neoliberalism the new form of colonialism?
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Raymundo Pavo’s article in this anthology,
“Epistemology of the Overlap” (2018), is
instructive in reconsidering the relationship
and interaction between colonialism
and neoliberalism as two “navels” that
shape the Philippine built environment.
The essay is based on philosophical and
ethnographic research that investigated
the interface between the Taephag, the
traditional thanksgiving ritual, and the
Roman Catholic thanksgiving novena to
San Isidro Labrador, as practiced by the
Agusanon Manobo of Agusan del Sur
in Mindanao during harvest season. He
asserts that these two events exist as a
hybrid ritual that do not necessarily negate
each other but instead reinforces their
existence as lived experiences for the
community.
In the same light, as colonialism and
neoliberalism at first seem to be
understood as diverging forces, this
exhibition argues that the interaction
between these two “navels” can possibly
provide new ways of comprehending urban
development. As Pavo argues in his essay,
the blurring of boundaries between two
entities does not necessarily refer only
to an antagonistic blending where one is
subsumed by the other. He proposes a
re-thinking of the concept of “overlap”
as three modalities of “reconstituting,
mitigating, and symbolic,” where overlap
is considered as: “productive pairing
or coupling (reconstituting), tightening
or assertion of conceptual territories

(mitigating), and conjunctive giving or
generosity between an act and a life
world (symbolic)” (Pavo, 2018). In this
sense, the overlap between colonialism
and neoliberalism can potentially render
these urban forces as optimistic and not
necessarily nihilistic.
Specifically commissioned for the 2018
Biennale, Yason Banal’s multi-channel
installation, “Untitled Formation, Concrete
Supernatural, Pixel Unbound”, investigates
the tenuous overlap between colonialism
and neoliberalism. With the installation
placed in the middle part of the exhibition,
acting as the intersection of the two
“navels,” Banal interrogates disparate
issues of surveillance and spectacle,
governmentality and biopolitics, the tension
between nature and humans, and the
struggle between authenticity and artifice,
as manifestations of contemporary urban
subjectivities. Shot using 4K, Full HD, and
low-resolution through drones, 360-degree
and phone cameras, the video installation
mediates between the lived experiences
of the city dwellers and the incumbent
realities of transnational mobilities and
network. He focuses on sites in and around
the metropolis as spaces of contention
and contestation: Manila Cemetery, a call
center, Mount Pinatubo, Chinatown, former
U.S. naval base of Subic, central business
districts such as Bonifacio Global City,
Manila Hotel, mixed-use developments
such as Rockwell, and a host of others. He
negotiates the city experiences through
a series of digital interventions such as
pixelations, layering, and juxtapositions, all
intended to isolate the incongruent issues
confronting urban development. His choice
of sites is driven by what he considers
as phantasmic and illusory occurrences,
specters that haunt us while we inhabit the
city. Creating an immersive environment in
the pavilion, Banal challenges the visitor
to contemplate on their own experiences
and relationships with the city through the
lenses of colonialism and neoliberalism.
To reconsider the paired forces of
colonialism and neoliberalism as shapers
of Philippine cities, a think-tank consortium
was assembled specifically for the
Philippine Pavilion. Four Philippine schools

The schools were given the brief to: first,
identify a site and/or problem facing
the Philippine city within which the
schools are situated; second, speculate
on possible future scenarios as to how
these metropolitan cities will evolve; and
third, to respond to these scenarios as
possible alternate futures. Different from
the schools, TAO-Pilipinas was asked to
reflect on participatory community design
and capacity building projects that they
have conducted over the last 17 years and
specifically identify key learning from their
experiences. The projects of the think-tank
consortium included in this exhibition and
featured in this catalogue all embody an
optimistic attitude towards responding to
the possibilities of the Philippine cities.
University of San Carlos’ (USC) Sulog:
Currents of Unity interrogated the
significance of Colon Street, the oldest
street in the Philippines, as site of colonial
history and contemporary commercial
development. Decimated as a commercial
zone as new central business districts
emerged in the outskirts of the historic
downtown area, the street still remains to
be an important thoroughfare connecting
the city and the site of important historical
events. The team from USC responded

to the challenges of Colon street by
reimagining the district as an interconnected
network of high-rise buildings encompassing
the existing commercial buildings,
reinventing it as a hub for new social activity
for Cebu.
University of the Philippines – Mindanao
(UP-Mindanao), similarly engaged with its
past by addressing the existing informal
settlements at the ocean’s edge of Poblacion
area of Davao City in their project, Badjao
Eco-Villages: Empowerment Through
Indigenous Architecture. Highlighting the
need to re-examine indigenous knowledge
as an architectural approach, UP-Mindanao
chose to reclaim vernacular architecture
as a means of responding to the extreme
neoliberal direction they anticipated Davao
will take in its future. They saw the use of
indigenous knowledge as a means to create
the future city as resilient and sustainable.
Neither USC nor UP-Mindanao responded
to their future speculations as solely
nostalgic attempts to reconstitute the
urban subjectivity of Cebu and Davao by
focusing on the past, but instead actively
addressed the possibility for heritage and
commercialism to co-exist and comingle. In
a way, they were exactly articulating through
architecture how Pavo’s re-thinking of the
overlap can be a “mediated” overlap where
a hybrid identity can exist. Akin to Nick
Joaquin’s proposition in his 1961 novel, USC
and UP Mindanao asks us to resume our
understanding on how our past can become
a site of struggle but can also possibly serve
as an instrument of emancipation.
For De la Salle – College of Saint Benilde
(DLS-CSB), Pasig River in Manila, particularly
the areas of Binondo and Intramuros, is a
significant site in reconsidering the effects
of colonialism and neoliberalism on the
metropolis. The DLS-CSB team chose to
imagine future possibilities by creating four
narratives in their project, Futures of a Past.
The urban narratives projected Manila in
2050 in four parallel tracks: What if Manila
continued as an Austronesian city? What if
Spain continued its colonization? What if the
Japanese continued its colonization? What
if Manila becomes a hyper-neoliberal and
augmented/virtual reality city?
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of architecture and a non-governmental
organization, who were tasked to respond
to the themes of the exhibit, were invited
to form part of this consortium. These
institutions are housed and embedded
within the largest and densest metropolitan
cities in the archipelago. They were
also chosen based on their position as
educational institutions, whether they are
private or public, and an established or
young program. The four schools are: the
University of the Philippines – Mindanao
(public and young) in Mindanao; the
University of San Carlos (private and
established) in the Visayas region; and,
the University of the Philippines – Diliman
(public and established) and De la Salle
– College of Saint Benilde (private and
young) in Luzon. TAO-Pilipinas, Inc., a
non-governmental organization (NGO) of
architects and planners based in Quezon
City, has conducted projects all over the
archipelago.
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The University of the Philippines – Diliman
(UP Diliman), in a similar approach,
speculated the future possibilities of their
own campus as a product of an Americancolonial institution. In their project, HyGrids,
a contraction of the terms “hyperrealist
projections” and “conceptual grids,”
UP-Diliman presented the possibilities of
a campus as an intersection of colonialism
and neoliberalism and investigated the
various permutations between these two
variables. Presented as a scale showing
highly-built versus minimally-built and
highly-vegetated and minimally-vegetated,
the campus is re-envisioned as being
overlaid with a system of conceptual
grids interacting with the context layers of
colonial history and neoliberal imperatives.
In these architectural speculations, the
imaginations are both hopeful and
troubling.

MODES OF EMPOWERMENT
If the schools anticipated possibilities
through their speculative design
research, there are organizations today
that unmistakably provide hope through
alternative practices. TAO-Pilipinas,
Inc., a non-governmental, non-stock,
non-profit organization founded by two
women architects in 2001, aims to provide
technical assistance to create resilient and
sustainable human settlements for urban
poor communities and disaster-stricken
areas in the Philippines. Using research
and capacity building and participatory
design workshops, this grassroots-based
NGO strives to elevate the living conditions
particularly of those who might not have
the capacity to pay for the services of an
architect. They have conducted workshops,
built homes, and engaged with different
communities in Luzon, Visayas, and
Mindanao over the years. In most cases, they
facilitate and empower the communities
to design the houses, evacuation centers,
and neighborhoods for themselves.
TAO-Pilipinas is a critical example of how
the practice of architecture does not
necessarily need to be solely based on the
neoliberal agenda. They are the antithesis
to the “starchitect” system that dominates
contemporary architectural practice. The

women-led group is a testament to the
power of architecture to transform people’s
lives.
The Philippine Pavilion asserts at the
16th Venice Architecture Biennale that
while colonialism and neoliberalism are
seemingly insurmountable and hegemonic
forces that dominate architecture and the
built environment, there is still room to
challenge and resist such structural systems.
Architecture should not be construed as
passive containers that are determined
solely by technology, politics, and
economics. Fundamental to the production
of architecture and the built environment
then is human agency. Subsequently,
Filipinos should not be construed as passive
receivers of external determinants. Filipinos
are also not mere victims to colonialism and
neoliberalism.
As Jun Gines (2018) in this volume argues,
there is a need to shift the conception
of people “from a subject to a selfdisciplined body, from the subjugated to
an objectifying body, from the objectified
body to a body of contestation, from a
controlled agent to enabler; and restart
future potentials, perhaps as virtual
enablers of life.” This is what “freespace”
or “pookginhawa” means: there is an
inherent agency that all people embody
to shape and transform their own built
environments. We should be cognizant of
the possibilities, much like how the schools
which participated in this exhibition, to free
our imaginations of constraints or constructs
that may have impeded us in the past. As
Nick Joaquin explored in The Woman Who
Had Two Navels where the past may have
prevented the protagonists in redefining
their futures, the Philippine Pavilion aspires
to provide opportunities for re-imagining
the futures of architecture. Ultimately, this
is also a reminder that it is incumbent upon
all of us to make architecture and the built
environment to be more humane, equitable,
democratic, inclusive, and emancipatory for
renewed life and hope.
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FRAMING COLONIALISM
AS A SPATIAL PRACTICE
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Colonialism may be defined as a set of
encounters between the colonizer and
the colonized in a complex relationship
based on the imposition of political
control of powerful states over weaker
ones. At a basic level, colonialism
implies a condition of domination
that an expansionist foreign power
instantiates, engendering hegemonic
relations between it and the resisting
peoples who defend their indisputable
interest over a contested space. Moreover,
the process of colonialism presupposes
what anthropologists would refer to as
“directed change,” insofar as it involves
one people establishing dominance
over the other through military
conquest, political domination, or some
other means of control. This type of
acculturation often predicates the need
to change to some degree the way of
life of the dominated group, usually in
conformity with that of the dominant
culture.
Colonization does not only manifest
itself as a mere political strategy, but
also doles out its myriad consequences
on life and culture which are put into
operation via the logic of space. Space,
the arena of spatial practices, becomes
a unique instrument of thought and
action since it works in two dimensions
of layers: real and abstract space. Taking
off from Henry Lefebvre (1991) in
describing this dialectic, the spatial
character of the locus of colonial spatial
production—the colonial city—can then
be understood using his distinction
between representations of space and
representational space. Representations of
space are conceived. They are those spaces
conceptualized and planned by architects,
town-planners, the state apparatus, etc.,
and they represent the dominant ordering

of space in any society (or mode of
production). Representational space is
space that is actually inhabited by dwellers
in cities and nations; “it is the dominated
space which the imagination seeks to
change and appropriate” (Lefebvre, 1991,
p. 38).
Understanding this asymmetric power
relation inscribed in the architectural
space reveals the complex exigencies
that subjugated peoples must perform
to endure the colonial authorities’
techniques to control the space so as to
elicit absolute obedience from its subjects.
The centuries of colonial interaction in
the Philippines expedited the rigorous
processes of colonial place-making,
empowering the colonizer to define/
defend territory and set its boundaries,
demarcate loci of domination and
marginalization, appropriate spatial
zones for designated function, and
organize them in accordance to certain
urbanizing programs. Through the
instruments of urbanism and public
works, colonial authorities therefore
cemented their territorial takeover in
the archipelago. Thus, under a colonial
framework, a systemic metamorphosis of
the physical space of colony is initiated
to mechanize civilizing and urbanizing
procedures, conflating colonial pledge
and intimidation though the alliance of
secular and religious hegemony.
The notion of imposing power through
subtle and almost undetectable means
was inscribed spatially unto the
designed environment initiated by the
colonialist—a premise that the author
owes to Foucault’s panoptic mechanism of
disciplinary power, that makes it possible
to locate people, fix them in precise
places, to constrict them to a certain
number of gestures and habits (Foucault,
1988). The colonialist understood well
that the manipulation of physical space
establishes colonial omnipresence and
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dominion over the new territory, and
assumes power over the colonized bodies.
The colony as place is constituted by the
modes by which land and its populace
are collected as a particular geography
and mapped through the technology of
cartography to establish possession and
rule. The “enframing” of space mediates
the power of the colonial authorities
through the occidental rationality of
space that combines Foucault’s theory of
“microphysical” or panoptic disciplinary
power with an effect of structured visual
representation whose techniques—
dividing, containing, simulating—are
inscribed in space and geometrical units
of containment (Mitchell, 1988). As
projects of improvement and mileage
in public works pronounce colonial

progress, they facilitate a method of
control with less degree of harshness
than that of military enforcements; but
the order they seek to achieve is a similar
kind. This mechanism control becomes
less palpable as it is concealed in the
seemingly neutral arena of quotidian
space.
Colonial space was configured in terms
of racial and social differentiation.
The laying out of towns and cities, the
assiduous erection of infrastructure,
and the design of settlements gave
colonialism a certain order and
organization. Social categorization
and segregation were utterly practiced
in Manila’s primate city of intramuros
(within the walls) and spawned the
exclusionary spatial category extramuros,
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Aerial view of Intramuros in 1935, the urban vicinity
of which was transformed along the principles of
City Beautiful under the American colonial regime

referring to non-Western people
living outside the walls (Reed, 1978).
Extramuros included the residential
and occupational quarters for Asians:
Dilao, a Japanese district; the Parian for
the Chinese; and, the Filipino arrabales.
Methods that guaranteed the security
of Spanish colonial elites were enforced.
The colonial government issued a series
of decrees that restricted the number of
non-Europeans who could work and reside
within Intramuros.

Moreover, the prominence of Spanish
colonial churches in colonial townplanning should not only be seen as
mere monuments to God’s greater glory
or as architectural inheritance that we

The indelible imprint of the asymmetric
power relation on the colonial landscape
can be seen in the manner in which the
spatial restructuring and segregational
logic of urbanism install the hidden
power of the colonialist to a panoptic
level, subjecting the colonial space and
the bodies inhabiting within to constant
surveillance, regulation, and control.
Indubitably, the implementation of
the colonial urban framework installs
a political order that inscribes in the
social world a new conception of space,
new forms of identity, and new modes
of controlling the everyday experience.
Architecture, in this case, acts as an
intimidating and disciplining space.
According to Foucault it is a perfect
representation panoptic technique to
discipline the subjects of the entire
colonial society (Foucault, 1977).
The production of colonial space or
colonial place-making does not merely
implicate the establishment of the
colonialist’s presence in the domain of
the subjugated, but also involves the
judicious planning of the contested
domain where social re-engineering
schema and regulation of spatial practices
are to be cogently implemented. Urbanism
or the physical planning and design of
urban space underscore the symbiotic
relationship between material and
spatial dimensions of cities, their built
environment and architectural form,
and the social, economic, and cultural
systems of which they are the constitutive
elements. Thus, colonialism creates a
political economy of dependency, a
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Intramuros was Manila’s self-contained
colonial city built exclusively for the
habitation of Western elites. Buildings
and street-patterns were laid out within
the intramural premises to imprint on
urban order a sense of awe for IberoAmerican culture and civilization. It was
an apt articulation of the expansionist
Iberian imperial power that sought
to replicate European grandeur in the
colonial domain. The suspicion of revolt
marshalled the deployment cuadricula
street-pattern, walls, and garitas (watch
tower) under a panoptical manoeuvre
that subjected the colonized body to
constant surveillance. The exclusivity
of the interiors of Intramuros was a site
to maintain cultural superiority and a
terrain to cultivate a system of “othering,”
as Indios, Chinese and Japanese were
relegated outside the vicinity of the
walls to preserve the colonialist ideology
of pureza de sangre or hygienic purity
of the Iberian blood (Lico, 2008:104).
Thus, the distinction extramuros held
was synonymous to a place where nonEuropeans underwent the strict colonial
urban policy that emphasized the clearcut power relation in the colonial habitus.

owe to our civilizing colonial masters. As
an alternative, the church architecture
must be framed within the canvas of
power and political strategies associated
with the colonial discourse, like force
labor, religious tolerance, genocide, and
obscurantism.
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Mission church built of vernacular materials

means by which the colonial power
extends its markets for manufactured
goods and by which the colonies, in turn,
supply the raw materials to the industrial
metropole. The economic institutions
of colonialism are transcoded spatially:
in the form of expansion of finance
capital in the construction of banks,
commercial buildings, multinational
corporate headquarters in the urban core;
in the concentration of labor power in
the establishment of peripheral native
settlements and barrios obreros (workers’
villages); and, in the establishment of
necessary infrastructure to sustain an
externally oriented port city through
which raw materials are exported back to
the metropole and then returned to the
colony as processed commodities. Being an
extension of metropolitan space economy,

the space of colonial cities like Manila is
reframed and reconfigured along an urban
form based on the inherent economic and
social principles (i.e., transplanted from
the metropole,) such as the concept of
property, notions of real estate markets,
prevailing levels of technology and
transportation and cultural and social
assumptions regarding the use of space
(King, 1990: p. 60).
More than just a palimpsest reflecting the
asymmetric power relations undergirding
colonial society, the colonial landscape
is also a terrain of discipline and
resistance. It embodies the negotiation
of power between the dominant and the
subordinated in society, each with its own
version of reality and practice.
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Religious procession in front of the Manila
Cathedral, 1902

HISPANIC COLONIAL URBANISM
AND ARCHITECTURE
The story of architecture in the
Philippines under Spain begins with the
permanent occupation of the islands
in 1565. The arrival of Miguel Lopez
de Legaspi’s expedition in Cebu in
that year began an important phase in
the development of architecture and
urbanism in the Philippines, with the
establishment of colonial settlements,
the building of a chapel, and the

erecting of a fort. Before Legaspi’s death
in 1572, he had conquered the greater
portions of the archipelago to spread
Christianity and to colonize the islands.
It was not long before the Spaniards took
a foothold in Manila in 1571. Legaspi
occupied the strategic site at the mouth
of the Pasig River after he launched a
military assault on the settlement of its
occupant and ruler, Sulayman. Here,
an urban prototype was instituted,
following the recommendations on the
decree issued by King Philip II in 1573,
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A bahay na bato (wood-and-stone house) infused
with Victorian detailing in the late 19th century
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from which future colonial towns and
cities would be modeled after.
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In a broad historical stroke, Spanish
colonialism had changed the face of the
built environment in the Philippines
as much as it had altered the social
and economic conditions. The Spanish
conquistadores succeeded in developing
the archipelago’s town according to their
colonial urban prescription. The main
ingredients in the urban transformation of
Philippine colonial landscape included the
following (Lico, 2008:105-106):
The establishment of reduccion, or forced
urbanization and resettlement. The formerly
scattered barangays were collected and
reduced in number and made into
compact and larger communities to
facilitate religious conversion and cultural
change.
The creation of land-use pattern through the
encomienda system. The concept of land
as private property and as capital was
introduced. The ownership of such was
proven by the possession of a land title.
Former communal and individual lands
were alienated, and circulated through
the encomienda system of landownership,
by which the colony was divided into
parcels, each assigned to a pioneering
Spanish colonist who was mandated “to
allocate, allot or distribute” the resources
of the domain. Conniving members of
the native elite or principalia (former
datus, their families and descendants,
who later assumed office in the colonial
bureaucracy) sold or donated lands over
which they formerly governed and which
they assumed private ownership over, but
which were actually communal.
The institution of a hierarchical settlement
system. With the reduccion came a
hierarchy of settlements, with the core of
the municipality called cabecera (head) or

poblacion, and the adjacent baranggays
known as barrios. The poblacion became the
center, but not necessarily because it was
the geographical center. It was where the
elite resided, where the church was, and
where folk paid tribute. Estancias or large
ranches, were the first haciendas or large
land estates for both local consumption
and for Manila.
The creation and structuring of towns
according to the cuadrícula model of
planning. The cuadrícula, which was made
up of a system of streets and blocks that
were laid out with uniform precision, was
introduced through a varied typology; and
it was usually structured in a hierarchical
fashion with the central plaza as its focal
point, since this symbolized the seat of
power. The cuadrícula method was efficient
in maximizing utilization of space and
supervision of the colonial subjects.
The introduction of building typologies,
architectural styles, and construction
technologies through colonial infrastructures.
New activities were ushered in to
jumpstart urban life, which required
particular building types clad in a
menu of formal language of European
styles. The urbanization of the colonial
landscape necessitated the creation of
new institutions represented by building
types that carried functional and formal
analogy (i.e. church for worship, school
for learning, prison for incarceration).
Building typology provided a regulative
principle governing the formal and
practical aspects of colonial architecture.
Moreover, colonial infrastructures
were constructed of sturdier and more
permanent building materials and used
novel methods of construction to express
material superiority and to distinguish
itself from the flimsy indigenous
construction. The choice of architectural
style was also a mark of social distinction
and hierarchy of taste.
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At the very outset of imperial expansion
in Southeast Asia, the tactics of
conquistadores for colonization varied
greatly from the imperial system
implemented by other European
colonials in other parts of the region. The
Portuguese, Dutch, and British before
the 19th century steadily limited their
activities in the region to matters of trade,
while avoiding direct interference in the
internal affairs of the indigenous states
and participation in prolonged wars in
order to maximize commercial profits.
The Spaniards stood out against these
other colonials for they were dedicated to
the implementation of a rigorous colonial
schema that fused together territorial
expansion, economic exploitation,
Christian conversion, and cultural
transformation. (Reed, 1978:11) To achieve

this radical agenda, a consolidated effort
was exacted from soldiers, missionaries,
bureaucrats, and merchants, in which the
participants could garner both material
and spiritual remuneration.
The linchpin of the Hispanic imperial
conquest, which was braced upon decades
of colonial experience learned from the
Americas, was a prudently conceived plan
for developing an integrated system of
fortified colonial cities designed to assure
military stability of the archipelago,
and copious missionary settlements,
structured to function as locus for the
Hispanization and Christianization of
the Filipinos. Hence, it was an imperial
venture carried out by both soldiers and
missionaries.
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As cities and towns were deemed essential
nuclei of colonization and societal
control, the absence of indigenous urban
centers from which to graft their Western
version of an urban institution presented
a formidable challenge to the Spaniards,
who equated civilization with urbanism.
The Philippine archipelagic domain was
without a tradition of urbanism, unlike
other indigenous states of Southeast
Asia with complex kingdoms such as
those Hinduized or Theravada Buddhistinfluenced kingdoms in mainland
Southeast Asia and on the island of
Java in Indonesia. The pre-hispanic
communities were rather characterized
by a decentralized pattern of low-density
settlements in the form of barangays with
substantial socio-political fragmentation
and independence from each other.
Given this condition of extreme
fragmentation of settlements, it was
physically and logistically impossible
for a small deputation of missionaries to
convert the scattered native population to
the Christian faith and indoctrinate them
to the ways of Western civilization. Thus,
late in the 16th century, the Hispanic
authority launched an urbanizing
program, known as the reducción, which
was designed to systematically resettle
the indigenous lowland population
in larger urban communities so as to
accelerate the processes of politicoreligious transformation (Lico 2008,
107). This policy essentially meant a
forced relocation of small, scattered
settlements into one larger town. The
Filipinos had to be “congregated” or
“reduced” into compact villages varying
in size between 2,400 to 5,000 people,
where they could be easily reached by
missionaries, tribute collectors, and
the military. It was programmed for
the convenience of administration of
the Spanish colony’s population, an
ingenious method allowing a small

number of armed Spanish constabulary
to control more easily the movements
and actions of a large number of
Filipinos and to enable Spain to collect
taxes from their Christianized converts.
The reduccion policy also made it easy
for a single Spanish Catholic friar to
train Filipinos in the basic principles of
Christianity. In reality, the policy was
successful in some areas but impossible
to enforce in others. In retrospect, not
all reducción were successful or passively
accepted by the natives. The onslaught
of epidemics like cholera and small pox
had erased even the stable reducción
from the colonial map. Some reducción
were simply dissolved with the exodus
of the resettled natives, who tenaciously
resisted resettlements and sentimentally
maintained a semi-migratory mode
of existence and close ties to their
agricultural plots. In fact, the Spanish
archives are brimming with accounts of
frustrated colonial officials complaining
about how such settlements were all but
abandoned, in many cases after only a
few weeks (Bankoff, 2012).
Military coercion was rarely used to
overcome resistance to relocation except
in cases of extreme provocation. Since
most Filipinos could not be coerced to
form new villages, they had to be enticed
via the spectacle of religion. The natives
did flock to the churches, seduced by the
festive revelry, saturated with solemnity
and ostentation; and they responded to
the pomp and spectacle of Catholicism’s
innumerable feast days. Many of these
communities were sporadic rather than
constant, coalescing and disbanding in
response to the performance of certain
rituals set by the Church. The cabecera was
the capital of the parish and was designed
to be the site of a compact village. Since
the natives were hesitant to move into
these villages in large numbers, every
parish had a whole series of visita chapels.

The cabecera-visita slowly became the
prevailing pattern of rural settlement in
the Philippines. (Phelan, 1959: 47)

The massive and sweeping spatial
reorganization of lowland Filipinos
resulted in the establishment of more
than 1,000 towns and cities during the
entire duration of the Hispanic colonial
tenure in the Philippines (Phelan, 1959).
But the Spanish were unsuccessful
in converting Muslim Sultanates to
Christianity, and in fact warred with
Muslim Filipinos throughout their years
of colonial rule. Nor did they successfully
conquer certain highland areas, such as
the Luzon highlands, where a diverse
array of ethno-linguistic groups used their
remote, difficult mountainous terrain
to successfully avoid colonization (Lico,
2008: 109).

COLONIAL CHURCHES AS
MONUMENTS OF CONTROL
Colonial churches for the longest of
time have prefigured romantically as
monuments to God’s greater glory or have
been depicted as architectural inheritance
that we owe to our civilizing colonial
masters. However, this kind of historical
framing that exalts the colonial authority
as endowers of civilization needs to be
rectified because it conveniently conceals

A study of the nomenclature of colonial
authority reveals heavy reliance
on architectural references. In fact,
King Philip II, writing in the 1573
“Prescriptions for the Foundation of
Hispanic Colonial Towns,” makes it
perfectly clear that the edifice of the
church must demand attention, if not
enthralling astonishment: “In inland
towns the church is to be on the plaza but
at a distance from it in a situation where
it can stand by itself, separate from other
buildings so that it can be seen from all
sides. It can thus be made more beautiful
and it will inspire more respect. It would
be built on high ground so that in order
to reach its entrance people will have to
ascend a flight of steps.” (Reed, 1976, p.
72).
King Philip II’s prescriptions stipulate that
the town plan should establish a main
plaza from which principal street traverses
at one side, with secondary streets laid
out following a gridiron pattern. The
plaza complex was to be dominated by
the scale and presence of the church
and was defined as the center of colonial
authority. In some instances where
the church was not at the main plaza,
the church should at least be situated
at the highest point in the town or be
elevated in a prominent position. Bell
towers or campanario of overwhelming
height, served like a panoptical device
for surveillance, gazing into the everyday
affairs of the native population who
were arranged conveniently along the
cuadricula planning system (Lico, 2008).
With the implementation of the
ordinanzas, the native population was
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Concisely, the reduccion policy paved the
way for the emergence of the present
system of politico-territorial organization
of villages, towns, and provinces. At the
same time, the compact villages were
literally “under the bells” of the Church,
sanctioning the control of the natives’
everyday life by allowing the clergy to
wake up the villagers each day, summon
them to mass, and subject them to
religious indoctrination or cathechismal
instruction.

the power relations constricting colonial
arrangements, which gloss over political
strategies associated with the colonial
discourse, like force labor, religious
tolerance, genocide, obscurantism.
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Tropical baroque aesthetics of the Miag-ao Church

Generally, the aura created by these
colonial churches was scrupulously
calculated to elicit colonial obedience
and passivity among the natives. Behind
the grandiose façade of the church
building was an attempt to shroud
oppressive instances of coloniality. In
the dissimulating beauty of each façade
was an attempt to mask colonial reality
and evade one poignant question:
“How much blood was shed unto its
construction?” We often avoid the
idea that churches were products of
colonial power structures and were made
possible by oppressive and coercive
colonial relations. The grandeur of these
colonial churches should be moored as
mechanism, which reflected the values
and aspirations of colonial institution
seeking to control the colonized.
Juan Palazon’s Majayjay: How A Town
Came Into Being (1964) reveals the
complexity in colonial church-building
transactions. Palazon’s history is
most illuminating in any venture to
reconstruct church-building history in
the Philippines. In this account, the
colonial subjects were depicted far from
the image of an unquestioning believer
who gained spiritual satisfaction from

church building. He reveals how colonial
subjects ingeniously attempted to avoid
the task of constructing the house of
God.
The celebrated magnificence and
grandeur of the colonial church façade
should not singularly overwhelm us
with its blurring image of beauty, but
alternatively be subjected to the critical
eye of a socio-historical prism. In so
doing, we expose issues of colonial
cultural assimilation and encounters,
native mediations and transformation,
asymmetrical colonial power relations,
religious subjection and domination, and
possible native resistance.

PROJECTION OF COLONIAL
BENEVOLENCE AND AMERICAN
NEOCLASSICISM
The demise of the Spanish empire at
the end of the 19th century enabled the
United States to acquire the Philippines,
along with other island possessions,
through the Treaty of Paris. Such a
shift of colonial power signaled the
advent of a pseudo-Hispanic Mission
style and the Neoclassic style in the
Philippine architectural scenography.
This stylistic alliance gave continuity,
rather than disruption, to a form of
government that had changed from
Spanish to American colonial rule. The
neoclassic style, in particular, served as
a visible narrative of imperial ambition
and cultural attainment transcoded in
America’s modern and imported building
material—reinforced concrete.
Colonial Mission Revival and
Monumental American Neoclassicism
were chosen by the United States as its
official style in its imperial enterprise
in the Philippines at the beginning of
the 20th century. The Mission Revival, a
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soon reorganized and resettled “under
the sound of the bells” or bajo de las
campanas. Resistance to the resettlement
scheme took different forms, such as
fleeing to the mountains. However, the
natives were seduced by the theocratic
authority by infusing the church with
festive revelry, saturated with solemnity
and ostentation, and responded to the
pomp and spectacle of Catholicism’s
innumerable feast days. A myriad of
the performing arts ranging from oral
literature to theater to processions
circumscribed the seductive theatrics of
control that church culture held (Lico,
2008).
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Daniel H. Burnham’s 1905 urban proposal for the
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city of Manila as an American imperial city
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style that swept America in the 1890s,
manifested its presence initially in
the works of Insular Architect Edgar
K. Bourne through the romantic
evocation of America’s Hispanic
heritage from Southwestern frontiers
(Doane, 1918). This style was further
articulated by William E. Parsons
within an associationist aesthetic credo
that spawned hybrid architecture in
the Philippines. This was of course in
compliance with Daniel H. Burnham’s
architectural prescription to profusely
use local building motifs in the design of
state architecture (Hines, 1973). Adhering
to Burnham’s classicist urban master
plan for Manila and Baguio, pensionado
Filipino architects, like Juan Arellano,
Tomas Mapua, and Antonio Toledo, upon
earning their architecture degrees abroad,
went on to design public buildings in
the grammar of Beaux Arts (Lico, 2008).
They were the same personalities that
eventually would occupy prominent
positions in the Bureau of Public Works
as architects. From the drawing boards
of these architects, there emerged a
reformation of spatial ecology and
perpetuation of stylistic concoctions that
take the visible politics of architecture
to the highest orders to declare the
ascendancy of America as a new world
power, its civilizing presence and its
pledge to spread democracy in face of
the earth. Corollary to this, an imperial
self-image became more evident with
the onslaught of architecture and images
mimicking European and Roman descent,
that was developed for the fairs that
subsequently bombarded the American
popular consciousness and provided the
paradigm for the creation of imperial
spaces on Philippine soil. The White City
of Columbian World’s Fair of 1893 set
the tone of building iconography in the
Beaux Arts lineage, while the PanamaPacific International Exposition in San
Francisco of 1915 consolidated the revival

of the Mission Style or Neo-Castilian
architecture (Lico, 2008).
Many of the studies on colonialism
implicate how architecture functioned
as a cultural instrument of colonial
politics. Scholar Homi Bhabha (1992)
relates one of his core concepts, cultural
hybridity, to the politics of style and
appropriation. The perpetuation of
hybrid styles in colonial architecture
was strategically pursued by the colonial
authority as a mode of accommodating
familiar vernacular styles so as project a
harmonious co-existence of native and
foreign. Such condition of appropriation
was best manifested in the early stages of
colonial architecture when, for instance,
the English in India, and the French in
Indochina and in their colonies in North
Africa, attempted to retain control of the
semantic content of the styles in which
they built. As Thomas Metcalf (2002) and
Gwendolyn Wright (1991) have shown,
the history of architecture and urbanism
in colonial settings develops into a
narrative of adaptive strategies that were
closely related to the changing policies
of colonial rule. In both French and
British colonies, there was a gradual move
from building in styles imported directly
from the metropole to the adoption of
elements from local architectures.
In the manufacture of American colonial
architecture, an associationist style
was sought by Parson as a response
to Burnham’s recommendations to
learn from the vernacular “bahay-nabato.” The works of Parsons evidently
rummaged familiar local architectural
icons from Hispanized colonial structures
overlaid unto a neoclassical massing,
and consequently formed a so-called
tropical hybrid style (Rebori, 1917).
This deployment of a Filipino type of
fenestration could be understood as a
hybridic intervention which unsettled
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the imperialist intent of Parson’s
architecture. Such stylistic cross-breeding
was no mere accident in the creation of
official architecture of the colony as the
building assumed an ideological position
that made colonialism appear as the
continuity of local culture rather than a
rupture. Furthermore, the manufacture
of architectures that celebrated hybridity
was meant to justify cultural encounters
and mediations between the colonizer
and the colonized. Capitol complexes
and state architecture, therefore, as they
ideologically expressed the political
power of the colonist and legitimized
colonial rule through monumentalism
and aesthetic exaggeration, have designs
which were very conscious of interfacing
with local architecture through a
poignant reference to historical forms as

architectural precedent in the colony.
The extensive use of architectural
allusions that accommodated local and
familiar building motifs, were meant to
project among the natives, on a semiotic
level, a harmonious co-existence between
two contesting cultures as a way to
solicit obedience and consensus from
the unwitting natives. It was a strategy
that disrupted the visibility of the
colonial omnipresence and rendered the
recognition of its authority problematic.
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Typical Filipino domestic architecture in the early
20th century made of thatch and bamboo
Tsalet, a new domestic typology favored by
American sanitarians

MEDICALIZATION OF COLONIAL SPACE
AND TECHNOLOGIES OF COLONIAL
MODERNITY

The early years of the American
occupation were plagued by a succession
of epidemic diseases attributed to the
unhygienic domestic practices of colonial
subjects at that time. In the context of

Epidemics justified the medicalization
of space, both public and private, and
the biopolitical reinvention of native
spatial behaviors through the alliance
of tropical medicine, sanitary science,
and urban design. The native body thus
became a biopolitical object of constant
surveillance, submitting itself to the
supervisory actions of the colonial state
which infiltrated the private and the most
intimate aspects of the native’s everyday
spatial practices in the semblance of
sanitary activism and reform (Foucault &
Senellart, 2008).
The logic of the new colonial order
administered by American authorities
demanded vast urban cleansing, the
creation of new modern space, a sterile,
rational space, over and against the
“bleak” and “filthy” spaces of the
“unenlightened” past. The municipal
imaginary of salubrious urbanity
implicated the native nipa houses as
foci of potential infection and launched
an invasive system of policing, which
encroached on the bounds of domestic
privacy to expose the filth, dark,
claustrophobic, and disease-harboring
domesticity concealed from the imperial
sanitary gaze. Building ordinances were
issued to prevent the outbreak and spread
of diseases. The onslaught of epidemics
had major architectural implications,
which brought about many technological
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The shift from Spanish to American
colonial rule at the turn of the century
provided an auspicious atmosphere for a
construction boom, in which reinforced
concrete became the material of choice.
Importation of new building technologies
from the United States sustained the
massive infrastructure program. In the
Philippines, the search for raw materials
to produce cement became an obsession
of colonial scientists at the Bureau of
Science. Thus the establishment the
first cement plant in Binangonan,
Rizal in 1914 ensured uninterrupted
infrastructural production in the colony
(Philippine Industrial Development
Center, 1959). Neoclassical monumental
structures, the embodiment of the
American republican ideals, slowly rose
in Manila’s urban landscape, promoting
the imperial image, colonial commerce
and native discipline. And it was
through this style, in modern reinforced
concrete buildings, that the processes of
democratic apprenticeship were made
more tangible. The mass production
of school buildings, introduction of a
modern domestic architectural prototype,
and the installation of urban utility
lines were remarkable feats of colonial
modernity. For almost half a century,
the implementation of colonial urban
design and the production of architecture
created a metropolitan imagery that bore
witness to America’s zeal for hygiene and
sanitation, reformist building program,
colonial tutelage, and technological
progress.

Manila’s epidemic-stricken urban terrain,
“filthy” native customs, habits, and
spatial practices were blamed as the causes
of the proliferation of various tropical
diseases which threatened the equilibrium
of the hygienic colonial order (Anderson,
2006). American colonial urbanism
crafted the geometry of spatial regulation,
instilling new disciplinary technologies
by controlling social behaviors through
indirect impositions encrypted in spatial
and built forms.
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revisions to Filipino domestic space in
order to minimize the indoor pollution it
generated. In response to plague-carrying
rodents, nipa houses and buildings were
made rat-proof by sealing the gaps and
interstices in bamboo and sawali walls
with cement. In response to the cholera
epidemic, the toilet was introduced in
1902 among dwellers of the bahay kubo
in Manila by way of the pail system
or cubeta (United States Philippine
Commission, 1902). In the absence
of a metropolitan sewer, the system
provided each household with wooden
buckets, which were collected daily
by the municipal excrement wagons.
Public toilet sheds were also installed in
congested nipa districts. A latrine system
for remote areas was also developed based
on a vernacular toilet structure found in

Antipolo, Province of Rizal (Bureau of
Health, 1912).
In densely packed neighborhoods,
new communal toilets, baths and
laundry areas were provided. In 1908,
the American planners introduced the
concept of the Sanitary Barrio (Bureau
of Health, 1912). The urban scheme
permitted nipa houses to be built on
highly regulated blocks of subdivided
lots. Each sanitary block had a builtin system of surface drainage, public
latrine, public bath houses and laundry,
and public water hydrants, which could
be availed of by the residents free of
charge. The legacy of these barrios
can still be seen in present-day urban
configurations in Paco, Sampaloc, San
Lazaro, and Vito Cruz.

Capitol Building of the Province of Pangasinan

In 1912, the Bureau of Health drew up
the plans for sanitary habitations and
insisted on the tsalet prototype (Bureau
of Health, 1912). These plans, drafted
by George H. Guerdrum, chief of the
Division of Sanitary Engineering, were
disseminated to the public via Health
Bulletin No. 10, Philippine Habitations
(Viviendas Filipinas). Written in English
and Spanish, the bulletin instructed
architects, builders, house owners, and
occupants in the few simple principles
of sanitary house construction. Schemes
were drawn for the general types of
urban house: single detached, semidetached (duplex), row house apartments
(accessoria), and the one-story concrete
chalet.

The cleared sites of pathology provided
an empty anachronistic space where
ceremonial straight avenues, right
angles, and functional zoning prescribed
by the City Beautiful master plan of
Burnham were to be laid and made
available for imperial place-making.
Burnham recommended detailed
urban procedures: the development
of the waterfront and the location of
parks, playfields, and parkways so as
to promote sufficient opportunities for
urban recreation to every quarter in
the city; the establishment of a street
system which would establish direct and
convenient communication from every
part of the city to every other sector or
district; the zoning of building sites for
various functions; the development of
waterways or esteros for transportation;
and, the provision of summer resorts
within an accessible distance from the
city. The space had a central civic core:
radials emanating from this core were
laid over a gridiron pattern and large
parks interconnected by parkways. The
centerpiece of the Burnham Plan was
the civic core where a grand concourse
emanated from the bay and terminated
in an arc further inland. Here, Burnham
envisioned a national capitol complex
where colonnaded buildings were
formally arranged around a rectangular
plaza. Radiating from this civic core
was a series of tree-lined boulevards
superimposed on an efficient gridiron
street system. These radials divided the
city into five sections and produced
a street system that directed traffic
efficiently up to a point where diagonals
were introduced as a continuous
connection between sections (Burnham,
1906; Croft, 1946).
Overall, what Burnham prescribed was an
urban cure rendered in the grammar of
geometry, function, hierarchy and zones
to arrange unruly native bodies in a new
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The success of these model communities
triggered the reinvention of the Filipino
house into the tsalet, which crossbred the
tropical features of vernacular buildings
with hygienic structural principles and
modern concrete. This innovative hybrid
house would influence the domestic
aspirations of the Filipino middle class
beginning in 1910 and continuing
even after the Pacific War (Lico, 2008).
The tsalet was a single-story structure
constructed either entirely of wood or
of a combination of ferroconcrete and
wood. The living areas were maintained
at an elevation between 1 to 1.5 meters
above ground, slightly lower than the
bahay kubo to discourage the placement
of domestic animals in the underfloor
area. The most obvious innovation of
this house was its extended porch or
veranda in the principal façade, which
could be accessed by either an L-shaped
or a T-shaped stair. Unlike the bahay
kubo, the interior space was defined by
wall partitions which divided it into a
combined living area and dining area,
a kitchen, a toilet and bath, and two
bedrooms.
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civilized space of enlightenment exposed
to panoptic vision.
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Consulting Architect William E. Parsons,
who served at the Bureau of Public Works
from 1905 to 1914, adhered to Daniel H.
Burnham’s City Beautiful urban master
plan and design prescriptions that took
inspiration from extant PhilippineSpanish sources and consciously
orchestrated the fusion of locally derived
architectural forms and the neoclassical
idiom to dramatize the encounter
between and co-existence of two cultures
(Rebori, 1917a). During his tenure,
Parsons was responsible for the design
of all public buildings and parks for the
entire colony. Under the guidance of the
master plan, neoclassical monumental
structures slowly rose in the landscape,

working to enhance the imperial image,
colonial commerce, and native discipline.
The plan also stimulated the adoption of
Neoclassicism as the official style of the
colony for the next three decades (Doane,
1918).
Parson’s signature design elements—white
walls, balconies, curved semi-circle arches
above the main floor windows, and
red-tiled roofs—embodied the American
republican ideals. In these edifices,
Parsons favored reinforced concrete as the
practical building material, being not only
resistant to earthquakes but also easier to
construct. He rejected imported Oregon
pine, since termites quickly ate through
the wood, and preferred Philippine
mahogany instead (Rebori, 1917a).
And it was through this style that the

The City Beautiful urban ensemble of colonial
Manila under American authorities

processes of democratic apprenticeship
were made more tangible in modern
reinforced concrete buildings sponsored
by the colonial state. In these structures,
the extensive appropriation of familiar
local motifs made colonialism appear
as a civilizing continuity rather than a
disruption of native civilization.

For capitol and municipal complexes,
Parsons accorded these structures with
a logical and convenient scheme and
placed them in a lush park-like setting.
Parsons’ neoclassic designs for the
capitols became the archetype for all
succeeding capitols built before and
after the war. Like the schoolhouses,
plans of municipal buildings of later
years were also standardized, a necessary
policy to maximize resources allotted
for infrastructure development. For
instance, the municipal buildings of
Davao, Boac, Concepcion, and Lopez
were built using the same standard plan.
Plans of sanitary markets and tiendas were
also standardized beginning in 1912.
Parsons endorsed concrete floors and
steel trussed roofs in all of his four market
prototypes and two standard tiendas.
Parsons provided for maximum light
and air and placed the market, whenever

The metropolitan transformation of
Manila into a modern colonial city was
facilitated by and a product of technoscience which enabled colonizers to live
comfortably in a domesticated colonial
environment. Medical science would
control disease, engineering, supply
pure water and sewage systems, and new
forms of transport and communications,
allow residents to be moved, fed, and
employed on a colossal scale. Novel
materials and building technologies—
such as ferroconcrete, iron, steel, multistory structures, prefabrication, and
modularization—all helped to produce
an urban morphology based on particular
forms of energy and assumptions about
accumulation of capital.
Providing new urban technologies
and other metropolitan services was
not exclusively a gesture of colonial
benevolence to ameliorate the backward
lives of natives. It was a “tool of
conquest” facilitating the “creation
of colonies politically submissive
and economically profitable” to
the urban metropole (Headrick,
1981: 11). Of course, this innovative
network of technologically-driven
colonial infrastructure allowed for the
development, extraction, and exploitation
of resources, which were funneled to the
colonial capital to nourish the status of
Manila as a seat of colonial power and a
significant commercial entrepot of the
empire.
Such urban reformation relying
heavily on technological apparatuses
was referred to by Paul Rabinow as
“technocosmopolitanism” or “the attempt
to regulate history, society, and culture
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Perhaps, the most pervasive legacy of
Parsons, which lent to mass-reproduction,
was the model schoolhouses he designed
for the Bureau of Public Instruction.
He came up with 15 prototypes for a
variety of site conditions and adapted
ferroconcrete with the vernacular style
(Lico, 2008). Materials, forms, windows,
doors, and even blackboards were
standardized to bring down cost and
maximize construction efficiency. Most
schoolhouses were one story high and
elevated several feet above ground by
square reinforced concrete piers. Capiz
windows were reinvented as pivoted
windows rotating about a horizontal axis.

possible, in a site adjacent to a navigable
canal or river bank to allow water-borne
commercial activities to flourish (Rebori,
1917b).
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The central business district of Manila in the 1920s,
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Two terms, postcolonial and globalization,
emerged in the last thirty years which
refer to increasingly similar conditions
that remain so poorly understood. The
first term, which is from postcolonial
theory and critique, has migrated to
discourses on architecture and urbanism,
informed by real and intangible sites
using a variety of textual, visual, and nondiscursive sources: maps, photographs,
drawings, paintings, film, television
advertising, planning guidelines, folklore,
and cyberspace. These works not only
reconstruct complex realities, but some
also point to possible futures drawn up
by new ways of seeing and inhabiting
space. They detail the ethical and political
dilemmas which result when architecture
is confronted by the flow of ideas,
networks of capital, and movement of
people and goods (Nalbantoglu & Wong,
1997; Cairns, 2003).
Globalization is investigated with respect
to its negative impact on space: how
civil infrastructure becomes a conduit
for military prostitution, which in turn
is replicated in postcolonial settings. The
assumption is that globalization is not
a uniform process, and it is in this way
that civil/military and infrastructure/
prostitution become intimately
intertwined; usually infrastructure such
as roads, bridges, and ports which are
the responsibility of civil government,
serve to spread an informal network of
prostitution where foreign troops are
garrisoned. The impact of American
military rest and recreation (R&R
industry) on garrison towns may have
similarities; however, there are diverse
experiences based on inequalities between
the host state and the U.S. military
(Enloe, 1992). There is an earlier history
of the R&R industry in Southeast Asia
that began in 1898 in Manila. On one

hand, occupation tied to the acquisition
of Spanish territories required a military
force that increased from 60,000 to
200,000 U.S. Volunteers, 35,000 of whom
were sent to the Philippines (Linn, 1997,
pp. 11-12; Chambers, 1987, pp. 29,
66-67). On the other hand, the conduct
of war in the Philippines required a
pacification programme, with a physical
and legal infrastructure of buildings
and transport, communication, and
intelligence systems.

METHODOLOGY, SIGNIFICANCE,
AND AIMS
This investigation relies on the
foundation set by Alfred W. McCoy
(2009) and Warwick Anderson (2006)
who both argued that the colonial cannot
be dismissed as mere reflection of the
metropolitan, because colonial cities were
sites of experimentation re-exported
to metropolitan sites. McCoy (2009:
pp. 74-77) wrote of an ‘Imperial Army’
with three commands that served
the war against insurectos: the Military
Information Division (MID), the
Constabulary, and metropolitan and
municipal police. Anderson (2007) noted
the emergence of a mechanical theory
of immunity (1880s-1920s) with a very
aggressive approach to individual bodily
transformation. This was based on a
comprehensive knowledge of the native
(Filipino) body, and the relocation of
pathogens from sick bodies to ‘healthy
natives’ as reservoirs of disease.
Based on this groundwork, this study
looks deeper into the entanglement of
military and civil government agents, and
the relation of abstract space (legislation)
to physical space (city). Civil ordinances
and military orders are primary sources,
the warp and the weft of a spatial
narrative which, when woven together,

become threads of evidence revealing an
unrecognised technique of urbanism. This
is set up in the essay’s three-part structure:

Second, prolonged military presence
created an unexpected industry with a
permanent mark on the city in military
related prostitution, which spread out to
provinces in a vector-like path.
Third, this study examines the literature
in Feminist Studies to see how military
related prostitution in Manila was tied to
the post-WWII U.S. military R&R industry
in Asia.

I. ROADS, BRIDGES, AND PORTS:
ARMAMENTS OF WAR OR PUBLIC
IMPROVEMENT?
It is useful to start with McNeill and
Painter’s chronological and spatial
analysis of the military infrastructure
in times of conflict in order to fulfil the
first objective of this study of tracing
the militarization of civil infrastructure.
According to McNeill and Painter, the U.S.
Army’s ‘environmental footprint’ during
the American Indian wars (1790-1890) fell
into three categories: frontier expansion;
infrastructure construction, including
the Capitol building; and, environmental
pollution due to the U.S. Army’s small
arms requirements (McNeill and Painter,
2009). The acquisition of Spanish
territories (from 1890 to WW II) widened

In light of this gap, it becomes necessary
to review U.S. military presence in the
Philippine archipelago, since outposts
established in 1898 were tied to a
pacification campaign. A process of
population isolation and reconcentration
in 1905 resulted in the Manila Bay
Defense Complex: four islands at the
mouth of Manila Bay became the capital’s
coastal defence (Linn, 1997). Between
1910 and WW II, Fort Mills on Corregidor
Island grew from a small self-sufficient
military city that included a hospital, cold
storage, power plant, landing field, and
docking facilities (Morton, 2004). During
the Cold War, Clark Airbase and Subic Bay
Naval Base became the largest military
facilities in the world outside the U.S.
mainland. Sandars regarded these base
tenancy agreements with host countries
supporting America’s global security
system as a ‘leasehold empire.’ Gillem
called the U.S. military’s modality of land
consumption as ‘spillover’ (Sandars, 2000;
Gillem, 2007). This study argues that
the earlier twentieth century interaction
between the Insular Government and the
Philippines Division can be characterised
as a form of infrastructural colonialism: the
militarization of civic space produced
by the U.S. military’s participation in
building this space, and a policy of
tolerance of prostitution.
Roads and port works were funded and
built with the Philippine Commission’s
first two decrees. Act no. 1 (12 September
1900) appropriated USD 1 million gold
($2 million Mexican) for archipelagowide repair of roads, highways, bridges
and ferries. Capt. John Biddle, Chief
Engineer of the Corps of Engineers,
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First, the Philippine insular government’s
Department of Commerce and Police
closely administered the bureaus of
constabulary, architecture, engineering,
and port works because its infrastructurebuilding programme could only be
carried out with the managerial and
security guaranteed by the U.S. Army,
the Philippine Scouts, and the Philippine
Constabulary (McCoy, 2006, p. 60).

this into a global security network of air
and naval installations, whose long-term
effects within and outside the U.S. were
masked by the independence of territories
like the Philippines.
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FIGURE 1: This is a portable military map entitled ‘City of Manila and Vicinity’ (1901) attributed to 1st
Lt. George E. Stewart, Office of Chief Engineer, Philippine Division. Designed to be carried to military
maneuvers folded, the neat creases preserve both the material and the information on it. A section is
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enclosed in a black box and an enlargement is shown in the following page in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2: This enlarged section of ‘City of Manila and Vicinity’ (1901) shows the level of detail necessary
in military maps, identifying key military, civic, and religious buildings and sites.
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of Manila

submitted the construction scheme. He
described road construction as limited to
‘military emergency,’ i.e., troop mobility
during the rainy season, defying the
Philippine Commission’s references to
road building as ‘public improvement’
(Annual Report of Major General Arthur
MacArthur, 1901, pp. 4-11). Act no. 22
(15 October 1900) appropriated USD
1 million for the improvement of the
Port of Manila supervised by the Chief
Engineer of the U.S. Army, Philippines
Division, who reported to the Military
Governor. The Military Governor’s office
also produced specifications, awarded
contracts, supervised construction for port
construction and harbour improvements
up to 1906 including land reclamation
for Burnham’s Manila Plan: for the
Luneta park extension, a hotel site, and

a boulevard. This boulevard, named after
Admiral George Dewey who won the
Battle of Manila Bay (1898), connected
the civic spaces of Luneta to military
signal command facilities at Fort San
Antonio de Malate (Act no. 39, 1900; Act
no. 674, 1903; Act no. 1246, 1904; Act no.
1342, 1905).
Roads became new networks connecting
urban military headquarters to the
pacification trail: Benguet Road linked
Manila to the Baguio summer capital;
a new naval yard in Cavite and new
ports joined Cebu and Iloilo to Manila
(Bankoff, 2005a & 2005b). Even after
the Philippine-American War officially
ended in 1902, military personnel did
surveys, civil and structural design, and
construction supervision directly; or
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12. Headquarters Post
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Figures 3-5 and 9 show two things: first, the breadth of military occupation of the Philippines, from the
capital Manila to the southernmost tip of the archipelago in Zamboanga; second, the spatial typologies
associated with militarization: from idyllic provincial landscapes to Spanish-era fortifications, and finally
newly constructed buildings and warehouses with G. I. sheet roofing.

FIGURE 4. Original caption: Entrance to the

Zamboanga, Home of the 45th Infantry.

Compound of the 31st Infantry in Manila.

they were appointed administrators,
effectively incorporating them into the
insular government’s executive arm. Up
to the end of that decade, the Philippine
Constabulary and U.S. Army-led
Philippine Scouts guarded hundreds of
prison labourers supplementing paid road
workers, repaired Fort Mills (Corregidor),
and maintained government transport
and specialized industrial production
(Kramer, 2006, pp. 315-317; Linn, 1996).

insular government’s health infrastructure
also surprisingly merged with U.S. Army
surveillance and intelligence networks.
The containment of venereal disease
which included a weekly inspection
system, merged with U.S. Army
surveillance and intelligence networks.
According to McCoy, information
from these networks was used by both
insular and military officials to control
individuals in key government offices.
As the American global security network
spread during the Cold War, military
related prostitution also crossed the
Pacific Ocean to Southeast Asia.
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FIGURE 3: A vista at Petit Barracks,
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The insular government viewed
prostitution as a ‘military necessity,’
which ultimately made it a more
permanent feature of Manila, because
urban change started conforming to
American military presence. Subsequent
efforts to eradicate it merely diffused it
in Manila, then out to the provinces. The

FIGURE 5: Headquarters, Philippine Department Fort Santiago in the Old “Walled City”.
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II. INFRASTRUCTURE AND STRUCTURAL
COERCION: MANILA AS GARRISON
CITY
The second objective of this study is to
investigate how long-term U.S. military
presence left a permanent mark on the
city through military related prostitution
because of two developments. First,
individual specialists at the Provost
Marshal General’s office (Philippines
Division) campaigned against venereal
disease through local interventions based
on available facilities and manpower.
Second, there were more diffused
measures initiated by the U.S. War
Department in Washington D.C. meant
to be carried out against organised
prostitution, not only in the Philippines
but everywhere the U.S. military was

engaged in, including garrison towns
in the U.S. mainland and territories like
Hawaii and Puerto Rico. These military
efforts were executed sometimes under
the authority, or with the assistance of the
Insular Government. And while the Board
of Health was under the Provost Marshal
General’s office, the efforts were, in effect,
military responsibility.
The U.S. military then exported back
to the mainland a new form of tropical
medicine in which the role of climate
was reformulated to give rise to a new
‘disease ecology’ of both microscopic
organisms and Filipino bodies as disease
carriers (Anderson, 1992; Anderson,
2006). This was made possible by
military personnel serving in the insular
government’s Board of Health (BOH)
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FIGURE 6: This map traces U.S. military’s vector-like movements from 10th of February 1899 to capture
the Manila-Pasig line, to secure the northern and the southern shores (San Pedro Macati and Laguna
de Bay), then split on one hand towards Malolos–San Fernando (Pampanga)–Angeles, and on the other
hand to Arayat–San Isidro–Cabanatuan by September 20. The saga ends with the last council of war by
Emilio Aguinaldo in Bayambang on November 13, signaling the alleged defeat of Filipino insurgents
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with Aguinaldo’s escape to the jungles.
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FIGURE 7: Military movement is facilitated by new

FIGURE 8: The zigzag

roads and bridges throughout commonly assumed

Benguet Trail.

to have been facilitated primarily by the insular
government only.
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with Major A. Meacham (surgeon) and
Major Frank S. Bourns (doctor), both
becoming BOH President; Major Ira
Brown (surgeon) as Acting President;
Major Charles Lynch (surgeon) as BOH
member; and, Commissioner of Health
Major L. M. Maus (surgeon). They all
dealt with military-related prostitution
as a chronic problem in the first decade
of the occupation. In this light it
becomes useful to distinguish between
the agencies of individuals vis-à-vis
institutions, and of legislation vis-à-vis
built environment, to understand how
the problem of military prostitution
moved from being a military problem to
a deeper urban conundrum in Manila.
Military orders and civil ordinances
provided the legal basis, while the civil

medical infrastructure of hospitals,
venereal disease clinics, hotel registers of
‘guests,’ etc., furnished the instruments
for carrying out military specified
surveillance, confinement, and treatment
of prostitutes. In Feminist Studies,
structural coercion extends ‘agency’
to women as subjects by clarifying
how their conscious decisions are
nevertheless limited or supported by
the opportunities available to them
as individuals. For example, poverty
increases their exposure to exploitation,
even though they are capable of making
a decision about whether or not to enter
prostitution, and not just being trafficked
into the sex trade (Robinson, 2006, pp.
68-69). However, even Governor General
William Howard Taft conceded to the
military policy of tolerating prostitution
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FIGURE 9: Athletic Field at Fort William McKinley, P.I. Airplane view taken during a recent Department
Military Tournament.
Fort William McKinley became an important self-sufficient military facility, subsequently renamed Fort
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Bonifacio under a nationalist government.

(McCoy, 2006, pp. 243-245), thereby
putting some responsibility for structural
coercion of women into prostitution on
the insular authorities too. A short list
of these efforts and military and civil
ordinance is as follows:
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In 1898 San Lazaro Hospital opened
a section for isolation and treatment
of prostitutes with a staff of seven: a
doctor, a practicante (male non-medical
attendant), two female nurses, two
servants, and a cook (NARA-RF 203910, 1898). A vaccine station at 24 Calle
Iris, Binondo was converted into a
venereal disease clinic for issuing healthy
prostitutes ‘certificates’; compelling the
infected to seek hospital treatment; and
the mandatory registration of brothels.
Special Order no. 19 (Provost Marshal

General) provided the legal basis for
weekly police brothel inspections to
ensure health certificates no more than a
week old (NARA-RF 2039-21, 1898).
In 1900 the burden of duty was placed
upon military authority to protect both
soldier and prostitute through a policeenforced inspection system, backed by
zoning of an exclusive red-light district
to protect Manila’s inhabitants from
drunken soldiers.
In 1901 an inspection system with a
‘native physician’ (who was in fact a
Spaniard) carried out a weekly houseto-house brothel inspection, assisted by
non-medical inspectors, formerly enlisted
men who rounded up women for medical
inspection or hospital confinement, and

FIGURE 10: The Native Market in Baguio, The Baguio Constabulary in the Background.
The contrast between ideal represented by carefully laid out military developments (Figure 9) and the
reality outside the confines of guarded boundaries like this image from Baguio.
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located new brothels (NARA-RF 2039-12,
1901). A report to the Board of Health
President acknowledged the ‘utopian
character’ of these reforms: it admitted
83 prostitutes and registered 252. In
just two and a half months this rose to
542, and brothels were now believed to
be ‘foci’ of venereal disease and plague
(NARA-RF 2039-13, 1901). Venereal
disease now accounted for more than a
quarter of troop diseases, but the Provost
Marshal General was reticent to commit
to an official military policy regarding
prostitution (NARA-RF 2039-21, 1901).
Further reports to the Military Governor
pointed to the futility of inspecting
‘native prostitutes’ without a means
of surveillance, control, and ‘restraint’
(NARA-RF 2039-21, 1901). As a result,
General Order no. 101 (Philippines

Division) specified the physical
inspection, listing, hospitalisation, and
systematic treatment of infected soldiers;
and asked the of municipal authorities in
identifying infected prostitutes (NARA-RF
2039-21, 1901).
In 1902 the Board of Health reported the
‘segregation of prostitutes in a certain
part of the city and a careful system of
superintendence over them’ (NARARF 2039-21, 1901), possibly describing
Gardenia, a red-light district that would
reach its peak in the second decade of the
occupation. Circular no. 10 was issued
by the U.S. President ‘to diminish the
vice’ among commissioned and noncommissioned officers by providing
especially young men examples of
moderate living (NARA-RF 2039-20,
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1902). Ordinance no. 27 (Municipal
Board of City of Manila) targeted
‘vagrants,’ including those who lived
off the profits of gambling, prostitution,
and begging, and likewise targeted a
long list of suspicious building types:
drinking-saloons, houses of ill repute,
gambling houses, hotels, cafes, railroad
depots, wharves, public waiting rooms,
parks, carriage houses and gardens in
deserted private properties, outhouses
(toilets), hallways, markets, sheds, stables,
lumberyards, and warehouses.
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In 1903 Ordinance no. 38 (Municipal
Board) specified police power for
inspecting a ‘register of guests’ and pared
down the building types to just hotel,
boarding house, and lodging house.
By 1905 the venereal disease clinic was
now a hospital, transferred from San
Lazaro to Sampaloc under the Bureau of
Health’s district office (NARA-RF 2039-26,
1905).
Despite all these efforts, a report of the
Surgeon General in 1911 showed that
American troop incapacitation due to
venereal disease constituted ninety
percent of all admissions, compared to
malaria, dengue, diarrhea, and dysentery
(NARA-RF 2039-35, 1911).
If roads were linear connectors that
facilitated two-way traffic between
Manila and the pacification trail, barracks
scattered in Manila and Cavite were
magnets for organized prostitution.
The military policy of prostitution as a
‘necessity’ facilitated an urban process
that limited the choices for women, a
form of structural coercion that reduced the
agency of those trapped in the cycle of
poverty.

III. GLOBALISING MILITARY
PROSTITUTION
The third and last objective of this
investigation is to consider the relevance
of the early twentieth century Manila
by drawing connections to post-WW II
military-related prostitution in Southeast
Asia as a form of increasingly globalised
experience.
Two decades ago in a keynote address
at Chandigarh, Gayatri Chakravorty
Spivak (1995) sharpened the postcolonial
critique of theories, practices, and
pedagogy associated with architecture and
urbanism. Spivak reiterated theories of
interest and ideology that was originally
contained in her essay ‘Can the Subaltern
Speak?,’ to make connections between
power, agency, and the subject. She
spoke of the pedagogical responsibility of
architects in ‘sowing some dissatisfaction’;
and that the image of the heroic architect
and the culture of adoration cultivated
in students is tantamount to a failure in
realising the ‘possibility of redistribution’
(Spivak, 1988, pp. 272-283). It is just
as important to recognise how the
architect as practitioner is enmeshed in
maintaining an international division
of labour (a theory of the architect’s
interest), as it is to recognise how canons
inform the knowledge produced within
architecture as discipline (a theory of
ideology).
Applied to this study of early twentieth
century Philippines, subject positions
in the mobilization of U.S. troops in
Manila since 1898 therefore need to also
be scrutinised. The military community,
even as new arrivals, had significantly
more power on their hands compared
to that of local inhabitants who were
caught in the middle of the conflict. It is
here that the notion of migrancy and a
secondary literature in Feminist Studies

becomes useful, providing the tools for
accounting for the women’s subject
positions and the role of legislation.

It is Feminist Studies, an interdisciplinary
field, where history is more closely
integrated to the study of society and
politics, which provides a better lens for
understanding legislation in relation
to military prostitution. Jean D’Cunha
(1992), who deals with the ideological
aspects of prostitution laws, has pointed
out how such legislation is framed
in three ways, namely, prohibition,
toleration, and legalization. Through
this framework it becomes easier to see
how early twentieth century military
and civil orders relating to military
prostitution in the Philippines were
based on a tolerationist system with
an institutionalist approach. The

The relocation of the venereal disease
hospital in 1905 from the San Lazaro
compound in Sta. Cruz to Sampaloc
coincided with McCoy’s account of
Gardenia, a segregated red-light district.
By 1904 it was known to have ‘fifty-seven
houses’ with ‘three-fifty hundred women.’
During its peak between 1915 and1918,
the number of houses is suggested
to have swelled to around a hundred
within Gardenia and fifty more outside.
But the military’s policy of toleration
was not always left unchallenged. In
1912, upon Governor General Forbes’
instigation, American women were cast
out of the district. Later, Fort McKinley
commanders sought Governor General
Francis Harrison’s assistance in enforcing
the U.S. War Department’s Selective Draft
Act (1917), which prohibited brothels
within five miles of any army camp or
naval station. By 1918 the metropolitan
police, acting upon Manila mayor Justo
Lukban’s order, shut down Gardenia and
deported 181 women to Davao (Dery,
2001; Abalahin, 2003 as cited in McCoy,
2006, pp. 243-245; Buchanan, 1919;
Cushman 1918).

(POST)COLONIAL IMAGINATIONS

Historian Ken de Bevoise (1995) has
pointed out that there existed vast
official and underground networks
linked to organised prostitution that
thrived on corruption and exploitation,
whose mobility was made possible
by the new transport infrastructure.
Organised prostitution’s impact on
the built environment went beyond
the out-migration of affluent residents
from the inner city. When the insular
government conceded to the military’s
tolerance of prostitution, it effectively
enabled organised prostitution to evolve
and keep apace with the city’s changing
inhabitants. McCoy, who studied the
interaction of the Metropolitan Police
and the Municipal Board of the City of
Manila, confirmed that the municipal
body’s transactions with the military
government and private corporations
were tainted with corruption. This is
crucial given that the U.S. military
presence was unbroken from 1898 to
1991, with the exception of the Japanese
Occupation period during WWII.

containment of venereal disease as
a result of military prostitution was
relegated primarily to the Board of Health
and its successor, the Bureau of Health.
There was an assumption in decrees like
Special Order no. 19 (1898), General
Order no. 101 (1901), Circular no. 10
(1902), Ordinance no. 27 (1902) and
Ordinance no. 38 (1903), and General
Order no. 6 (1905) that the military and
the insular governments, through the
health bureau and the metropolitan
police, were in the best position to
regulate military prostitution.
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This study investigates three things:
first, how civil infrastructure such as
roads, bridges, and ports functioned as
armaments of war; second, militarization
of physical vis-à-vis abstract spaces
for understanding the role of abstract
and physical spaces in the structural
coercion of women through a military
policy of tolerating prostitution; third,
military-related prostitution as the
underside of many conflicts. It follows
secondary literature on how the insular
government’s health infrastructure
merged with the fused U.S. Army
surveillance and intelligence networks
to create an information system that was
mobilised by both the insular government
and the military for their own purposes.
As the American global security network
spread during the Cold War through air
and naval bases, so did U.S. militaryrelated prostitution across the Pacific
Ocean to the rest of Asia. At both levels,
the notion of infrastructural colonialism can
be interpreted as functioning in colonial
society in ways not yet well understood.
In order to understand how the problem
of prostitution degenerated from solely
being a military issue to a deeper urban
conundrum, it is important to distinguish
between agencies of individuals/
institutions, and the instrumentality of
legislation-built environment. Military
orders and civil ordinances provided
the legal basis for action, while the civil
medical infrastructure (hospital, venereal
disease clinic, hotel register of ‘guests’)
furnished the physical basis and nodes
for carrying out one-sided procedures
that put the burden of surveillance,
confinement, and treatment primarily
on the prostitutes. The interaction of
the U.S. military’s two-tier response
to prostitution, one initiated from
Washington D.C. and the other by the

Manila-based military authority, shows
such campaigns to be sometimes selfdefeating.
While in the early twentieth century
the U.S. military’s contributions to the
insular government’s infrastructure
building programme may have been
unique in Asia, the twentieth century saw
the proliferation of an American global
security network that in Asia-Pacific
was accompanied by the rise of an R&R
industry (Bishop and Robinson, 1998).
Linking military-related prostitution
to urban order points to the necessity
of asking whether prolonged military
presence has other effects aside from
restoring stability to a region.
These subtle distinctions are important
because their theorization within a
wider realm may pave the way for
understanding processes of urbanization
that are not under the purview of
specialists concerned with cities and
their future. Finally, the linking of ideas
from one discipline to another three
decades ago, highlights the fluidity
not only of ideas from one disciplinary
realm to another, but also the purposeful
but uncertain agencies of soldiers and
prostitutes as non-conventional agents of
urbanization.
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DE LA SALLE – COLLEGE OF
SAINT BENILDE
FUTURES OF A PAST

Futures of a Past presents to the
audience a juxtaposition of four
alternate realities to engage them in
a dialogue on the Philippine urban
condition—what it is, what it can
be, and what it could have been.
Taken from specific turning points in
Philippine history, these speculations
aim to ultimately address the
constant negotiation of our love-hate
relationship with our colonial roots.

(POST)COLONIAL IMAGINATIONS

Manila’s dichotomous built
environment perfectly depicts two
substantially hindering conditions of
the Filipino people: postcolonialism
and neoliberalism. We as a Filipino
people constantly experience the
tensions of our colonial background
infringing on our daily life and
rendering us unable to escape its
cultural handicap. Unfortunately,
this lack of a homogenous Filipino
“identity,” and this quest for
one identity is an old and flawed
paradigm. Can architecture be a
vessel to transcend the global colonial
presumptions of our nation?

These four alternate realities form a
travelogue into the futures of a past,
ruminating on ideas of memory and
place, touching on everything from
the trajectory of civilization to the
limits of culture.
City 1: Lusong 2050
Raja Sulayman defeats the Spanish
at the first battle of Manila, and the
Spanish leave the Philippines on June
6, 1570, never to return as colonizers.
The Philippines as a sovereign nation
is born. Existing trade relationships
with other Southeast Asian nations
flourish under his rule. Organically,
the existing, strong Malay, and
Chinese influences dominate cultural
development. The Pasig River becomes
a major thoroughfare, and large
cantilevered spaces provide shaded
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walkways and cool public spaces.
This new First World City, renamed
“Lusong,” explodes with exponential
growth to become one of the most
important international trade ports
to date.

City 3: Manira 2050
September 2, 1945, the Axis wins
the war, and the formation of the
Japanese South East Asian states
ensue. Manila, fully decimated
by American artillery and carpet
bombings, leaves the Japanese
with a blank canvas ripe for
experimentation. Manila, translated
into the Japanese “Manira,” is born,
and becomes a highly industrialized
port city due to its strategic military
and commercial location. Panopticonlike sentries govern and monitor all
urban activity. Where industry is the
top priority, industrial pipelines and
rapid rail transit systems rule the
ground plane, while pedestrians are
forced up, elevated.
City 4: Manila 2050 - Neoliberalist Functionalism & The
Future of Now
Neo-liberalist functionalism has
triumphed as the new dominant
architectural paradigm due to mass
adoption of Augmented Reality
(AR) and Artificial Intelligence (AI).
This paradigm has eradicated the

(POST)COLONIAL IMAGINATIONS

City 2: Intramuros 2050
August 12, 1898: Spain wins the
Spanish-American War, and the
Philippines returns to Spanish
colonial rule with heavy influence
from the Catholic Church. Following
Spanish urban planning techniques,
the walls of Intramuros have been
torn down, and city streets are
designed to favour the pedestrian.
Overall, Baroque Architectural Styling
dominates the skyline. Zoning
laws enact a height restriction with
the exception of Cathedrals. As a
testament of the influence of the
Church, a site is razed in preparation
for an enormous monument known
as “The Sky Cathedral.”
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notion that typology and form are
related. Form is dead. The disregard
for exterior treatment results in
pure white facades which act as
canvases for the City. The Gaming,
Casino, and Entertainment industry
transform Manila into the Las Vegas
of Asia. Overpopulation welcomes the
production of vertical super blocks
that form a new type of tourism:
Augmented Reality Tourism. This
Manila is a real-time urban canvas,
where the realities of AR and AI
are constantly generating an ever
changing urban experience tailored to
suit each pedestrian.

PARTICIPANTS

FACULTY
Araneta, Geraldine
Funk, Maria Cynthia Y.
Ocampo, Walther
Serrano, Harry Joseph

The De La Salle-College of Saint Benilde is a private Catholic
educational institution in Manila, Philippines, known for
pioneering industry-responsive degree programs that are
rarely offered by other universities and colleges in the country.
Learning in its many forms is encouraged, so much so that,
spiritual creative pursuits, artistic endeavors, service to the
community, awareness on environmental issues, and concern for
the common good are all part of the educational experience.
In Benilde’s learning environment that nurtures students to
develop their interests and passions, collaboration is greatly
underlined as a tool for learning. As such, for the Philippine
Pavilion challenge of working on the exploration of the city
of Manila by looking into our past and analyzing various
situations, not only architecture students have been invited to
the exploration but also those coming from other programs,
specifically, the Arts Management Program, as well as the
Consular and Diplomatic Affairs Program.
The Benildean breakthrough goals of innovation and inclusion
have strongly pushed this endeavor and the students have
had the golden opportunity to prepare themselves to become
professionally competent in the industry and possibly in other
emerging fields of specialization, too. De La Salle-College of
Saint Benilde is a member of the De La Salle Philippines, a
network of sixteen De La Salle schools administered by the
De La Salle Brothers-Philippine District.
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STUDENTS
Aguinaldo, Mike Allen
Alvarez, Bien Victor
Arellano, Lou Angeli
Brioso, Gabriel Luis Jesus
Coloso, Christian Mikhael
Cruz, Camille
Decapia Lauriana, Nicole Marie
Go, John Robertson
Laboy, David Joseph
Mojica, Justine Mari
Narciso, Noel
Ticzon, Xavier
Yap, Ira
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UNIVERSITY OF THE
PHILIPPINES – MINDANAO
BADJAO ECO-VILLAGES:
EMPOWERMENT THROUGH
INDIGENOUS ARCHITECTURE

(POST)COLONIAL IMAGINATIONS

The proposal by the Department of
Architecture in the University of the
Philippines-Mindanao intends to
present the resilience of the various
Philippine-Mindanao ethno-linguistic
people as shown in the continued
celebration of their own culture
and way of life as seen in their
distinct social and medical practices,
which offers a more holistic way of
living. The present-day waterfront
development of community
settlements running across the coastal
line of Davao City, from Magsaysay
to Magallanes, is composed of various
ethno-linguistic groups: the Obu
Manovu and Manuvu-Tagabawa, who
were originally forest inhabitants;
the river people of Maranao, Tausug,
Maguindanao, and Matigsalug; and,
the Bajau, who are seafarers. The
presence of these ethnographic groups
in Dabaw started even before the
arrival of the Spanish and American
colonizers. During this period, Datu
Bago, among the great warriors of
the Davao tribes, fought against
Jose Oyanguren, a native of Vergara,
Spain, who was ordered by the
Governor to conquer Daba. In the
contemporary period, other strategic
forms of invasion or domination are
being used under the ideology of
neoliberalism. Within the neoliberal
context, economic disparities
continue to widen and environmental
degradation continue to exacerbate,
often benefiting only the wealthy and
the elite. As a response, the concept
of sustainable development was
introduced in the project.
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Given these varied and complex
issues, we argue that the wisdom of
indigenous people already embodies
the principles of sustainable
development. The formation of a
mutually-beneficial interchange of
various ethno-linguistic ecological
villages makes us understand a
cultural life-world which can only
be fathomed in its own context,
but which is also in danger of
losing its meaning and true sense if
overpowered by the urban condition.
We propose a fully self-sufficient
socio-cultural ecological village with a
rich source of indigenous knowledge
systems: ethno-medicine; organic
farming; construction material
systems; natural food processing;
natural wind mill systems and water
harvests systems. We anticipate
that indigenous knowledge systems
complement the technology-driven
and fast-paced lifestyle of the city.
In the end, we speculate that the
neoliberal city can co-exist and learn
from the strengths of the indigenous
ecological village.
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PARTICIPANTS
STUDENTS
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Yu, John Khenbert
FACULTY
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In June 2011, the Board of Regents of the UP System instituted
the Department of Architecture. In line with the mission of
the campus, with the department envisioned to be the region’s
center for excellence in the field of architecture, planning, and
design. In January 2016, the unfreezing of Diploma/Masters
in Urban and Regional Planning Program was approved under
its umbrella to provide more opportunities for the department
to produce graduates with a high sense of social and cultural
awareness resulting from the studies in construction and
building technology, architectural history and critical theory,
and urban and regional planning.

(POST)COLONIAL IMAGINATIONS

The University of the Philippines – Mindanao is the home
campus of the Department of Architecture under the College
of Humanities and Social Sciences. UP Mindanao is committed
to lead in providing affordable quality education, scholarly
research, and responsive and relevant extension services to
diverse, marginalized, and deserving sectors in Mindanao and
neighboring regions through its programs in the sciences and
arts which aim to inculcate a passion for excellence, creative
thinking, and nationalism in the context of cultural diversity
in a global community. The following programs are under the
Department of Architecture: Bachelor of Science in Architecture,
Diploma and Masters in Urban and Regional Planning.
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TAO-PILIPINAS
ARCHITECTURE AS
PARTICIPATORY DESIGN

(POST)COLONIAL IMAGINATIONS

TAO-Pilipinas’ contribution to the
exhibit is a showcase of technical
interventions to address security of
tenure issues in Metro Manila and
post-disaster response in Guiuan,
Eastern Samar. Interventions
employing participatory planning
and design approaches strongly
engage target users in the planning
and design process. Designs
developed served as tools for
negotiation with local and national
governments for communities
under threat of demolition in
Metro Manila. Designs developed
in Guiuan, Eastern Samar served
as basis in finalizing designs
for construction of shelter and
evacuation centers as part of the
Post-Haiyan Reconstruction project.
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TAO-Pilipinas is a women-led
non-profit NGO composed of
technical professionals in the
fields of architecture, engineering,
planning, environmental science,
social development, and humanities.
TAO-Plipinas envisions sustainable
settlements development that is
people-centered, environment
-friendly, and which provides
equitable access to and distribution of
resources with preference for the poor.
TAO promotes participatory planning
and a design approach which believes
in the capacity of the poor to find
the appropriate solutions to their
problems with proper guidance. TAO
works on issues of security of tenure,
sustainable design and disasterresilient construction, and climate
change adaption and mitigation.
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nation as spectacle:
philippine pavilions in
international expositions,
1887-1998

“JUEGOS DE IGORROTES,” 1887 EXPOSICION GENERAL DE LAS ISLAS FILIPINAS, RETIRO PARK, MADRID (SPAIN)

(POST)COLONIAL IMAGINATIONS

ABOVE: LAYOUT OF 1887 EXPOSICION GENERAL DE LAS ISLAS FILIPINAS, RETIRO PARK, MADRID (SPAIN); BELOW:
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RIDING THE WATER BUFFALO IN THE PHILIPPINE VILLAGE, 1901 PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION
HELD IN BUFFALO, NEW YORK (USA)
PHILIPPINE VILLAGE, 1901 PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION HELD IN BUFFALO, NEW YORK (USA)

ENTRY GATEWAY TO THE PHILIPPINE
VILLAGE, 1901 PAN-AMERICAN EXPOSITION
HELD IN BUFFALO, NEW YORK (USA)
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LAYOUT OF THE PHILIPPINE RESERVATION AT

PAGE 107: (UPPER) IGORROTES VILLAGE, 1904 LOUISIANA PURCHASE

THE 1904 LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION,

EXPOSITION, ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI (USA); (LOWER) AERIAL PERSPECTIVE

ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI (USA)

OF PHILIPPINE RESERVATION AT THE 1904 LOUISIANA PURCHASE
EXPOSITION, ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI (USA)
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BROCHURE OF THE PHILIPPINE EXPOSITION

PAGE 109: AMERICAN WOMEN LOOKING INTO THE PHILIPPINE

AT THE 1904 LOUISIANA PURCHASE

RESERVATION AT THE 1904 LOUISIANA PURCHASE EXPOSITION, ST.

EXPOSITION, ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI (USA)

LOUIS, MISSOURI (USA)
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STEREOGRAPH CARD OF MORO VILLAGE, PHILIPPINE RESERVATION AT THE 1904 LOUISIANA
PURCHASE EXPOSITION, ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI (USA)
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PAGE 112: (UPPER) ENTRY GATEWAY INTO THE “IGORROTES VILLAGE,”

COVER OF BROCHURE ON ABACA

1909 ALASKA-YUKON-PACIFIC EXPOSITION, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

(MANILA HEMP), 1915 PANAMA-PACIFIC

(USA); (LOWER) POSTCARD OF PHILIPPINE PAVILION, 1915 PANAMA-

INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION, SAN

PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA (USA)

(USA)
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PHILIPPINE PAVILION, 1958 UNIVERSAL

PAGE 115: (UPPER) POSTCARD OF EXTERIOR VIEW OF PHILIPPINE

EXPOSITION IN BRUSSELS, BELGIUM; (LOWER)

PAVILION, 1962 WORLD’S FAIR, SEATTLE WASHINGTON (USA);

PLAN OF SHOWING LOCATION OF PHILIPPINE
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Untitled Formation, Concrete Supernatural,
Pixel Unbound is a multi-channel video
installation that weaves together fragments
of historical, modern, and contemporary
Philippine architecture, a phantom
shapeshifter and a swarm of pixels
traversing essay, design, fiction, and data.
The work engages with the Philippine
pavilion’s thematic of the two navels of
postcolonialism and neoliberalism (sculpturally manifested in the curator’s two
navel-shaped screens across each other),
and further exploring this duality in the
wider context of the Biennale’s theme of
freespace via film programme, discussions,
and an online project. What would a
postcolonial framing of Filipino neoliberal
architecture entail and show? How does
neoliberal economics affect the built
environment and influence contemporary
Filipino subjectivity? What does “freespace”
mean in a postcolonial state with strong
undercurrents of feudalism, authoritarianism, and transglobal capitalism? How is the
neoliberal landscape of openness, transparency, and fluidity connected to market
forces, surveillance systems, and creative
expressions?
Intersections and refractions of systems
seem to abound in architecture’s own
nuanced network, abstract mechanism, and
stylistic effect, particularly among structures
and environs of corporate prowess and
cultural heritage. From souvenir spaces,
brutalist edifices, and outsourced enclaves
to mixed-use real estate, repurposed
historical sites, and free port zones, the
work reads architecture not only as a built
and visual environment but also as a
conceptual design and a coded translation
of power, identity, market, and affect. In a
sense, the blossoming architecture in
developing cities serves as poignant
metaphor as well as useful habitat for a
cultural corporate complex, simultaneously
accelerated and veiled by economics and
design.
Contemporary architecture’s impact is
intricate and immense—be it in the gigantic
open spaces of malls, fairs, and factories,
empowering free agents to work better and
shop more; in the gated posh villages and
neighboring slum areas merging into the

traffic of giant billboards, spectral bodies
and vehicles in stasis; in the all man’s lands
of Facebook, Google Earth, and reality
CCTV, where architecture blends and
extends itself so effectively in accessing
connectivity, finding location, profiling
identity, and structuring data. More than
ever, architecture can be an expanded field
of ethical imagination and critical experience, but it can also serve as an abstract
site of state power, dynastic taste, and
corporate interests, alternately managing
bodies, constructing inequities, and
designing consciousness. Is neoliberal
architecture a friendlier form of contemporary brutalism?
The new wave of imperial development is
definitely on the horizon, if not already in
the country’s concrete waters and forests of
steel—demolishing (the horror vacui of)
historical sites, marginalized citizens,
informal settlements, and ancestral domains
on the one hand, and enchanting an
aspirational, depoliticized, and materialistic
bourgeoisie on the other. The work thus
reflects on the notion of freespace as
possible architectural branding in and of the
postcolony—liberating the colonized/folk
via capital, competition, and consumption,
substituting subjugation for subjectivity,
suspending criticality and memory for affect
and amnesia. Concrete Supernatural is a
hopeful attempt at a reflexive remembrance
of architecture’s past, Pixel Unbound, a
potential restructuring of the present, and
the future/a dream still, Untitled Formation.
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ABOUT THE EXHIBITOR
Yason Banal is an artist whose work moves
between and among video, photography,
sculpture, performance, text, and painting,
taking myriad forms and critical strategies
in order to research and explore
associations, frictions, and refractions
among seemingly divergent systems.
He obtained a BA in Film from the
University of the Philippines, an MFA in
Fine Art from Goldsmiths, University of
London; residencies at AIT Tokyo and CCA
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Philippines Film Institute.
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convolute

an

auto-ethnographic

urban

Volatile edges,
volatile discourse
Gazings at my
navel (urban autoethnographic
profiles)
LEONIDO GINES, JR.

strikeouts:

Writing experiment: [subjectivity] (short form of “strikeout:
bracketing subjectivity”).
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When phenomenology2 came into the reading lives of
anthropologists-to-be whom I met in graduate school, things
seemed to fall into place, even if that place was within that of selfjudgment. They, rather, we had a chance to interrogate a type of
fieldwork methodological framework (or philosophical reminder)
for participant observation that was being rediscovered with much
excitement in graduate seminars, populated by future intellectuals
students of culture gazing at their navels. By problematizing
everything including our own judgments, the ‘field’ becomes less
a place than an idea. The field of the anthropological present
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can become ourselves: for how can we
better understand ‘culture,’ as ours or
someone else’s, if we are burdened by our
own ethnocentricity? How can we even
understand the idea of culture or claim one
as ours? ‘Subjective’ anthropological writing
is a volatile activity that needs moments of
pause, of discernment when continuously
encountering potential changes in the
urban cultural world. I acknowledge that
this type of writing has been done before:
from ‘convolutes’, to interventionist
ethnography, or in types of improvised

theory and ‘sensual fieldwork’ that inform
observations of encounters; and also done
to ‘sense’ and make sense of, conceptualize
or theorize what is falling into place.3 But
what are we to get out of them, or what am
I to contribute? It will come as a surprise to
many who espouse objectivity, including
architects, that experience and subjective
writing are as valid a discourse as well.
It is not the first time that students of culture
are rebuked about ethnocentrism; it is in
fact within the discipline’s canon to critique
it. In American (U.S.) academia, for example,
having a [single ethnocentric subjectivity]
is a given, a problematic, within a field of
identity construction. But when one claims
a ‘subjectivity’, an ‘identity’, becoming a
din of repetitive discourse of singular or

collective entity, this same problematic is seen as an object and thus fielded for analysis.
I defer this realm of field analysis (as some already have) with caution: that to understand
one’s claims, like ‘my subjectivity’, or ‘identity’, I could get into a kind of false sameness
discourse. Thus, the ‘strikeout’ will become my tool of indirect discourse because it keeps
my own sketches of urban life volatile, and at the same time projective, and hopefully
creative. My interpretations are solely mine, wrapped in a multitude of subjectivities, if one
may say so. Strikeouts won’t delete nor erase, they would rather reveal.

Volatility, in theoretical musings4. The state of being liable to uncertain
and unpredictable change/s; readily or rapidly explosive; unpredictable;
ephemeral; frivolous; arbitrary; vagarious; erratic; unstable; elusive. In
finance: a quantification of the degree of uncertainty (especially about future
values). In smell/chemistry: impermanent, unstable, evaporative or fleeting

odor (or aroma); fermenting; extracting, transforming.
In social relations: flighty, destructive, inconsistent,
convertible, indecisive, easily fluctuating, wavering,
irresolute, unreliable, affecting, ‘multiple personality.’
Other senses of the volatile: transitional, movable,
vacillating, deviating, temperamental, dissipating,
melting, disappearing, momentary, variable; mutating,
varying, differentiating, ‘differenciating,’ becoming,
folding, actual-to-virtual...
[My incomplete heuristic list (with deferred qualifications),
2008-present.]

I was born and raised in Manila.
I was born in Pasay City.
I lived in Manila.
I lived in Quezon City.
I emigrated to the United States.
I lived in the United States; in
California: in Long Beach, in Buena
Park, in Riverside, in San Bernardino,
in Palm Springs.
I wish I’d written all that I ‘learned’
while living in so many different
places to convince you.
I am stranded in the Philippine
Islands (P.I.: Putang Ina!).
[August 2016: some unwritten frustration
entries on a CV]

The phrase ‘lived in’ is such a catchy sketch.
It feels like one has drawn a long life; it
sounds stable and accomplished. Rarely
do we think seriously about transits and
transitions when we live in a place, unless
for instance, when we are about to apply for
a job and we ‘tweak’ erase any appearance
of unproductive transitions, of an idle,
unemployed life. To be in between (as in,
in between jobs) is unstable. To be jobless
and dependent (without money) can make
a once-productive person frustrated, or,
depressed and wanting. It’s a volatile place
to be in. The spatial experience of transitory
residence does not appear to have
potential. But I argue that within transitions
are memories that, if captured by pause-ive
inquiry and imaginings, are creative. This
‘in-between’ is crucial to the larger context
of events in a and the ‘lived space.’5
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My writing strikeouts are part of the many
conceptual tactics to try to understand
what it is to understand in or about
(volatile) urban transitions (resident transit
(?), transiting subjectivities (?), transiting
resident (?)); or about a state of being,
a tendency towards structural change.
This essay moves towards that tendency,
however incomplete, and identifies the
volatilities within change and the gazing
on structures that fold into and out of
living in cities. My meanderings to spaces
and places reveal volatilities in thinking, a
constant ‘changing of mind,’ expressed in
literal writing strikeouts, because affects
have their way of striking our thoughts
and imaginations. They reveal this: the
auto-ethnographical notes of a wanderer,
including how the strikeouts reveal the
way one (I, myself) thought for a moment
and decided to shift. I express it this way
to enable me to reveal the rigidity of
the meanings imposed by urbanization’s
hegemonizing standards and strike them
out in the process. Treat these (strikeouts)
as palimpsestic narratives, also as words,
phrases or statements that had been made
volatile; but changed or layered over to
reveal shifts of thoughts.
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[convolute:]
In the cities where I lived, those that I
outlined above, this thought-wandering
had contradicting imaginations: nostalgia
and erasures, or solitude and social
life. When I started travelling, I wanted
to see something different, new, and
contemporary in the new places I visited
because I felt I had missed out on what was
being done abroad, having been an insular
observer, until now. When I emigrated
to the United States, however, I almost
always tried to identify similarities, as if I
was looking for spatial affinities. There are
many between Manila and Los Angeles,
but in varying or different degrees: visual
pockets of ‘colonial’ pasts, contradictions in
capital accumulation, precincts of sameethnicity neighborhoods. Los Angeles and
its surrounding counties are filled with such
affinitive spaces. It took me some time,

however, to be aware of each locality’s
lay-of-the-land, it’s character, territory,
even ‘identity,’ or the relations within it.
Affinities-gazing and random writing about
them are far too different from observing
with an agenda, with a methodology. They
came to me only when the opportunity, the
excitement, the strange, or the delightful
appeared. I wasn’t writing incessantly, just
outlines that I hoped I could decode in the
future; but I drew shapes, I thought they
could become concepts, could become
sets of parti6 without a project brief. Until
recently, these partis were indecisive, only a
bricolage of anything spatial. But I needed
to record my observations, and perhaps one
day, these evaporating concepts will make
more sense: to make sense to a place, or to
lay a sense of place.

My life was defined by moments
of movement: my childhood, living
from one apartment to another, until
we finally settled in what was once
perceived the edge of Metropolitan
Manila, when my mother purchased a
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socialized housing unit on the edge of the metropolis. Most of my childhood’s
personal memories remain within this last home, but majority of the
observations I had of urbanity was brought about by my daily commute to
school, through jeepneys. There would be no conversations in the low-ceiling
vehicle, just impatient wanderings of everyday riders.
The desire for me, however, was to drive my own car and once I was able
to have one, I drove all over the metropolis. I often joked before to friends:
“being a taxi driver was my first ambition.” It was a cruel pun since taxi
drivers are both crazy drivers (which I was hoping not to become) and hardworking slaves. I was moving up the ‘economic ladder’ but becoming a
cynical social climber.
[January 2017: preparatory statement for an undergraduate course lecture on architecture
and urban mobility]

In all of this, however, I was enjoying a different free space: solitary meandering. It was like
a gift of privacy and order compared to the chaos of Manila. The ghostly suburbs seemed
like a delight as they erased the critical mass, the poverty, the blight. While many emigrants
come to terms with nostalgia, I would gloat about freely driving by myself in freeways
leading to nowhere, as if taking into a new level the experience of Kracauer’s hotel lobby in
“accommodating all who go there to meet no one.”7 Unlike the train, or the jeepney (the
Filipino mutated form of the World War II jeep, or so we were told, into a small mini-bus),
the car on a freeway is a totally different phenomenon where time and space collide in a
nowhere experience.
The freeway experience, while scary, was seductive in its speed, in its privacy, in its
modernity. The hopping in and out of the freeway, like a horizontal elevator takes you

This ‘paused’ space-time event, driving
on the freeway, only flows into a focused
function: to consume the space and to
be consumed by time. It is always volatile
because once disrupted by a single
accident or an earthquake, a police chase
or anything out of the commuting ordinary,
this freeway machine becomes unstable,
or stops working. Indeed, the freeway
system invokes the machine and functions
like it. While it transports people, it only
accommodates the transporting in between
lived spaces. It simulates the boulevard
(where social appearances become
spectacles), but it does not reproduce it; it
is its own monster and unlike the boulevard,
it is not even feigned by the neighborhoods
it cuts through.

“Honey, can we buy us a condo? It’s small (22 square
meters), but in the end, it’s a good investment: we can
even lease it out for a high rental price!”
[Recent conversations of many Overseas Filipino Workers]
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to a different place without transition.
What made my newly-found free space
a contradiction was its colonizing desire,
the infrastructure did not offer encounters,
the solitary experience did not have a free
flow of events, even as drive-dreaming
was oppressed. You and the car becoming
an individual but being controlled by a
homogeneous flow of the freeway. The
experience, seemingly normal, captures you
into a long wait but the freeway does not
allow for creativity.
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We are accustomed to calling our lived
space ‘social.’ Despite the increasing
densities in cities, whether Los Angeles
or Manila, this sociality is challenged by
a new process of living. Like the car, the
condominium unit seems to give the
appearance of progress. Unlike the car, the
unit is inert, and since it is an ‘investment,’
it increases in value. As on the freeway,
the resident is provided privacy in a small
space. Unlike the freeway, the condominium
seems social, but we know that this is
mere appearance. The condominium (in
Manila, especially), in fact, is the latest form
of the neoliberal creature that demands
new sacrifices from its investors: social
involvement, neighborhood creation, and
furthermore, space, air, and light; the very
architectural features and tenets followed
by architects since the mid-19th century
(introduced by a European capitalist).
In 1998, the Philippines celebrated
the centennial of its declaration of
independence (from Spain), while barely
surviving the Asian crisis. It did, however,
fare better than its Southeast Asian
neighbors. Years later, defying that same
current regional economic disaster, the
country ventured into real estate building,
especially, condominium building. This
move was unique, to say the least,
considering that real estate speculation was
one of the main reasons for the crisis in the

first place. This rather optimistic move was
explained by some through this formulation:
a combination of a capitalization from
the outside (Filipino overseas salary
remittances), and from within, by banking
on such capitalization. In a simpler
explanation, what the developers basically
did was they pre-sold something on paper
(imagined buildings) and built it with real
‘deposit’ money from buyers (represented
mostly by their family) who saw only lines
and shapes or 3-dimensional models of the
drawing. Indeed, this was unique, on the
level of imagination, in such a transaction.
This unique transaction seems to be the
newly mutated strategy of neoliberalism.
The acquisition of objects (cars that
immediately lose value), properties (e.g.,
a house with no lot, as investment), some
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individual capital (the contractual employee as an untenured worker) are made possible
through transactions based on trust and imagination. In this new level of transaction, one
must be wary of the outcome. Neoliberalism now feeds on this rather abstract and crowdsourced capital. More widespread is the fact that developers and corporations capitalize
on technology: outsourced service and ever-more-affordable mobile phones. Here, Gilles
Deleuze seemed to have been prophetic when, as early as the late 1980’s, he proclaimed
that “technological evolution must be... a mutation of capitalism.... In the corporate system:
new ways of handling money, profits, and humans that no longer pass through the old
factory form.”8 He called these the symptoms to a control society. In fact, there are now
new ways of handling and controlling the individual: while we perhaps ‘feel’ more individual
freedoms and access (with our acquired mobile devices and the internet), our lives are also
more accessible, transactable, contract-able, 24 hours a day to the capitalist. He called it
the ‘society of control.’ Not all architects and social scientists subscribe to or are complicit

in facilitating or modulating this society of
control even as the history of architectural
practice has generally been tied to capital,
and more recently, to neoliberal tenets.9 It
is difficult to ask architects to give way to
forms of resistance rather than to uncritically
and unapologetically embrace a free market
worldview. This is indeed a problem; but
perhaps a problem that is generational.

“In behalf of our generation, we
apologize to you, millennials!”
[January 2017: Speech by many
protest march speakers (in their mid40’s to early 50’s) against the burial
of Ferdinand Marcos in the Heroes’
Cemetery]

I loved watching English-translated
Japanese robot-cartoons (we did not
call them anime then) when I was
in high school (7th and 8th grade in
current secondary school structure).
One day, I found out that the
cartoons would not have been shown
all week. It saddened me. I found
out years later, when I was already in
university that that week, the media
censors blocked that week’s episodes
because they had subversive content.
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On another day we got a treat when
the weather bureau announced that
classes had been cancelled because
of an incoming storm. My social
studies teacher told us a week later
that there was no storm, that that
announcement was made to keep
us out of the streets so that we
wouldn’t get entangled in a series
of anti-Marcos protests apparently
being controlled. The weather
bureau explained it differently: that
the eye of the storm in fact passed
through Manila, that was why it was
sunny all day.
[Memories of confusing 1980s schooldays]

Education was the space at the intersection of discipline and control in the period of the
dictatorship of Ferdinand Marcos (1970’s - early 1980’s). In the Foucauldian sense, whatever
one learns in Manila, the same is true elsewhere, often simultaneously and in real time.10 It
was nationalistic and modern: the public curricula (grade school and high school) contained
utopian visions, anthems, morals, and valorized mythical personalities, like that of Marcos
himself as the father of the country. It ‘disciplined’ us with constant didactic messages of
the good and the beautiful, heavily layered upon the general blight surrounding us. These
messages protected us and took us away from spaces of, and the information on dissent.
They also protected us from an incoming ‘non-storm.’ At the risk of overstating the point,
a ubiquitous slogan (and a seemingly successful urban manifesto) permeated Philippine
society: ’Sa ika-uunlad ng bayan, Disiplina ang kailangan’ (translated roughly: ‘For the
country to progress, disciplined conduct is essential.’). In the same manner as the word
‘revolution’ had been constantly included in the general vernacular, the word ‘discipline,’
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objectified as an actual social responsibility
(under the framework of ‘New Society’)
became literally a vernacular mode of
control. The disciplinary constructs in
education and in public dissemination, it
seemed, paved the way for accumulated
long-term volatile spaces for a not-sodocile but controllable Filipino generation
to be reactive to a future (i.e., the present)
condition, when revisionists can assume
ascendancy in the construction of another, a
current ‘new society.’
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The building of this society was a conjugal
effort. Imelda (Ferdinand’s wife) Marcos’
architectural and management style was
characterized by ‘beautifying’ the city
and concealing poverty. She literally
wall-whitewashed many impoverished
neighborhoods during international events
to cover images of blight. A good number
of architects and designers were also
rumored to have been deployed to Europe
by Ferdinand himself in the early years of his
presidency to investigate Fascist and Nazi
documents and architecture, and determine
if similar domains of social control could
be placed under the purview of urban
technocrats and architects. Brutalist
architecture became the national signifier of
Imelda’s ‘beautiful’ fascism. Many architects,
myself included, remember the convoluted
history of complicity of chosen government
and consulting architects which prevailed in
the construction industry during this period.

The specific reach of control of the
Marcos-educated (or Martial Law educated)
generation, myself included, (many of us
thought we were part of the Westernized
Gen-X) was not to be felt until recently, I
argue. The (Marcosian) State’s formulation
of (a new) societal ‘discipline’ created a
generation in a (future) society of control. In
gist, my ‘generation’ uncritically accepted
what was to come, for whatever comes
after martial rule must necessarily be
better: a ‘soft’ democracy (the Cory Aquino
government), and a neoliberal-economy
based government (the Fidel Ramos
legacy). The current cultural effects (what
is perceived as a return to a fascist past)
of these structures, I believe, are due to a
generalized breakdown of critical thinking
produced by the society of discipline
followed immediately by a soft but creeping
aggressive neoliberalism.
While urban development after Marcos
did remarkably pick up, its laissez-fair
direction was perceived to have resulted
in uncontrolled and oppressive city
landscapes: prioritized road network
building sans sidewalks, real estate
speculation, unmitigated environmental
decline, etc. In the fast-paced global flows
of objects, technologies, information,
even culture, we thought our structures
and perceptions were uniquely insular.
Despite the volatility of the post-Marcos
governments (Cory Aquino and Fidel
Ramos’), we assumed democratic stability.
Government survived coup attempts (with
the help of the West), local markets almost
bypassed the Asian crisis (in part due to
overseas citizens’ investment on real estate),
that paved the way for an unprecedented
and sustained growth. But the impending
Deleuzian ‘control society’ was beginning
to participate in contradictions between
volatility and stability. The fast take-over of
neoliberalism feeds on the volatile, ready
to take over or colonize, now strongly
competing and manipulating, always
speculating, but always accumulating.
Interestingly, the construction of this “New
Society” trope involved a surge of studies
on vernacular architecture.11 A deep
interest in vernacular or ethnic architecture
reactivated a wide interest in local,

indigenous or even bricolage constructions of urban domiciles and
other structures, and reasserted questions of the wider nationalist
imagination, such as “What is Filipino architecture?” There is
reason to be skeptical of this movement, many of its driving force
coming from the Marcos disciplinary educational agenda. Even
more suspicious was how this move towards vernacularization
became appropriated in the ‘glorification’ of a past, a heritage of
pre-colonial myths of ‘kingdoms’ (villages are more akin to pre-16
CE social structures), and part of a consolidation of knowledge that
helped reify the disciplined Marcosian society.

I was an early believer of the cultural malfunctions of colonialism. I had often been cynical
of the mestizo cultural class and I thought I was completely (sic) ‘indio’ (native). The idea
became more ingrained in my imagination when, in university, some professors would
emphasize a historical fact that many of those with ‘mixed blood,’ the mestizos and
mestizas, that is, White and native ‘bloodlines,’ were sired by White (Hispanic) Catholic
friars. When I realized that my grandfather was probably mestizo, a vexing realization
of an ‘immoral’ heritage was possible. The repetition of this idea in my head seemed to
amuse me, though. Biologism as heritage can start a discourse on the socially-constructed
worldview on identity and hybridity. Yet, the body-as-heritage is already its own power
and aspiration in Philippine vernacular media: the constant capitalization of white skin in
advertisements. White skin (and blue eyes) are remnants of colonial racism, as the semantics
of Whiteness is so physical and at the same time essentially powerful: clean, soft, beautiful,
with an empowering disposition.
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“My grandfather had blue eyes. This
was a realization that bore down on me
while I was talking to my mother last
summer (2009) when we went back to her
hometown in southern Philippines.
[2009: First lines of an essay for a graduate
auto-ethnography seminar]

The move towards the vernacular
conception of space did produce sites
of creativity for interior designers,
product designers, fashion designers,
and architects; and it would be wrong to
assume that these sites were determined
by the Marcos regime of knowledge alone.
New scholarship on local cultures were
dramatized against increasing global flows,
the realm of vernacular form, symbol,
and meaning circulated as alternative
knowledge. Even as the architectural
discipline presented formal surveys
of globally produced vernacularism, a
simultaneous emergence of knowledge
on ‘Filipino culture,’ became formalized,
even valorized, albeit with limited scholarly
agenda in the 1970’s until the 1990’s. But
the appropriated vernacular knowledge
found an almost exclusive audience among
the Filipino elites and their political cohorts.
Even as designers and aficionados of
‘Filipino culture’ found new insular heritage
in the vernacular, cultural dissonance would
be widely felt as fragmented knowledge
can only be appropriated in the cultural
and political spheres. The seductive ‘Other’
will begin to permeate in the language of
the local ‘cultural.’ These spheres include
empowered local governance, where sites
of cultural appropriation extend to buildings
and structures with literal ‘branding’ (like
a Mayor’s logo, or building ‘type’ in most
construction projects), using atypical images
and symbols from history (vernacular or
colonial), with a monstrous twist.
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The discursive potential of the remnants of colonialism traced in
the body is less critical but nonetheless highly contested in the
realm of heritage architecture. The idea that colonial architecture
can be considered vernacular is difficult to maintain as a discourse.
Like the mestizo, there is perceived power in associating Whiteness
(Hispanic or American) with colonial heritage: it has a sense of
Western-ness. To many Filipinos, this puts the Philippines, and by
extension, Filipinos, in a ‘map’ of great civilizations. To be proud of
being once a colony, however, must be a concern, as this maintains
a persistence of colonial structures in a world that is asserting postcoloniality. Nothing is more ironic in current Filipino mindset: that
amid the calls by (current Philippine president) Rodrigo Duterte to
free the country from American influence is a consistent countercall of suspicious alliance with the Chinese Communist Party’s
government.12
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After landing in Manila, the first
thing that welcomed me as soon
as the plane door opened seemed
oppressive: hot and humid air as if I
was breathing in heavy water vapor;
couple that with a smelly carpet that
seemed to have not been changed in
decades. Smell may be oppressive;
so is humidity. I had only been gone
five years since my last visit; how was
it that my body was slowly disliking
this country on the basis of breathing
and smelling its atmosphere? It took
me almost 5 days to acclimatize.
[2013: shared thoughts between researchers
in the field]

I smell the not-so-volatile stench of
death. I accept malodorous objects
now as a reeking smell of what was
once ‘alive.’
[July 2016: Journal notes upon arriving at
Manila’s international airport, seeing for
the first time on newspapers the combined
words, President and Duterte]

I recognize the continuous problematization
of some issues I raise in this rather
convoluted essay as projects that are
unfinished. If, in the future, I can better
refine these issues, I want them discussed
with nuanced arguments. I also recognize
that using ‘strikeouts’ as a means for me to
articulate an obscure tactic to evaluate an
equally obscure (but I contend its relevance)
condition, volatility; it is certainly incomplete.
I want to extend the idea that recognizing
volatility is really an ontological question. It
needs an evaluation that is both analytical
and intuitive. Perhaps looking for better
axiological markers in urban life, other than
subjective constructions, will produce a more
creative discourse, but for now, this essay is
my marker.
Here, however, are my conclusions for now:
for whatever the idea of volatility appears
to us, the response must be current,
informed, and virtual. The fact of being
confronted by fascism, by discipline, by
control, by performative false constructs of
subjectivity, or representation, may not be

discerned immediately, but we must not
wait until history defines that moment of
confrontation as such. We must recognize
it and the volatility that such encounter
can present. We must also see volatility in
the positive, for it can help us evaluate the
potential for a positive outcome.
I gaze at my navel. I am a sponge of critical theory.
I offered a friend to ‘gaze at our navels’ together, by ranting and
problematizing what we perceive is wrong in the city’s culture,
the city’s ‘development.’ To problematize the ‘everyday,’ evaluate
theoretical writings and to critique systems of evaluation, including
biennales. I will give her a call now.
[2017: Personal notes after discussing a botched collaborative
writing with a mentor for this biennale]

Can volatility be considered free space? I believe it can. I have
found some free (or thinking) space here, in volatility as a reality of
my experience. Even as patterns of flows, as processes to positive
creativity are still slowly emerging, accumulating, I turn to some
models of solvency that may allow one to fill in, and to prepare for
eventual disruptions. This set of concepts, as a toolbox is not new,
I only offer them in relation to my issues, as I perceive them in the
larger context of urban and architectural issues.
In the end, the potentials surrounding this volatility must be arrested.
But I think I must reintroduce the strikeout/s I mentioned. A strikeout
on concepts and attitudes, like identity construction, structuration,
competition, complicity, fascism, representation, and more, will
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Volatility must be apprehended immediately
by thinking, through recognition and
distinctions, not by objectifying it alone
(for in objectifying, one loses time), or by
merely understanding any disturbing social
and spatial structures that appear within
this condition. Responses to these volatile
events must be creative, not passive, from
mere observing what happens to doing.
Building an indirect discourse, a convolute,
or writing exercises on processes (including
allowing for the appearances of writing
strikeouts) must proceed to creativity in the
process of decision-making. At least this is
what I continue to discover, even as I finish
this writing.

require further problematization,
especially in architectural discourse. By
default, architecture is structural and a
structure. It is both a regulated practice
(regulated by institutions) and a complicit
discipline (to neoliberalism, for instance).
Because of cultural signification, it has
provided society a way to locate (with
its positive comprehension of a sense of
place), but also to dislocate (by building,
rebuilding or ‘erasing’). The cultural
value of architecture is validated by its
inert presence on geographies. It also, if
unmitigated, may strikeout the solvencies
offered by the source it so depends on:
the limited offerings of ecology.
The final strikeout we must consider is
probably the attitude that the future is
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bleak. While there is a big probability that it
is, being pessimistic and nihilistic will not be
the creative agency that will transition us to
an unmitigated demise. It will require more
than just paradigmatic shifts in attitudes
and thinking, but perhaps paradigmatic
interventions upon the self. I reiterate: we
must recognize and evaluate conditions
of volatility. We must acknowledge that
peace or prosperity, or relative calm are
but only points of transduction, between
transmutating conditions of control. This
should allow us to pick up from where
we left off, i.e., from a subject to a selfdisciplined body, from the subjugated to an
objectifying body, from the objectified body
to a body of contestation, from a controlled
agent to an enabler; and restart future
potentials, perhaps as virtual enablers of
life. Our deficiencies need striking-out, and
what counts now is how to do it. I argued,
hopefully successfully, that it is through
conceptual tool-making at those moments
of volatility, when the potential accidents of
creativity are being formulated and derive
its determination. Our conceptual creativity
must produce for this future.

Harvey Sacks, Paul Stoller (on ‘sensuous’
ethnography) are only some of the initial readings
related to this approach.
3

Approaches of these examples of ethnographic

fieldwork can be found in the works of Akhil
Gupta and James Ferguson, George Marcus,
Lila Abu-Lughod, Paul Stoller, Liisa Malkki, and
Allaine Cerwonka, to name a few. While not
explicitly auto-ethnographic, these works initiate
wider conversations and critiques of previously
canonized methodologies in fieldwork.
4

This essay, indeed, is about the current

conditions of volatility, and what I can configure
as configurations that can be apprehended,
interrogated, and understood. I initially started this
project as an exercise on studying the dimensions
of olfaction in the urban context, but later wanted
to expand into what I can intuit as certain aspects
of the volatile world, from the political resurgence
of populist nationalism (a contested area, but
I’m leaning towards the rise of ethnocentric
political nationalism) and sexism, to neoliberal
homogenizations in urban growth, information
control and social organizations. I add here the
idea that architecture and urban design are also at
a crossroads, from discursive disciplinary relevance
to immediate responses to environmental and

ENDNOTES
1

This title does not attempt reproduce Walter

ecological volatilities.
5

I use many senses of the phrase ‘lived space’

Benjamin’s convolutes in the ‘The Arcades

here: from that of Henri Lefebvre, Michel de

Project,’ but only refers to a collection of thoughts.

Certeau, in analyzing spatial dimensions, as

While I deploy a somewhat coincidental writing

well as tactics of everyday life; to those that

approach, it will not be analogous. My use of

are considered spaces of representation, and

‘auto-ethnography’ was an approach I learned in

communicative functions that these spatial

graduate school after initially reading a then newly

dimensions imply.

published work by Susan Greenhalgh (Under the
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Medical Gaze, University of California Press, 2001),

6

and later, by others. I have since deployed this

deploy multiple definitions for architecture and

approach while doing sensual and ‘embodied’

urban design: sketch, definitive and decisive

fieldwork, combining other approaches in recent

concepts, preparatory design, project rationale,

anthropological discourse. I find this approach

spatial organization. A ‘parti’ is a long-standing

especially self-reflexive and appropriate when one

architectural nomenclature and process, even as

initiates urban ethnography as it employs self-

this term is no longer familiar to many architectural

referential critiques when entering a complex and

students and professionals.

I use the neo-classical sense of ‘parti’ to

multitudinal field, such as the city.
7
2

Phenomenological approaches in anthropology

There are many metaphors of the urban solitary

that can be used. I only use Kracauer’s hotel to

are generally influenced by multiple readings of

allow me to transition from discussions about

Edmund Husserl, Martin Heidegger, Jean-Paul

social life and the experience of social space.

Sartre, Maurice Merleau-Ponty, and Paul Ricouer,
as well as on American pragmatism. Many

8

ethnographies like those of Harold Garfinkel,

Control (1992).

In Gilles Deleuze’s Postscript on the Societies of

9

In recent reports early this year, architect

any bearing on national policies, they certainly

and Zaha Hadid Architect’s new head, Patrik

are a volatile slippery slope towards undermining

Schumacher, seemed to have suggested complicit

Philippine sovereignty. It was gleefully received

agreement with neoliberal strategies when he

by his supporters proclaiming anti-colonial views.

proposed eliminating social housing, privatizing

What seemed like a post-colonial assertion

all public spaces (including streets), and selling off

was perhaps no more than a post-election

most of Hyde Park in London for development.

manipulation of alliance or an economic pivoting.

This is not a surprising move, and he would not

[For me, this seems like an increasingly volatile

back down in preaching privatizing strategies,

geopolitical maneuvering of economical strategies

drawing the ire of many.

and political structuring. There are different
interpretations that can be gleamed from these

10

I use several conceptual senses of ‘discipline’

recent developments, but here is what I can

from Michel Foucault to argue the idea that

offer: a Philippine pivot to China may be an

Marcosian education was part of a bigger

economic strategy that the Chinese Communist

institutional project of ‘surveillance’, auto-didactic

Party (CCP) had been doing elsewhere as part

discipline, and control that can be implicated in

of their re-establishing of the ‘Silk Road,’ or the

understanding a generation’s actions (from docility

One Belt One Road policy. In addition, recent

then to current action).

maneuverings in Philippine politics (a move to
Federalism) seem to suggest a deep interest in

11

The discourse of vernacular architecture in the

a kind of governance, similar to a CCP structure:
a monolithic party leadership of political and

discourses. In the 1960’s, vernacular architecture

economic elites that may have party totalitarian

research worldwide may be understood as part of

(rather than a fascistic leadership) control of the

a global survey of ‘local’ architecture, like those of

country.]

Amos Rapoport and Paul Rudofsky. Alternatively,
increasing interests on anthropological inquiry
of the vernacular had approached it by
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Let me take you on a ride, through a
place that is here and elsewhere essayed
as our shared impending future. Drivers
of growth, profit, and progress decree this
place, this future fixed to the present—city
everywhere—as the ideal provision and
destination of present global itineraries,
the world in the works for a mobile
urban humanity. I follow the pathways of
connectivity laid down by global growth
drivers to obtain a simulated moving
image of city everywhere’s imperatives,
highlighting its figurative codes like
signposts to show the immanent logic of its
operation and evolution. Uber-urbanization
names this immanent logic, the imaginative
and techno-infrastructural value-propelled
project behind the global fantasy of city
everywhere, whose defining tropes also act
as programmatic codes for the enterprise.
But spliced within this metropolitanist
drive are intermittent detours into leftover
spaces, where the pools and eddies of
excess life-times—the life-times of the
urban excess—collect. Attending to these
life-times of disposable populations yields
other ways of imagining the “liquidity” on
which the global metropolitan archipelago
of city everywhere rests, the politics of
its making, and the potential of its vital
platforms—what we might identify as a
subaltern driver of global capital expansion.
All my life I have plied the 270-kilometer
route between San Fernando, the provincial
capital of La Union, and Manila, the nation’s
capital. For decades, from my family’s
hometown in the north, we took the twolane MacArthur highway, which was laid
down by the U.S. colonial government
in 1928, following the earlier established
route of the now defunct Manila Railroad,
and which ran through every town along
the northern coast of Luzon and through
the provincial towns across its central plains.
After the trains stopped running, it was the
only way by land to reach the city.
In those years the broad, modern, multi-lane
approach to Manila was always dramatic in
its contrast with the never quite straight and
winding narrow road that connected town
to town with a rhythm of clutter and expanse
as our car or bus would alternately crawl
through the thickets of town centers with

their familiar array of plaza, municipal hall,
market, school, and the traffic of pedestrians,
street and market vendors, hawkers, bus
touters, commuters, schoolchildren, police,
cars, jeepneys, tricycles, horse-drawn
carriages, and stray dogs, which milled and
moved around them and slowed our travel,
and speed through the suddenly spacious
but never empty stretches of country road
that opened up between the towns. When
I began driving this route myself, I learned
how to feel and move, with this rhythm,
to become part and one with it. I learned
how to bide and accelerate my speed, not
simply to passively conform to the changes
in density and velocity of traffic and vibrant
life spilling within and between towns, but
also to make time in the fleeting openings in
the opposite lane.
Overtaking on this road was and remains a
risky, even reckless business. To go, in quick
succession, from the liberated speed of 90
KMP just outside of town to a puttering 20
KMP behind a tractor- or ox-pulled wagon
weighed down with a teeming load of cane,
to a breakneck 120-140 KMP in order to use
the rapidly closing gap in oncoming traffic
in the opposite lane to overtake the wagon
and just as quickly decelerate to 40 KMP
to slip back into one’s own lane behind a
tricycle not too far ahead was the task one
performed over and over again, each time
to shave minutes, perhaps cumulatively
up to an hour, off the five or more hours it
usually took to get to Manila. Like the work
of getting by, getting ahead on these roads
was always a matter of timing, often life
and death timing. With all kinds of vehicles
on the road, not to mention people and
animals crossing or lingering, unpredictable,
unflagged breaks in the road (typhoon-felled
trees, broken bridges, collided vehicles), and
the maneuvers of speed that such weaving
and wending required (this erratic rhythm of
bide and accelerate), it was always a feat,
though unremarkable, even banal, not to
kill or be killed. That was no doubt also part
of its thrill. But as is more often the case
than not in a place of ever diminishing and
disappearing resources, unreliable, often
hazardous, infrastructure compromised
by cut corners and kick-back deals, and
irregular, nonformalized, nonstandardized
rules, it was also simply part of the protocol

of everyday life, and almost all the drivers,
whether of private cars or commercial buses,
took part in this race to make time.

From this moving perch, which hovers
just so slightly above the ground, the
cultivated plains of Central Luzon are no
longer the rural areas one found at the end
of the road from the city or that one could
glimpse from the road between provincial
towns, a place that took effort to reach.
Now these quilted fields of small plots
of rice and sugar cane, interspersed with
tracts of mango orchards and timberland,
are merely the scenic backdrop for one’s
passage through urban corridors, the
continuous highways that President Arroyo
proposed in 2006 to connect all the “super
regions” of the country (Arroyo, 2006). The
Arroyo administration had just decreed the
establishment of “super regions” as distinct
geographical zones based on economic
strengths (agribusiness, manufacture and
service industries, tourism, information and
communication industries), and proposed
the super expressways as the means of more
efficient transportation of goods and people
between them. Highways would extend
development and economic growth to the
provinces, which, Arroyo declared, it was
time to return sovereign power to, against
the rule of “Imperial Manila.” The means
of ever faster circulation, flow, mobility—

CITY EVERYWHERE
NLEX, SCTEX, TPLEX are the toll
expressways that, in spanning across the
super region North Luzon Agribusiness
Quadrangle and linking it to Metro Manila,
now expanded into the super region, Metro
Luzon Urban Beltway, aim to bring them into
being as zones of the global urban economy.
Toll expressways are not only conduits of
urbanization, the infrastructural means to
facilitate the core work—circulation—that
more than ever defines the city. They are
also channels of communicative exchange
within a redefined mega-urban domain—
interior corridors of a dispersed but coherent
metropolitan life. In a global communicativebiocapitalist economy where circulation itself
has become value-productive (Marazzi, 2011)
and the channels of conveyance of material,
immaterial, human as well as nonhuman
content have become the very generative
site—the platforms—of reconstituted urban
life, they are the city.
Expressways connecting the super regions,
including the Cyber Corridor, which is set
to span the length of the entire nation,
traversing all the other super regions (ICT
industry as supra-urban corridor), are globally
imagined, financed, and executed. Built to
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Today, the route from Manila to San
Fernando bypasses almost all the towns.
We are on one of the connecting elevated
expressways redeveloped and newly built
over the last ten years—NLEX (Northern
Luzon
Expressway),
SCTEX
(SubicClark Tarlac Expressway), TPLEX (TarlacPangasinan-La Union Expressway)—which
in sections has steadily cut across the rice
fields on the outskirts of populated centers,
in places parallel to the MacArthur Highway,
and the drive is smooth, steady, with no dips
or surges of speed or sudden swerves. No
rhythm of bide and accelerate, this virtually
hands-free, no clutch, autopilot drive.
Just that tranquilizing hum of the tires on
leveled asphalt. And no people or animals
to be seen, much less encountered, on the
road except a sprinkle here and there at a
distance in what has become, for a whole
new urban social stratum, scenery.

cutting travel times, easing transport,
reducing that debilitating congestion that
plagues overpopulated, overvehiculated,
globalizing third world metropolises such
as Metro Manila – expressways are the
metropolitan flyover solution to chronic
underdevelopment, the strategy and vision
of the metropolitanist dream to be “world
class”. No longer will the nation’s capital
have a monopoly on the global goods
and services, the high-powered, highvalue global living that urban innovation
and infrastructure bring. What Manuel V.
Pangilinan, the Chairman of Metro Pacific
Investments Corporation, which owns the
subsidiary corporations that build, manage,
and operate these expressways, predicts for
the fate of the privatized national telephone
(now telecommunications) company, which
he also heads and aims to merge with
social media, is bound to be true for the
metropolis: it is going nowhere, it is going
everywhere (Visconti, 2012).
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the specifications of U.S. interstate highways,
from the English white-lettering in Caltrans
font on green background signage, to the
distance-based numbering of interchanges,
to the designated food and gas service
areas with their convenience stores and
U.S. global chain concessions (Starbucks,
etc.), these urban channels materialize the
body-making feel and groove, the dronelike rhythm and controlled, standardized
kinesthetic sensibility (the abstract, GPS
sense of direction and location, dependent
on state-regulated textual and numerical
symbols, rather than on features of the local
environment) shaped and instilled by U.S.
highways, the gold standard of privatized
transportation over land. As domestic airport
ads of high-end condominium developments
promise, with their sleek photo-images of
simulacra of modern European and U.S. built
environments, apartment buildings, singlefamily residences, and gated communities,
they bring a global urban sensibility and
lifestyle, “home.”
All of these trends are variably at work
within the postcolonial global South, in
all the capital places constantly striving
to be “world class”—Mumbai, Bangkok,
Lagos. Even as they bear the imprints of
particular places—the legible signs of
their “differences” from other places—
capital cities of the postcolonial global
South provide a platform for the cinematic
experience of cosmopolitan travel that can
be found elsewhere, anywhere. In this way,
they act as a platform for the very image
experience of the consumption of time
that defines the time of the spectacle, “the
time of a real transformation experienced
as illusion” (Debord, 1967/1994), when
provincial subjects can experientially
participate in global urban life as they
live (or return to) the authentic life of the
country. Along with airports, banking
systems, micro-enterprise access, mobile,
cellular technologies, the internet, and other
communication-transportation
projects
of global circulation, expressways are the
technological-infrastructural
means
of
sublation of the (once rural) provinces into
a world-wide “trans-territorial city,” or, ubermetropolis (Simone, 2010, p. 175). They are
simultaneously the connection as well as the
content defining city anywhere. In them the

form of connection and the substance of
content aim to be one and the same.
UBER-URBANIZATION: CONNECTION AS
CONTENT, CONTENT AS CONNECTION
At the 2012 annual meeting of shareholders
of the largest telecommunication company
in the country, Philippine Long Distance
Telephone Co. (PLDT), its Chairman, Manuel
V. Pangilinan laid out a vision in which the
growth limits of such a (privatized) public
utility company could be superseded
by its venturing into the new “frontier”
of media space. Traditional telcos
(telecommunications), he announced, will
become obsolete, and hence “PLDT has a
choice of staying as a utility, as a delivery
system, as an infrastructure system,” like
the Manila Electric Company (Meralco), the
nation’s largest electric power distributor, for
which Pangilinan also acts as Chairman, an
option whose future is uncertain (Visconti,
2012). Or such uncertainty and the nonchoice of depressed profit margins could be
leaped over by the utility company evolving
into something bigger: a total integrated
systems company merging infrastructure
and media, where utility delivery systems
supplying connection will converge with
“creative”’ companies supplying content.
As Chairman of the Board of the nation’s
major companies of power and water
distribution (Meralco, Maynilad), public
infrastructure such as expressways (Metro
Pacific Tollways) and hospitals (Makati
Medical Center), broadcast television and
newspapers (TV5, Business World, through
the media conglomerate, MediaQuest)
and cellular communications and mobile
financial services (Smart Communications),
MVP, as Pangilinan is widely known in the
business/media world, envisions a future
when the conglomerate he oversees and
represents (and whose ownership is shared
transnationally by elite family corporations in
the Philippines, Hong Kong, and Indonesia)
will have a monopoly on the provision of
forms of connection and content comprising
national life. As this most valuable and visible
player in Philippine business concluded in
the speech to his shareholders: “At the end,
we will as a group entertain people with
our media assets, deliver financial services

through Smart Money and Bayad Center,
manage energy needs with Meralco, care
for their health with our hospitals, facilitate
travel on our tollways, and supply clean
water with Maynilad, all to make the lives
of Filipinos productive, connective, and
enjoyable” (Pangilinan, 2012).
TOTAL MEDIATIC DOMINION

Such envisioned urban evolution or uberurbanization1 entails continuous and
expanding subsumption of life beyond
the fixed geography and time metrics of
“the city.” As exemplified by the Scaling
Innovations in Mobile Money (SIMM)
Project, a project sponsored by the U.S.
Agency for International Development to
promote microenterprise access and mobile
banking, the objective of expanding mobile
money (m-money) services and, more,
developing the environment for m-money,
is “deep inclusion,” in this case, “deepening

In this way, the project of city everywhere
can be said to be modeling the
dominant state-corporate strategy for the
restructuring of metropolitan Manila in the
aftermath of authoritarian modernization
under
the
two-decade
Marcos
dictatorship. This unified strategy and
technology, paradigmatically embodied
by the archipelagic network of flyovers
or highway overpasses that began to be
constructed in the early 1990s, was, as I had
argued then, Manila’s new metropolitan
form (Tadiar, 1993, 2004), designed
both as a strategy of accommodation
of the crisis of contradictions between
nationalist aspirations and global capitalist
demands, and a strategy of diffusion and
transcendence of the immanent social
antagonisms embedded in the congestion
and chaos attributed to the urban excess,
which could not be contained by the older
rigid ramparts of state enclosure and
repressive control.
Representing and propelling emergent
transnational strategies of “liberalized”
regulation or deregulation, whereby
pathways of “liberated” movement or
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This is the investor fantasy of “world class”:
a total, enveloping mediacosm in which
“access” is the keyword, the defining
feature of a keyed world. Full, “all-inclusive”
services,
complete
communicativetransportational access. Anytime, everytime.
What is promised by the channels of this
“access” is not just definite qualities of speed
and comfort, but the relative measures of
efficiency and convenience, buying one
ample space, ample time. I say “buying,”
or perhaps I should say “renting,” for these
are tollways, after all, whether expressways
or the internet, water lines or electrical
lines, cable TV channels or cellphone lines.
Tolls—not exorbitant but prohibitive, relative
terms of exaction carefully calibrated to the
variable rates of affordability of a shifting
class-clientele and the market price of their
life-times—delineate proper as well as illegal
forms of tiered access and, more, determine
the duration of that privilege of access or use,
or subscription. They are a crucial element
in the envisioned mediacosm, a mechanism
in new modes of value-extraction and social
regulation and control, which together
serve as the basis of the reorganization of
urban life and its fractal expansion through
growing, deepening networks of mediatic
highways and byways in and across shared
physical, social and psychic space.

financial inclusion” of “the poor and the
unbanked.” Like other geopolitical third
world populations, Filipinos have been
among the leading adopters of cryptocurrencies (e.g., Bitcoin), as the means of
transfer of global money among members
of their globally far-flung families. This
latest “foreign assistance” USAID project,
now investing in financial infrastructure
rather than on ideological social and
community development, can thus be
considered a pre-emptive and counterillicit ecommerce campaign to capture
one of the biggest markets in remittances
and to secure it within its own proper
financial vehicles and pathways. Inclusion
then is not to be seen as the opposite of
exclusion of the “unbanked” urban surplus
populations, but instead a more efficient
(intelligent) mode of their discriminatory,
securitizing control, which achieved
through the sorting and regulatory effects
of the very techno-infrastructural channels
on which metropolitan life depends and
through which it seeks seemingly unlimited
extension.
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freeways themselves became the means
of regulation and decentralized control,
the flyovers materially (pre)figured an
archipelagic or polynucleated metropolitan
form that has become a global platform in
its own right. Built as a technical apparatus
to override the logic of World Bank/IMFfunded modernization development of an
earlier era of capitalist accumulation, along
with the unregulated, informal activities of
the floating surplus population, which was
its consequence and its refuse (not only
the human waste product of modernization
development but also the social refusal on
the part of the urban poor to remain waste),
this archipelagic metropolitan form provided
the paradigmatic means of converting
these pools of human excess into forms of
surplus liquidity that have been crucial to
new modes of value-extraction attendant
to the latest, financialized cycle of capitalist
accumulation. That is to say, it is precisely
the paradigm of the urban archipelago
materialized in the flyover network (and
reproduced in urban studies theory) that
serves to make the “seas” of unplanned
development and stalled mobility the very
“fluid” basis on which it rests as a new valuemaking metropolitan platform of social life.
FRACTAL ENTERPRISE: CITY EMULANTS
The globalism of this metropolitan platform
converts what would appear to be the model
into a component. Urban expansion is, as I
mentioned, a fractal enterprise, by which I
mean to highlight the repetition of certain
figurative patterns at smaller and larger,
shrinking and expanding scales, where
the component reproduces the figurative
pattern of the whole of which it is a part.
Rather than suggesting a mathematical,
geometric precision to the processes of
global urban expansion, though it is such
precision that both financial and urban
theory in their modeling and predictive
pursuits seek (Mandelbrot & Hudson, 2004),
I conjoin fractal with enterprise to highlight
the conditions and effects of the business
model program underlying these figurative
patterns, a business model that cuts across
diverse “industries” from utility-infrastructure
to social media, as the metropolitanist
fantasy of MVP above attests.

The polynucleated pattern of the new
metropolis has been created through the
reconstruction of the main arteries of Metro
Manila into traffic-light-free flow radial
highways and beltways connecting the
scattered and proliferating “all-inclusive”
private commercial, business, residential
land developments that have thoroughly
reshaped the metropolitan landscape in
the last twenty years. Dispersed across
the seventeen independent cities and one
municipality composing the metropolis today,
these urban land developments consist of
mixed-use business, commercial complexes,
and “high-end living environments” that
appear less like rich residential suburbs than
permanent urban island resorts, which I
would call city emulants.
City emulants are condensed-scale, “selfsustained” physical and virtual realizations
of an urban ideal built out of global forms
and tailored to local needs and tastes. They
are “islands” built on privatized reclaimed
land (i.e. urban space deemed idle or waste
land) on which complete living environments
are constructed to host the lifestyles of
an ascendant global class. For example,
Rockwell Center, was built on the site of
a former thermal power plant owned by
Meralco, the electric power distribution
company now among the assets controlled
by the investment holdings corporation
chaired by Pangilinan. As prototype of
newer properties fashioned with the names
of national artists (Joya, Edades, Manansala),
Rockwell Center sees itself as a pioneer of
the city emulants now expanding throughout
Metro Manila:
Unheard of in the 1990’s, Rockwell Center
was guided by a master plan to create
a city within a city. A self-contained
and mixed use development which
incorporated the construction of seven
high rise residential towers, an upscale
shopping mall, office spaces, an exclusive
city club, office spaces, and a prestigious
graduate business and law school, all
built to be geared towards the promise
of creating the now indelible Rockwell life
and style (Rockwell, 2015).
Designed as a “city within a city,” Rockwell
promises a particular brand of metropolitan
“life and style”, which “harmonizes”

spaces of “living, leisure and business” in a
“complete environment.”

However, rather than the permanently fixed,
compartmentalized spaces of the classic
garrisoned or walled colonial, apartheid
city that it once was, or the segregated
spaces of authoritarian modernist order
of the Marcos years, the contemporary
manifestations of which nevertheless remains
programmatically if not figuratively (i.e.,
representationally) exemplary for the fractal
expansion of city everywhere, Metro Manila’s
current socio-spatial organization consists
of a more dynamic, distributed, multidimensional, and cross-strata transnational
form. In fact, what would appear to be one
metropolitan archipelago consisting of city
emulants built on reclaimed urban land over
a sea of haphazard, informal development
is in fact multiple archipelagos, interlaced
with one another through those gradeseparations called interchanges whereby
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Like the “integrated township” and
cyberpark of Eastwood City, the “lifestyle
hub” of the Ayala Center, the “live-workplay nexus” of Alveo, and Bonifacio
Global City, and the Ortigas Center (a
commercial, financial, residential district
combining ever-expanding financial and
retail business, hotel and condominium
private land development projects built
around signature malls in Mandaluyong),
the “city within a city” of Rockwell is one
city emulant among many comprising the
megalopolitan archipelago that is now
Metro Manila. City emulants are “insular”
components that repeat at a smaller scale
the model of Manila’s metropolitan form
(a city of cities), which has itself become a
component of a global metropolitan form.
Owned almost exclusively by four land
development corporations2 whose parent
holding corporations also dominate the
largest industries in the nation (retail,
banking, manufacturing, mining, air and sea
transportation, and telecommunications),
these geographically scattered cities
within cities are connected by a 3D
latticework of liberated six to twelve-lane
beltways and arterial roads expanded
over the last few decades, now integrated
with two rapid transit and light rail train
systems, which are in turn integrated with
the road-based public transport system of
buses, taxis, and jeepneys. Increasingly,
through the much-touted Public-Private
Partnership coordination of government
and private enterprise, the train and
public transport systems have enabled
“mass” access to the shopping malls,
movie theaters, and restaurants that are
central features of these insular cities. This
productive inclusion of a growing local
consumerist class in the urban archipelago
is managed through infrastructural design,
particularly the implementation of total
grade-separation, that is, the construction
of separate transport axes (roads, rails,
walkways) at different heights or grades in
order to facilitate unimpeded traffic flows
within alternately parallel and intertwining,
non-intersecting conduits (see Giedion,
1982).

To be sure, the objective of streamlining class
stratification that such urban engineering
serves to carry out—segregating carless, pedestrian populations from private
vehicled/propertied,
globally
mobile
citizens by keeping each stratum within their
own respective circulatory pathways—has
been enormously difficult to achieve. The
disciplinary, regulatory effect of channeling,
which has been Metropolitan Manila’s
strategy of political and social foreclosure
and pre-emption since the reinvention of
elite democracy as securitocratic neoliberal
democracy in the late 1980s, is only now, in
2016, tenuously operative, after decades of
coercive barricading and heavy policing to
discipline the unruly movements and activities
of pedestrians, vendors, and motor vehicles,
a chronic battle that has left the marks of its
wreckage on the physically ravaged built
environment of the public transport system—
every dented metal barricade, damaged
poured concrete divider, dilapidated
roadway, broken walkway, missing stairway,
and demolished sidewalk (where perhaps
a small market might also have been), a
testament to a still raging battle of eviction
and accommodation, as if these were the
ruins of a city under siege. There is no doubt
that a system of gated channeling is now in
place. The struggles of the urban excess for
survival and accommodation continue in old
and new forms.
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different strata flows can efficiently bypass
one another in the very same place. What
is discernible here is something other than
what is critiqued, from the perspective of a
liberal ideal of democratic society conceived
in terms of equality of access to “open”
public space/culture/representation, as a
bulwark-building tendency of security states
organizing “fortress enclaves” (Caldeira,
2001). Such an inert spatial-territorial
imagination, including the modern imperial,
landed, settled perspective which the
expanding archipelagic paradigm is based
on and extends, significantly misses the very
fluid, “far from equilibrium” dynamics that
city everywhere entails.
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The practical need for workers and consumers
to comprise the variable support system for
city emulants requires mass public transport
stations that provide access to them. If
city emulants are conceived as places of
entertainment and leisure, they are internally
split between public consumerist pleasures
(shopping, eating) and private high-end
“living” (exclusivist residences with rest and
recreation as well as business amenities).
Since both spheres require service labor,
and the malls, restaurants, and emulations
of public urban space (plazas, parks, and
gardens) are open to a more diverse
consumer clientele beyond the owners of
adjacent condominiums and residential
townhouses or hotel guests (both of whom
are paying for the privileges of residence),
the gating of socialities and social fluencies
happens less through spatial-territorial
segregation than by the differentiating or
sorting effects of regulatory pathways, which
are virtual (“cultural,” “stylistic,” as in “life
and style” or “lifestyle”) as much as physical.
Just as social media enable specific social
groups to make and keep within their own
communicative networks in putatively free,
open, and self-regulating cyberspaces,
metropolitan archipelagos consist of
connective technologies and infrastructural
systems that do not only service and
“include” discrepant social strata, but also
serve as the very means by which those strata
are created and maintained as autonomous
social constituencies (neither stable nor
fixed, such constituencies are continuously
ideologically conscripted as “communities”).

The socializing and governing effect of
these regulatory pathways and connective
techno-infrastructures of the metropolitan
archipelago (including mobile cellular
technologies
as
crucial
navigational,
communicative, and financial support
systems of urban life), whereby fluency
becomes a form of pre-emptive security
or foreclosure (Tadiar, 2007), can in fact be
understood in terms of the kind of control
embodied by the notion of protocol, the
technical standards and codes governing
communicative action in the digital world
(Galloway, 2004). What this seeming analogy
between social media and interlaced
archipelagic “networks” comprising the new
metropolis indicates is the fractal enterprise
that undergirds both as platforms.
METROPOLITAN PLATFORM, GLOBALNATIONAL FRANCHISE
We would be seeing only one dimension
of this new metropolitan platform if we
were to focus only on the spatio-aesthetic
attributes (the figurative patterns) that make
city emulants “world class.” It is equally
important to see the model of valueextraction that makes this a fractal enterprise,
and furthermore, to see the socio-political
entailments of this enterprise that make
each city emulant within the metropolitan
archipelago and each component city within
the national as well as global uber-urban
archipelago, franchises.
By franchises I mean not only the purchased
rights to a particular business model, but
also the special prerogatives of performing
public functions and exercising jurisdictional
authority granted to particular corporations.
The historical suturing of sovereign power
and capitalist freedom in the concept and
practice of franchises in the contemporary
context (through British and U.S. legalpolitical institutions structuring international
governance of global trade and economic
relations, and local Philippine legislative
and judicial acts granting rights to private
entities to build, operate, and profit from
public utilities, and, more, permitting the
delegation of the state’s franchise-granting
authority (see Supreme Court of the
Philippines, 2010)) suggests some defining
aspects of the program of allocation of socio-

political prerogatives carried out through the
fractal enterprise of uber-urbanization. These
include the latent meanings of franchise
as “legal immunity or exemption” and,
importantly, “exemption from servitude or
subjection” (OED).

The state-corporate conversion of U.S.
military bases and military facilities into
civic, recreational and business centers and
economic freeport zones, where “sustainable
urban communities” could grow and thrive,
was a development project undertaken with
the decisive global shift to “democracy
promotion” precipitated by popular and
radical social struggles against dictatorship
in both the third world and the eastern
bloc (Robinson, 1996). It was in fact during
the “restored democracy” presidency of
Corazon Aquino (1986-1992) that the state

What is paradigmatic here is the way the
logic and actual physical bases of operation
of a global military-industrial complex have
become merged with or enfolded into
the very business model of city emulants
emerging out of converted military bases. For
the latter, economic growth has depended
not only on the “freed” assets of idled labor
and infrastructure (abandoned with the
pull out of U.S. military forces), now placed
at the service of foreign manufacturing
industries (Mydans, 1996). Economic
growth for converted military bases has also
relied on capital-intensive speculative land
development, which has served among the
primary forms of financialization that has,
in the last couple of decades, turned the
Philippines’ long crisis-ridden, languishing
economy around. In addition to mobilizing
the idled and deeply discounted past and
present life-making capacities of people
who built and sustained the bases, financial
speculation converts the future life-times of
surplus national populations into monetized
assets, which serve at once as collateral
and trading currencies of debt-fueled,
metropolitan capital-driven development
(Tadiar, 2013).
To the extent that both entail the direct
and active surplusing of human populations
(whether as collateral damage of war or
collateral for finance), the modus operandi
of bases development is hence not too
far from the modus operandi of regional
security operations, which these bases had
served (and continue) to support. In fact, the
rationale of one becomes the rationale of
the other. More, each serves as the other’s
means. As Rommel Rodriguez observed
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It is not insignificant that city emulants
have emerged on the model as well as on
the actual sites of U.S. Military Rest and
Recreation (R&R), and aviation and naval
bases. As examples of the latter, Clark Air
Base and Subic Naval Base have both been
converted into international airport-driven,
tax- and duty-free port zones (like the island
city-states of Hong Kong and Singapore) for
the growth of IT industries, aviation, retail
businesses, financial centers, tourist resorts
and theme parks, casinos, fitness and leisure
activity centers, and so on. Such conversion
enables military bases to host directly the
productive needs of the global capitalist and
managerial classes, which in another era they
supported indirectly. Other military facility
sites providing rest and recreation and
logistical support for U.S. wars (direct and
proxy) waged in Asia and the Middle East in
the last five decades, such as Camp John Hay
in Baguio and the former Wallace Air Base in
San Fernando, La Union, have become highend resort and vacation homes, subdivisions
and recreational and sports complexes, very
much on the model of officer gentlemen’s
clubs that is the legacy of imperial armies.
Both are important nodal points that are to
be annexed to the expanded Northern Luzon
expressway system, which leads directly to
and from the Metro Manila beltway, EDSA,
where the capital city emulants (including
Bonifacio Global City, a former U.S. colonial
military fort established in 1901) are arrayed.

legislature finally conceded to the leftist
demand for the expulsion of the U.S. bases.
In the wake of that radical political success,
the Bases Conversion and Development
Authority Act of 1992 (Republic Act 7227)
was signed into law, creating the Bases
Conversion and Development Authority as
“a government instrumentality vested with
corporate powers”—that is, a state agency
made into a holding company—to act as a
major force of development of economic
centers through the construction of public
infrastructure (tollways, airports, seaports)
and real estate projects.
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from Arroyo’s praise of the military general
charged with over a thousand extrajudicial
executions and forced disappearances
under her administration (2001-2010), while
the superregional highways would certainly
facilitate the accelerated circulation of
commodities and reduce the commuting
time of workers, they would also facilitate
the military’s “internal cleansing” of any
remaining radical resistance to neoliberal
capitalist development in hard to reach rural
areas (Rodriguez, 2006). In this way, the
modus operandi of uber-urbanization is the
casus belli of pre-emptive counter-insurgent
security wars, and vice-versa. The roads to
Freeport zones are the means of war. The
roads of war lead to Freeport zones.
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TURNING BASES OF WAR INTO BASES
OF (CAPITAL) LIFE
As and like converted military bases, city
emulants do not only promise high-end
homes as living accommodations but also
offer them as investment opportunities,
advertising the highest rental yields in the
country. These urban islands are therefore
developed and sustained by global financial
investments, both on the construction
side (the transnational capital invested in
build-operate-transfer infrastructures such
as roads, airports, resorts, condominiums,
business offices) and on the consumer
market side (the purchase or rental of
life-work accommodations and a service
environment for business). It is particularly
important to note that the global sustenance
of such urban islands, while attributed solely
to transnational capital, includes the role of
diasporic Filipino workers as investors, an
overlooked dimension of global urbanization,
to which I will return (Nagraj, 2015).
Much of the Philippines’ reported
“infrastructure binge,” “fed by foreign
direct investment,” which accounts for no
small part of the registered growth in GDP,
is buoyed by the building and development
opportunities in trade, real estate, renting
and business activities, transport, storage,
and communication, and especially services
provided by city emulants as new frontier
spaces of investment (Economist, 2014).
Indeed, city emulants function as autonomous

but networked sites for hosting primarily the
movements of transnational finance capital
(or entrepreneurial applications), rather than
local social life, which is now reduced to the
means of the former. In this respect, as a host
of movement (“value in motion”) rather than
settlement, the bases of city everywhere
can be likened to colonial entrepôts that
have been reinvented as mediatic platforms
whose value-productivity is realized less
in the sale of finished products than in the
sheer volume and velocity of traffic they
occasion and host (Terranova, 2004).
Such urban platforms play key and
paradigmatic parts in today’s modes of
astronomical wealth accumulation, which
with increasing magnitude arguably issues
out of the extraction of surplus value
directly from spheres of circulation (e.g., the
exchange of derivatives, currencies, goods,
and services) and social reproduction (e.g.,
the cognitive, communicative, affective, and
social cooperative activities of investable
“life”), and with decreasing share out of
the value of surplus labor extracted within
traditional industrial production (Marazzi,
2011; Boutang, 2011).
These are big player places that produce
growth by hosting the movement not only
of investor capital but also of metropolitan
subjects, for whom the city emulant
becomes one nodal point, one way-station,
in a mobile, distributed transnational urban
life. Unlike the settlement paradigm of the
former military bases, what city emulants
offer are not permanent residences or
territorial rights but rather, like the visa-free,
duty-free admission and departure (entryexit) privileges for U.S. military personnel
and equipment as stipulated in the 1999
Visiting Forces Agreement between the
Philippines and U.S. (and renewed in the
latest bilateral agreement), a subscribed
(contracted through purchase or lease)
hold on and access to the prerogatives of
nonresident “citizens,” including freedom
from certain legal and financial duties and
obligations imposed by local jurisdictional
authority on “nationals” (see Thayer, 2014).
As the recently passed House Bill 5588,
Right of Way Act, makes plain with its
expansion of acquisitional rights to property
for public-private infrastructural projects,

including exemptions from local court-issued
restraints and local taxes, city emulants, like
the converted military bases, can rely on
legal provisions that expand privileges and
prerogatives of state-corporate actors which
are effectively rights to bypass national/
public accountability and sovereignty. It is
the provision of these kinds of “freedom,
immunity, privilege” that makes city
emulants, and the city-states of postcolonial
nations that host them, globopolitical
franchises.

EDDIES: SERVERS AND SERVANTS,
SERVILITY AND SERVITUDE
If the enterprise of uber-urbanization
depends on modes of value-extraction that
issue out of the servicing of circulation itself,
such modes of value-extraction do not only
depend on the capitalizable value of life as
labor for the entrepreneurial and investor
subjects that comprise the ascendant global
urban class. They also crucially depend on
the disposable life-times of a worldwide
service/servant strata whose primary work is
to save as well as produce the valuable time
of their clients/employers—that is, to serve
as the means of facilitating the latter’s valueproductive movements.

Aiming for friction-less efficiency through
the elimination of the inevitable slack in
older (personal, bonded as well as industrial,
Fordist) models of service labor, including
full-time, lifetime employment, the builtin features of such “On Demand Mobile
Services” (ODMS) highlight more than
the fact that a burgeoning global service
economy undergirds the expansion of
communicative capitalist industries driving
and shaping uber-urbanization, or the fact
that the digital mediatization of service
industries often entails technologies to
facilitate the direct casualization of labor
(Kantor, 2014). Converting what would be
understood as the waste that is unemployed
people’s life-times or the unemployed “free
time” of the partially employed (times of
waste) into “on demand” or “on call” work
detail, often combined with other diverse
“on demand” work detail in a frenzied, multitasking model of “employment” (productive
times) aimed at soaking up the liquidity
of life-times of the urban excess, leading
mobile-app-based service enterprises do
something else besides directly contribute
to the creation of a growing “precariat” in
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To the extent that what city emulants aim
to host is the securitized “free” movement
and activities of capitalizable life, or life
as capital, life that might serve as a form
of accumulable, even investable (interestbearing), value, the freedoms that it offers
include variable exemption or immunity
from punishment, which has become a
generalized mode of exaction/extraction of
value from expendable life, or life as waste,
developed by securitocratic, neoliberal
states in relation to surplus populations,
both their own as well as in other countries
where they are at war. Functioning as servers
for capital clients (providing urban platforms
for investments of either finance capital or
capitalizable life), postcolonial nations are
thus increasingly no more than metropolitanstates of city everywhere, which offer their
denizen-subscribers, as the core of their
guaranteed package of freedom privileges,
exemption from that unremitting toll on
living that spells the fate of those consigned
to servitude.

We can see the operations defining this
metropolitanist enterprise in the business
model exemplified by Uber, the mobile-appbased transportation service connecting
drives and passengers. This software-as-aservice (SaaS) business, which understands
itself as a facilitator of transactions between
customers and independent providers, rather
than an employer of service workers, sees to
the efficient allocation of human beings and
their possessions through the mediatization
of urban employment. Chopping up
traditional jobs into discrete tasks, or,
detailed piece service work, assigned to
people at particular, instantly scheduled (just
in time or “on demand”) times, and setting
wages and service prices by “dynamic
measurement of supply and demand,”
what has been called the “uberization” or
“uberification” of work as a business model
in other spheres means converting people’s
times of waiting (for employment, in the case
of the underemployed and laid-off work
force, and their “idled” life-times) into the
work of waiting on others (Sundarajan, 2015;
Manjoo, 2015).
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the global North (Singer, 2014; Mitropolous,
2005). These enterprises seek to effectuate
a perfect meshing of two orders of social
media: technological and human. That is to
say, they seek to fuse and incorporate the
disaggregated, “dividuated” human parts
of the enterprise as component media within
a total, integrated platform—to program
the function of humans as media for other
humans.
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While one could point to Taylorism
as an immediate precursor of these
presuppositions of new media (Beller, 2006),
longer legacies of slavery and colonialism
must be seen to inform the dominant
protocols codified in the most advanced
capitalist media technologies (Beller, 2016)
as well as the social landscapes within which
these are embedded (Davis, 2003; Roberts,
2012). Here I want to point out only one
line of lineage, which can be gleaned from
the striking continuity between, on the one
hand, the function of colonial slaves as the
bodily instruments and tools of sovereign
masters and, on the other, the contemporary
function of non-subject humans as media
for the servicing of the “demands” of fullsubject humans, particularly in the way
that such demands are to be met through
contemporary
software-as-a-service
enterprises. For Marx, what makes for the
continuity between the slave and the free
wage worker is their being-for-another, that
is, bodily life placed at the disposal of “his”
owner/employer, with the difference that as
a commodity, the slave “is sold once and
for all to his owner” while as the bearer of
the commodity, labor power, the free worker
“sells himself piecemeal” (Marx, 1978,
p. 205). What makes for the continuity is
crucially this alien power of disposition over
one’s “vitality” characteristic of both (Marx
1973, 267), with the distinction between the
two resting on the question of duration of
this disposition over one’s bodily life(time),
and the provision or prohibition of the legal
freedom to exchange oneself (Marx, 1973,
pp. 293, 419).
The situation of one’s whole bodily being/
life-time placed at the absolute disposal
of another abounds today in the context
of migrant work, where the exploitation of
what is effectively forced labor is enabled

by new legal mechanisms for “the social
organization of unfreedom” of foreign
workers (Brennan, 2014; Sharma, 2006). Livein migrant domestic workers in particular
exemplify the conditions of unfreedom
and indistinction between work and bodily
life (between labour-time and life-time) that
highlight the continuities between colonial
slavery and racialized, feminized forms of
servitude today (Truong, 1990; Tadiar, 2004;
Glenn, 2012; Morgan, 2016; cf. Hartman;
Meillasoux, 1981).
However, rather than the generalization of
such conditions in the model of seemingly
unproductive, servility or “servile labor” that
Paolo Virno sees as the new basis or source
of surplus value of a universal, post-Fordist
exploitation (2004), what I find important to
note here is the role of migrant domestic
workers as machines for other humans’
valuable life-production. At the beck and call
of their employers for an indefinite range of
tasks, such live-in migrant domestic workers
act as all-around household appliances,
whose design or designated purpose is
to “save” their employers’ valuable lifetimes. As Marx writes, what is characteristic
about machinery employed in production
is “the saving of necessary labour and the
creating of surplus labour” (1973, p. 389).
Like convenience foods and food services,
“servitude” provides, besides immeasurable
social subjective and affective values of wellbeing, comfort, and self-esteem, “savings”
in that non-material use-value of time.
Instead of being “wasted” on the chores of
life-maintenance, the “extra” time saved,
or put differently, the surplus life-times
produced, can then be absorbed into the
higher value and valorizable life-times of
employers.
Serving as the means of others’ social
reproduction apart from their own (which
takes place in their “home” countries, from
which they are “exported”), guest domestic
workers must be viewed in their aspect
as household machines, the source and
means of life-times for that life-as-labor
that is the basis of post-Fordist modes of
value-extraction from spheres of circulation
and reproduction. Viewed this way, that is,
as instrument and means of labor-as-life,
migrant domestic workers on the whole

can be seen to function, within individual
homes as well as within the broader “social
factory” of their host societies, as a kind of
vital infrastructure.

VITAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Julia Elyachar (2011) has similarly argued
for understanding the locomotory bodily
practices and communicative gestures of
poor residents in Cairo as unrecognized
forms of urban infrastructure. These social-

Both Simone and Elyachar highlight the fact
that life in cities in the former “developing”
world has long depended on an innumerable
array of “live” or vital forms of infrastructure,
which are centrally comprised of distributed,
coordinated, rhythmic human capacities and
social routines that have to be continually
generated,
repeatedly
performed,
endlessly negotiated and modified (in a
word, improvised), and occasionally, often
periodically, revamped. It is this high-level
of dynamism, provisionality, and processual
“productivity” that make such forms of
infrastructure “live.” While the specificities of
local and national histories of this informal,
“organic” development might vary, a shared
global history of colonial relations of power
subtends the conditions of postcolonial
capitalism now shared across these urban
contexts, conditions out of which forms of
vital infrastructure emerged, serving not only
as “a coherent platform for social transaction
and livelihood” (Simone, 2004, p. 410) that
has kept a perennially sinking urban excess
population afloat or above water, but also
as crucial supports of urban life in general.
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Abdou Maliq Simone has in fact importantly
proposed this very notion of “people
as infrastructure” to encapsulate when,
where, and how people’s very “selves,
situations, and bodies” serve as mediums of
conveyance and articulation, as “conduits,
routes, circuits, and pathways through which
things reach, pass through, and affect each
other” (Simone, 2004, pp. 124, 145). In the
former colonial cities of the global South,
such as Kinshasa, which substantially lack
more formal, ready-made and technical
forms of infrastructure for people’s use, the
value of an individual existence does not lie
in the elaboration of a “meaningful” (and,
I would add, “valuable”) life, but instead in
“an individual’s ability to be ‘hooked in’ to
different daily scenarios, dramas, networks,
and affiliations that provide a constant set
of alternatives for how to put bread on the
table or how to become a person that can
be taken seriously” (126). As a correlate of
their increasing expendability, people bring
together the particularities of their social
relations (of family, kin, ethnicity, affiliation),
their location and connections, personal
character and style, to make themselves the
“intersections” where, when, and by which
means, opportunities and transactions for
eking out some kind of living (though never
enough for a valuable life) might happen. In
other words, as global finance unbundles
and interlinks infrastructural projects across
cities everywhere, the local urban poor are
forced to create out of their own extensive
bodily selves and routines of coordinated
action with others the very systems of utility
provision and networks of connection,
access, and movement that they require and
depend on as infrastructural supports of their
own urban life.

semiotic, embodied practices, she argues,
do not only importantly reproduce social
relations of the city, and hence the bases
of formation of political action and identity.
They also provide outcomes of economic
value. Dialogic actions/gestures are a
form of “semiotic commons,” a collective
resource like a public good, whose
otherwise unrestricted availability for use in
the reproduction of communities has been
steadily undermined and diminished by those
very same kinds of forces of urbanization
that I’ve described as the forces of city
everywhere: here, speculative investments on
the part of Islamic companies, the army, and
the state, as well as remittances from migrant
workers in the Gulf, which “fed the rise of a
bubble in real estate markets that reshaped
the look and feel of Cairo” (94). Noting
the severe “toll” that structural adjustment
policies, environmental destruction, public
infrastructural neglect, gentrification and
forced evictions took on such collective
resources of embodied practice, she reads
the resulting diminishment of the semiotic
commons as a form of “divestment – albeit
unplanned – in an important if unrecognized
form of urban infrastructure” (94).
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That is to say, while they are means of
reproducing the lives of disposable people,
vital infrastructure are also the means for
facilitating the circulation and movement
comprising proper (i.e., valued) urban life.
Whether locomotory and communicative
bodily practices that can lubricate movement
and buffer collision in seemingly chaotic,
impossibly dense traffic on the streets,
or makeshift, transient social networks
through which illicit goods are marketed
and transported, or services rendered, the
provisional, facilitative channels created
out of social collaboration and routine are
the means of survival of a sector of urban
humanity whose numbers have been rapidly
multiplying in tandem with the aggressive
growth of the urbanizing forces of their
dispossession. As the forces of financial
urbanization erode and diminish these lifemaking collaborations of the poor through
the privatizing “enclosure” of urban spaces
and utilities, these same forces also ultimately
effectuate the swelling of the ranks of the
immiserated and expendable, and in this
way, paradoxically contribute to the growth
of the very flexible, improvisatory practices
and activities of livelihood comprising people
as infrastructure. What Elyachar thus sees as
“divestment” in a kind of vital infrastructure
must also be seen, on another level, as a
mode of increasing its characteristic liquidity.
LIQUIDITY, MOBILITY
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Liquidity designates the measure of
convertability of assets into other assets, with
cash epitomizing the most liquid of assets,
as well as the high volume (and velocity)
of trading activity that exchanges in liquid
assets give rise to. It thus aptly describes
the qualitative state of the infinite number
of small, everyday deals and transactions of
goods, services, connections, bodies, and
acts, with which surplus populations make
the petty change that buys them another
day of life. We might say, it describes their
very state of being cash, which means their
immediate convertibility into any number
of things and actions in order to serve
as so many kinds of relays, intersections,
components, and channels for the valueproducing movements of others.

The liquidity of livelihood activities of the
urban poor depends precisely on their
fungible, distributed bodily, rhythmic
capacities to absorb the friction, shock,
bumps, and drag that delay and detain the
value-producing circulation of uber-urban life
or that create interference for the lifestyles of
mobility. It consists of their inventive human
accommodations of and compensations for
the chronic lack and failure of more formal,
solid forms of public infrastructure in global
South cities, which make for the sluggishness
of circulation. Like the street vendors who
wade and weave through traffic, taking
advantage of the pauses and slow downs of
vehicular flow, saving time for their customers
in the provision of goods that would other
require other trips and expenditures of time,
the urban poor find their living in these gaps
and breaks in service and flow.
Undoubtedly, the petty enterprises of
survival of street vendors, watch-your-car
boys, delivery and errand boys, shopping
“carriers” in dense markets, cleaners, laundry
women, scavengers, garbage collectors—
as much as domestic workers—have long
formed part of the informal urban built
environment for both themselves and for the
capital citizens of cities of the global South.
It is, however, the liquidity of their lives and
life transactions—their creative capacities
to manipulate, exchange, and convert all
available (social, communicative, economic)
currencies, including playing themselves
as coin—that enables the wholesale
incorporation of the ever devalued life-times
of the urban excess into and as auxiliary
components of metropolitan platforms.
It is ultimately the liquidity of surplus
people’s disposable life-times that has in
fact been the enabling condition of the
expansion of city everywhere, not only as
the stuff and means of proto-On Demand
Mobile Services for proper denizens, but
also, when “mopped up,” as monetized
assets for financial maneuvers and ventures.
As the producers of this seemingly infinite
self-producing resource of excess lifetimes, disposable (serviceable as well as
absolutely expendable) populations thus act
as a subaltern “driver” of global capitalist
expansion.

SUBALTERN
DRIVER
OF
UBERURBANIZATION: INFINITE LIFE-TIMES
OF WASTE
Already very much a feature of urban
subsistence economies in slums before
globalization (certainly in postcolonial
“developing” economies after World
War II, as well as in racialized inner cities
in the “developed” world), the highly
improvisatory, flexible, elastic and contingent
activities comprising this liquidity had in fact
been the subject of much academic study of
“informal economies” during the 1970s and
1980s. One could argue that such attention
to the life-times of the urban excess (as
times of waste) prefigured, if not impelled,
its “discovery” as a new resource for global
capital, as the limits of industrial production
had been reached.

The casting of all this “wasted” liquidity
as potential resource is evidenced in the
Peruvian economist Hernando de Soto
Polar’s hundreds of initiatives and proposals,
from the late 1980s to mid-1990s, to
capitalize on the poor’s “paperless assets,”
that is, to turn what would otherwise be
“dead” capital into fuel for growth by
legalizing the poor as property owners
and entrepreneurs. De Soto’s effort was
recognized by Philippine President Joseph
Estrada (1998-2001), whose own wealth

The absolute liquidity of those jettisoned
or disenfranchised by the franchises of the
emerging urban globopolis, is, however, to
be distinguished from the mobility of the most
privileged denizens of city everywhere, that
is, those with full globopolitical citizenship.
The latter achieve existential solidity, their
paid-for prerogatives and subscriptions
guaranteed over their own lifetimes and
transmissible across at least one generation,
even as experientially their life conditions are
characterized by speed, ease, and facility.
The former bear existentially liquid fates—
highly unstable, impermanent, movable,
transferable and convertible states of
being—while experientially their conditions
are marked by sluggishness and stagnation,
a slow sinking and disintegration.
These are the experiential and existential
dynamics of contemporary modes of
accumulation undergirding city everywhere,
which depend on the consumption
and expenditure of the disposable lifetimes of the those relegated to the
urban peripheries as the direct means of
enhanced accommodation of the valued
lives of a “lyfted” metropolitan humanity.
No longer simply the rural provinces and
extending beyond paradigmatic slums,
these peripheries refer instead to the
proliferating coastlines of city everywhere,
which become the space for life made
unnecessary, spaces of indefinite detention
where expendability and punishment are
fated to converge. City everywhere is after
all not a fixed, geographical place, but
rather a form of protected and privileged
dwelling, fluency, and mobility predicated on
the expenditure of the resources of survival
of those who must remain in its temporal
outskirts, including crucially, patience, and
the ability to bide and make time. In those
temporal outskirts, life’s vicissitudes is always
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Indeed, the modes of value-extraction
exemplified
in
information
and
communication technology enterprises as
well as the conditions of transnationally
organized reproduction, which support them,
depend on the “discovery” or capitalized
“deep inclusion” of the experimental, risktaking, shifting, multi-tasking modes of
living developed out of urban conditions in
the global South—what in the slums could
be seen as the petty financialization of
everyday life, where the poor act as informal
bankers, borrowers, investors, speculators,
hawkers, pawners, and fixers in daily microenterprises to survive, wielding their bodily
times as a soft currency (whether in the
form of “savings” contained in domestic
appliances/assets, or in the immediate coin
of living labor-time) in order to extend life,
which is always on the verge of being spent
(Adem, 1992).

(and subsequent downfall) depended on a
national illegal numbers game preying on
the gambling of the poor, and his successor,
Gloria Macapagal Arroyo, both of whom
called on Hernando de Soto to advise the
Philippine government on economic policy,
each highly cognizant of the extractive
potential of the urban excess, a global
potential value, estimated in 2001, to be $9
Trillion (Miller, 2001).
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a question of “timing”; time is not only the
key commodity and medium of exchange,
but also the central category of experience,
sometimes the menacing specter of
despair—what those rendered completely
unserviceable (i.e., unredeemable through
servitude) dread and suffer as interminable
present time (Jocano, 1975; Jensen, 2014).
Whether the work of waiting on others—
servicing, making time for others—or the
work of simply waiting—killing time, doing
time—it is a waiting without end, an infinite
dilation of time that floats the archipelagic
grounds on which citizens of the emerging
globopolis enjoy their mobility.
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When we pull out of the close-up on any
specific city, as I have tried to do here with
the composite picture of city everywhere
drawn from both actual projects and abstract
tendencies in global cities in the North and
South, we see all along the borderlines
of city everywhere the standstill waters of
economic stagnation, of sinking life-value,
where money, time, and life are all running
out in equal measure. Indeed, the creation
of metropolitan archipelagos of city islands
everywhere only serves to create more and
more of these seas, which are spaces of no
social standing, perilous spaces to which
migrant refugees flee, taking flight from the
ravages of life-expenditure at home only to
find themselves afloat or drowned in a place
of emptiness where the non-citizens who
have lost their human standing are jettisoned
as life-time castaways. In the ocean, as one
aspiring Senegalese migrant says to his
friends, there are no borders; but, as his
friend who has survived an unspeakable
trauma in his own migratory attempt to
traverse the high seas counters, there is also
nothing to hold on to (Diop, 2013).
CONGESTION
PLATFORMS

AND

BYPASS:

VITAL

“The whole development of wealth rests
on the creation of disposable time” (Marx,
1973, p. 398). If this verity uncovered by
critical insight of another era has become
the evident program for accumulation now
animating metropolitan platforms, such
a program is nevertheless continuously
stymied by the staggering density of
matter and flows, the surplus of surplus

life-times, that it has created the conditions
for producing, but that it does not by itself
generate nor fully control. When we pull into
a close-up view of life in Metro Manila, we
see this staggering density and congestion,
the massive effect of social contradictions
lived daily, experienced and manifested in
a vehicular traffic situation that locals and
visitors alike suffer and loudly decry as “the
worst on earth” (Marasigan, 2015). All this
time wasted on the road to productive ends,
continuously undercutting the living wellbeing and value potential of rich and poor
alike, though at entirely different scales.
With travel times within the metropolis
quadrupling, even quintupling, only the
creative, liquid capacities of the humans who
serve as the media of other humans can make
up for this exponential space-time expansion
(Katz, 2001) experienced in urban, not just
rural, life that effects the massive devaluation
of people’s life-times.
Omar, a personal and family driver in Manila,
shaves minute by minute the overwhelming
drag that such congestion creates for his
employers. He puts at their disposal, his
own prodigious skills in weaving in and out
of the tightest spaces, within the smallest
margins, his uncanny abilities of “timing,”
of biding and accelerating, manipulating
and making time, on the road, through
constantly inventive, often dangerous
and illegal, maneuvers, including making
openings and even entirely new lanes
where there are none, competing but also
coordinating with all the other drivers, each
doing the same, all getting away with what
they can, in order to get by, in a place where
the risks are life and death, and the reward is
simply time. The total sum of these private
solutions multiplying the impasses they are
individually able to evade. But while these
liquid capacities are at the disposal of his
employers, every day yielding savings
of time and facilitating the connections
that the latter’s lives require, they are not
exhausted by the immeasurable service they
provide. Just as overseas migrant workers
are both “life support” (Vora, 2015) for their
employers and life extension (sustaining
but also drawing on the life sources) of
the disposable populations from which
they emerge as global labor, and to which
they remain vitally and fatally attached,

Omar is the means of living (connecting,
communicating) not only for his employers,
but also for his own dispersed but connected
family and kin, the extended, flexible
transnational social network of which he is
a vital component. That is, he is not only a
part of the vital infrastructure upholding
city everywhere; he is also a key player and
component of a mediatic network of socially
coordinated capacities that serves as a vital
platform (Tadiar, 2011) for his own personal
life-ventures.

All city everywhere’s capitals cannot fully nor
quickly enough absorb, recycle or channel
back into its own high-value platforms the
surplus liquidity that it has “freed”. More and
ever-evolving innovations for survival that
respect none or little of the formal or legal
protocols of urban life – including, but not
limited to, all those life-activities criminalized
and made into the basis of life-expending
security industries – makes for a surplus of
the surplus that can take on an assaultive
character with respect to metropolitanist
projects and their desires. The inundation
experienced as unbearable, unlivable
congestion of Metro Manila and increasingly
in so many of the component cities linked to
the nation’s capital is in this sense also to be
understood as the presence of conditions for
actual and potential antagonism everywhere.

ENDNOTES
1

As the rest of the essay shows, the notion of uber-

urbanization signals not simply an intensification of
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The difference I draw here between
infrastructure and platforms is not so
much a technical distinction, as much as a
theoretico-political one. Vital infrastructure
allows us to see when and how people’s
mediating capacities become a part of the
built environment, in the way the means of
circulation (roads, communicative media,
currencies, mobile banking) enables the
movement and possibility of exchange
(therefore as part of the process of capitalist
reproduction). Vital platforms allow us to see
when and how people’s mediating capacities
becomes a part of the machinery of industry
(technologies of production), participating
in the process of valorization as a means of
production of capital. It is in this latter aspect
that overseas migrant workers can be viewed
as agents of their own liquid life-times,
processing “foreign exchange” transaction
between discrepantly valued life currencies
(their family’s, their own, their employers),
according to flexible exchange rates that
their own significant remittances (as the
Philippine economy’s second most important
source of foreign exchange earnings) affect.
The complaint that they are sometimes
used by their own local relatives as ATMs
as well as their entrepreneurial investments
in their “home”, demonstrate their role as
both currency and bank, investor and asset.
Like the expendable communities that they
are redeemed from and that they support,
they act as at once manipulators of liquidity
and liquid assets themselves, that is, as
the “vanishing mediators” of a plethora of
value-producing exchanges. It comes then
as no wonder that as a global aggregate,
their “liquidity” acts as precisely a means of
capital valorization and accumulation that is
disappeared from the accounts – the powerful
role of the strata of disposable peoples (see

Barker) as a “driver” of global urbanization
critically as well as hegemonically bypassed,
subalternized through global servitude, even
as creative strategies of bypass are some of
the key forms of disposable peoples’ social
survival and thriving.

the logics of modernization, but a transcendence
and overcoming of the limits of older strategies
and paradigms of capitalist urban development,
indeed a reorganization of its operational principles
and

political

and

economic

presuppositions

(intrinsic to industrial or manufacturing capital and
the international system of sovereign nation-states)
through digital mediatization.
2

SMDC (Henry Sy, Sr.), Robinsons Land (John

Gokongwei, Jr.), Megaworld (Andrew Tan), Ayala
Land (Fernando Zobel de Ayala).

NOTE: An earlier version of this article was first
published as Tadiar, N. (2016).
City Everywhere, Theory, Culture, & Society 33(78), pp. 57-83
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UNIVERSITY OF SAN CARLOS
SULOG: CURRENTS OF UNITY
Miguel Lopez de Legaspi, the first
governor general of the Philippines,
established the first Spanish colonial
foothold in the island province of
Cebu. Part of this plan was the creation
of a street named after Christopher
Columbus—Colon Street. The street
started from the Parian district to the
east as the Estero Parian creek allowed
travelers to access the district from
the sea. It was originally a Chinese
settlement before the Spanish claimed
it as their home in the foreign land.
As time passed, the street sprawled
towards the west until it finally reached
the San Nicolas district.

As the oldest street in the Philippines,
Colon Street bears much sentimental
value to the Filipinos. Because of this,
new developments tend to distance
themselves from the old. However,
with land scarcity becoming more
prevalent throughout the country,
the idea of revisiting old city districts
comes as an eventual reality. With
climate change and the population
of Metro Cebu projected to double
by the year 2050, much of the city’s
old urban fabric will have to undergo
redevelopment. Having much of the
country’s oldest buildings, Colon Street
serves as the most ideal area for a
redevelopment built around sentimental
preservation and future preparation.
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Colon Street has stood and evolved
through the passing of the different
colonial regimes and their ideologies.
This evolution manifests itself in the
buildings within and around the street,
from the heritage structures of the
Parian district to the iconic structures
lining the street. Colon Street reached
its prime after the Second World
War in the 1960’s-70’s and faced its
decline in the late 1980’s-90’s when
new developments began to sprout
elsewhere. This “decongestion”
ultimately turned Colon Street’s image
into something of the past.
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The redevelopment would focus on
using Colon Street as a model for urban
revitalization that old cities throughout
the country might soon follow.
In the present, Colon Street’s evolution
has reached a point of stagnation, but
more specifically, even deterioration.
To revitalize the street, a strategy
of redevelopment must first be
established to determine how Colon
Street will evolve. Through projection
and speculation, three focal points
arise as key aspects to address in the
future—economic and environmental
sustainability along with respect for
sentimentality. The redevelopment uses
these key aspects as the currents behind
Colon Street’s redevelopment.

Revisiting a historical urban fabric, the
redevelopment builds its foundation
upon colonial manifestations. However,
as the currents of Colon Street’s growth
determine a design solution free of
external influences and ideologies, a
redefined sense of growth is created;
an evolution is revitalized by currents of
redefined growth as the embodiment of
neoliberalism.
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By creating individual scenarios for
each aspect of the redevelopment,
a corresponding design solution is
created to answer each specific focal
point. After determining these individual
design solutions, a synthesis is created
to identify the specific character and
nature of the redevelopment. This
is done by processing and trimming
the individual design solutions to fit
into each other as a single entity. The
manner in which Colon Street will grow
will depend on this synthesized entity.
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The Department of Architecture offers Bachelor of Science in
Architecture, Bachelor of Science in Interior Design, Bachelor of
Landscape Architecture, and Bachelor of Science in Environmental
Planning. The Department also offers graduate courses like
Master of Architecture (M. Arch. with majors in Architectural
Science, Heritage & Conservation, Interior Architecture, Landscape
Architecture or Urban Design), Master in Urban Planning (MUP) and
Master in Environmental Planning (MEP). The Department of Fine
Arts offers Bachelor of Fine Arts majors in Advertising Arts, Fashion
Design, Painting, and Cinema.
USC SAFAD remains responsive to the demands of the community
by developing sections which cater to specific needs of the
clientele and industry partners. The Architecture Computer
Center provides up to date computer facilities and software. The
Institute of Planning and Design spearheads many communitybased projects while the Conservation and Heritage Institute and
Workshop enriches student consciousness for cultural heritage. The
School of Architecture, Fine Arts and Design continues its pursuit
of excellence as an “institution of learning that embodies the
principles of academic discipline of San Carlos Borromeo and the
missionary charism of the Society of the Divine Word (SVD).”
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The University of San Carlos School of Architecture, Fine Arts
and Design (USC SAFAD) is one of the most notable institutions
in the field of Architecture in the Philippines. It has grown from
being a simple Department of Architecture under the College of
Engineering in the 1960s to an independent and dynamic school
of design and the arts at present. The school gracefully rides with
tides of change in the educational system while maintaining a
pursuit of excellence among its students and its faculty. It continues
to take pride in the accomplishments of its graduates from their
outstanding performance in government-administered licensure
examinations all the way to their flourishing careers and professional
practice.
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UNIVERSITY OF THE
PHILIPPINES – DILIMAN
HYGRIDS*: PROJECTING THE
FUTURE OF CITIES IN THE
PHILIPPINES

UP Diliman is one of the products of the
American occupation in the Philippines.
The character of many of its pioneer
buildings invokes Western ideals of
liberalism and civic pride exemplified
in the City Beautiful Movement. The
design of the architecture and open
spaces eventually evolved as the
context of the Philippines did—as
responses to social, economic, and
administrative changes and the
demands of the growing population
of the users of the university. We test
future possibilities of its continuing
evolution by creating hyperrealist
projections of what could happen
to the UP Diliman campus if its two
distinctive campus elements—its
pioneer buildings and green areas—
optimized context-driven design. We
present these as an interplay of two
design interventions—through the built
and the natural—which eventually blur
as they intersect within the deliberate
activity of designing and building the
environment.
We test the permutations of design
intervention through a script we
made using Grasshopper, a visual
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We posit that cities in the Philippines
pierce and bring together the navels of
postcolonialism and neoliberalism. We
speculate that the future of cities in the
Philippines will perpetuate this pierced
intersection through permutations of
design intervention in the built and in
the natural. We test this speculation
through hyperrealist projections of the
University of the Philippines Diliman
(UP Diliman) as a city campus within
the larger Quezon City. We are hopeful
that our presentation is a voice that
contributes to the cyclical dialogue
between the colonial agenda of
order and the neoliberal agenda of
opportunity in cities in the Philippines.
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programming language. The script,
through graphic sliders for visualization,
allows for the variation in the degree
of the design intervention. At a smaller
scale, we demonstrate the variations in
the degree of design intervention by
superimposing conceptual grids. The
conceptual grids bring a semblance
of order into the design of the areas,
but also allow for flexibility in the
configuration of the spaces within.
We utilize the conceptual grid in both
digital and physical simulations. We
fixed common parameters, such as the
pioneer buildings of the campus located
around the Academic Oval of UP
Diliman, to provide a design platform
that shows the possibilities when the
degrees of design intervention in the
built and in the natural are tested.

*HyGrids is a combination of the
terms ‘hyperrealist projections’ and
‘conceptual grids,’ the methods by
which the piercing and intersecting
of postcolonialism and neoliberalism
is tested on UP Diliman to determine
the possible futures of cities in the
Philippines.
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We highlight specific loci of collective
memory within the campus through
renderings and physical models,
to demonstrate how the pierced
intersection of postcolonialism and
neoliberalism are manifested through
the design interventions of the built
and the natural. We propose possible
futures of UP Diliman based on this
premise, to serve as a case study of
how cities in the Philippines will evolve
given its two navels of postcolonialism
and neoliberalism. We are hopeful that
this visual discourse will provide the
impetus to the Filipino public that their
engagement in the evolution of cities
in the Philippines is part of the cyclical
dialogue between the colonial agenda
of order and the neoliberal agenda of
opportunity.
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The University of the Philippines-College of Architecture (UPCA)
envisions the development of Filipino architecture responsive
to and expressive of the physical and socio-cultural realities in
the nation. The Architecture program was initially offered by the
College of Engineering in 1956. As the College of Architecture, it
became a separate unit of the University in July 1970. Among its
seven programs, two are at the undergraduate level: the Bachelor of
Science in Architecture and the Bachelor in Landscape Architecture.
The production team of the College for the Philippine Pavilion
is comprised of twelve students from the two undergraduate
programs, guided by a group of faculty of the College.
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